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Abstract
Recently, a growing interest in description logics and their applications can be observed. This is mainly due to the development of very
expressive description logics and optimized description logic systems
which support terminological and/or assertional reasoning for these
logics. This workshop intended to gather researchers as well as practitioners who are interested in description logics and their applications.
The primary focus of this workshop was on applications of description
logics. Ian Horrocks, University of Manchester, gives a tutorial-style
talk about latest developments in description logic research.

These proceedings can also be found at http://www.CEUR-WS.org.
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Abstract

In this paper we study how automated reasoning systems based on
Description Logics (DLs) can be used for reasoning about UML class diagrams. The ability of reasoning automatically on UML class diagrams
makes it possible to provide computer aided support during the application design phase in order to automatically detect relevant properties,
such as inconsistencies and redundancies. We show that UML class diagrams can be formalized as knowledge bases expressed in the DL DLR.
DLR knowledge bases can be translated into knowledge bases expressed
in the variants of ALCQI accepted by state-of-the-art DL-based systems.
Hence, in principle, the reasoning capabilities of such systems can be used
to reason on UML class diagrams. However, we report some experiments
indicating that state-of-the-art systems have still diÆculty in dealing with
the resulting knowledge bases.

1 Introduction
The Uni ed Modeling Language (UML) is the de facto standard formalism for
object-oriented modeling [1, 11]. There is a vast consensus on the need for a
precise semantics for UML [9, 14], in particular for UML class diagrams. Indeed,
several kinds of formalizations of UML class diagrams have been proposed in the
literature [8, 9, 10, 7]. Many of them have been proved very useful with respect to
the task of establishing a common understanding of the formal meaning of UML
constructs. However, to the best of our knowledge, none of them has the explicit
goal of building a solid basis for allowing automated reasoning techniques, based
on algorithms that are sound and complete wrt the semantics, to be applicable
to UML class diagrams.
1

We are interested in exploiting the research on Description Logics (DLs),
which are decidable logics tailored towards class based knowledge representation,
to carry out various forms of reasoning on UML class diagrams, so as to provide
support during the speci cation phase of software development. Recently the
research on DLs has resulted in a number of automated reasoning systems [15,
16, 17, 12, 13], that have been successfully tested in various application domains
(see e.g., [19, 20, 18]). Such systems are candidates to form the core reasoning
engine for advanced UML CASE tools.
In this paper, we illustrate a formalization of UML class diagrams in terms
of DLs [2]. In particular, we show how UML class diagrams can be captured
by knowledge bases expressed in the DL DLR [4, 3]. This logic is particularly
well tailored towards the high expressiveness of UML information structuring
mechanisms, and allows one to easily model important additional properties,
such as disjointness of classes, or partitions of classes into subclasses, that are
typically speci ed by means of constraints in UML class diagrams. DLR assertions can be translated into ALCQI assertions. Since variants of the latter are
accepted by state-of-the-art DL-based reasoning systems, in principle, we can
exploit such systems to reason about UML class diagrams. However, in spite
of the fact that such systems have shown to perform nicely in several context,
we report in this paper some experiments indicating that they still have serious
eÆciency problems when dealing with UML class diagrams.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a brief
overview of the Description Logic DLR. In Section 3 we show how UML class
diagrams can be formalized in DLR. In Section 4 we discuss the use of DLbased reasoning systems, namely FaCT [17] and Racer [13], for reasoning
about UML class diagrams, and show some results of our experimentation with
such systems. Section 5 concludes the paper. In the appendix, we show the
UML class diagrams used in the reported experiments.
2 The Description Logic DLR
The basic elements of DLR [4, 3] are concepts and n-ary relations. We assume
to deal with a nite set of atomic relations and atomic concepts, denoted by P
and A, respectively. Arbitrary relations (of given arity between 2 and n ),
denoted by R, and arbitrary concepts, denoted by C , are built according to the
following syntax:
R ::= > j P j (i=n : C ) j :R j R1 u R2
C ::= >1 j A j :C j C1 u C2 j ( k [i]R)
where i denotes a component of a relation, i.e., an integer between 1 and n , n
denotes the arity of a relation, i.e., an integer between 2 and n , and k denotes
max
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Figure 1: Semantic rules for DLR (P , R, R1 , and R2 have arity n)
a non-negative integer. We consider only concepts and relations that are welltyped, which means that (i) only relations of the same arity n are combined to
form expressions of type R1 u R2 (which inherit the arity n), and (ii) i  n
whenever i denotes a component of a relation of arity n.
We also make use of the following abbreviations: C1 t C2 for :(:C1 u :C2 ),
C1 ) C2 for :C1 t C2 , ( k [i]R) for :( k 1 [i]R), 9[i]R for ( 1 [i]R), 8[i]R
for :9[i]:R. Moreover, we abbreviate (i=n : C ) with (i : C ), when n is clear from
the context.
A DLR knowledge base (KB) is constituted by a nite set of inclusion assertions, where each assertion has one of the forms:
R1 v R2
C1 v C2
with R1 and R2 of the same arity.1
The semantics of DLR is speci ed through the notion of interpretation. An
interpretation I = (I ; I ) of a DLR KB K is constituted by an interpretation
domain I and an interpretation function I that assigns to each concept C a
subset C I of I and to each relation R of arity n a subset RI of (I ) , such
that the conditions in Figure 1 are satis ed (in the gure, t[i] denotes the i-th
component of tuple t). We observe that >1 denotes the interpretation domain,
while > , for n > 1, does not denote the n-Cartesian product of the domain,
but only a subset of it that covers all relations of arity n. It follows, from this
property, that the \:" constructor on relations is used to express di erence of
relations, rather than complement.
To specify the semantics of a KB we rst de ne when an interpretation satis es an assertion as follows: An interpretation I satis es an inclusion assertion
R1 v R2 (resp. C1 v C2 ) if R1I  R2I (resp. C1I  C2I ). An interpretation that
satis es all assertions in a KB K is called a model of K.
Several reasoning services are applicable to DLR KBs. The most important
ones are KB satis ability and logical implication. A KB K is satis able if there
n

n

DLR knowledge bases may also include identi cation-constraints that allow one to force
instances of concepts or relations to be uniquely identi ed through suitable mechanisms (see [4]
for details). Interestingly, however, such additional constraints play no role in checking knowledge base satis ability or logical implication of inclusion assertions. For this reason in this
paper we do not consider them.
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Figure 2: Aggregation in UML
exists a model of K. An inclusion assertion is logically implied by K if all
models of K satisfy . One can easily verify that logical implication and KB
(un)satis ability are mutually reducible.
One of the distinguishing features of DLR is that it is equipped with reasoning algorithms that are sound and complete wrt to the semantics. Such
algorithms allow one to decide all the above reasoning tasks in deterministic
exponential time [4, 3].
3 Representing UML class diagrams
We concentrate on UML class diagrams for the conceptual perspective. Hence,
we do not deal with those features that are relevant for the implementation
perspective, such as public, protected, and private quali ers for methods and
attributes.

Classes A class in an UML class diagram denotes a set of objects with common
features, hence it can be represented by a DLR concept. This follows naturally
from the fact that both UML classes and DLR concepts denote sets of objects.
Attributes and operations of classes can be easily represented by means of DLRrelations [2].
Relationships between classes come in two forms in UML: aggregations, denoting part-whole relationships, and associations, denoting general relationships
between two or more classes.
Aggregations An aggregation in UML, graphically rendered as in Figure 2, is
a binary relation between the instances of two classes, denoting a generic form
of part-whole relationship, i.e., a relationship that speci es that each instance
of a class is made up of a set of instances of another class. An aggregation A,
saying that instances of the class C1 have components that are instances of the
class C2 , is formalized in DLR by means of a binary relation A together with
the following assertion:
A v (1 : C1 ) u (2 : C2 ):
Note that the distinction between the contained class and the containing class
is not lost. Indeed, we simply use the following convention: the rst argument
of the relation is the containing class. The multiplicity of an aggregation can be
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Figure 4: Binary association in UML
easily expressed in DLR. For example, the multiplicities shown in Figure 2 are
formalized by means of the assertions:
C1 v ( n [1]A) u ( n [1]A)
C2 v ( m [2]A) u ( m [2]A)
`

u

`

u

Associations An association in UML, graphically rendered as in Figure 3, is
a relation between the instances of two or more classes. An association often
has a related association class that describes properties of the association such
as attributes, operations, etc.
Since associations have often a related association class, we formalize associations in DLR by reifying each association A into a DLR concept A with
suitable properties. We represent an association among n classes C1 ; : : : ; C , as
shown in Figure 3, by introducing a concept A and n binary relations r1; : : : ; r ,
one for each component of the association A. Each binary relation r has C
as its rst component and A as its second component. Then we introduce the
following assertion:
A v 9[1]r1 u ( 1 [1]r1 ) u 8[1](r1 ) (2 : C1 )) u
...
9[1]r u ( 1 [1]r ) u 8[1](r ) (2 : C ))
where 9[1]r , with i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, speci es that the concept A must have all
components r1; : : : ; r of the association A, ( 1 [1]r ) speci es that each such
component is single-valued, and 8[1](r ) (2 : C )) speci es the class each component has to belong to.2
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In addition, we would need an identi cation constraint saying that the relations
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Figure 5: A class hierarchy in UML
For a binary UML association, we can easily represent multiplicities by imposing suitable number restrictions on the DLR relations modeling the components of the association. The multiplicities shown in Figure 4 are captured as
follows:
C1 v ( n [1](r1 u (2 : A))) u ( n [1](r1 u (2 : A)))
C2 v ( m [1](r2 u (2 : A))) u ( m [1](r2 u (2 : A)))
`

u

`

u

Generalization In UML one can use generalization between a parent class
and a child class to specify that each instance of the child class is also an instance
of the parent class. Hence, the instances of the child class inherit the properties
of the parent class, but typically they satisfy additional properties that do not
hold for the parent class.
Generalization is naturally supported in DLR. If an UML class C2 generalizes a class C1 , we can express this by the DLR assertion:
C1

v C2

Inheritance between DLR concepts works exactly as inheritance between UML
classes. This is an obvious consequence of the semantics of inclusion assertions,
which is based on subsetting. Indeed, in DLR, given an assertion C1 v C2, every
tuple in a relation having C2 as i-th argument type may have as i-th component
an instance of C1, which is in fact also an instance of C2 . As a consequence,
in the formalization, each attribute or operation of C2, and each aggregation
and association involving C2 is correctly inherited by C1. Observe that the formalization in DLR also captures directly inheritance among association classes,
which are treated exactly as all other classes, and multiple inheritance between
classes (including association classes).
In UML, one can group several generalizations, as shown e.g.., in Figure 5,
and impose covering or mutual disjointness between classes, if needed. This is
captured in DLR by a set of inclusion assertions, one between each child class

form an identi er of the concept . However, as mentioned, such a constraint has no impact
on reasoning on logical implication or satis ability of the resulting knowledge base, so we omit
it here.
A
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and the parent class:
for each i 2 f1; : : : ; ng
Then if the superclass C is a covering of the subclasses C1; : : : ; C , we include
the additional assertion
C v C1 t    t C
For each pair of subclasses C and C that are mutually disjoint, we include the
assertions
C v :C
C
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vC
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Constraints In UML it is possible to add information to a class diagram by
using constraints. In general, constraints are used to express in an informal
way information which cannot be expressed by other constructs of UML class
diagrams. One can exploit the expressive power of DLR to formalize several
types of constraints that allow one to better represent the application semantics
and that are typically not dealt with in a formal way. This allows one to take
such constraints fully into account when reasoning on the class diagram.
4 Experiments
We have formalized as DLR knowledge bases several UML class diagrams. Then
we have used state-of-the-art DL-based systems to reason with them, by translating the DLR knowledge bases into ALCQI knowledge bases (or more precisely knowledge bases expressed in the variants of ALCQI accepted by the
systems used). In particular, we have used the two systems FaCT 3 (the executable SHIQ reasoner (shiq-app.exe) contained in the Corba-FaCT distribution v.2.15, excluding the corba interface) and Racer 4 (v.1-5-10). We have
run the experiments on a Pentium III biprocessor, 866 Mhz, 512MB of RAM
and OS Windows 2000 Professional.
Below we report the results obtained with four rather simple UML class
diagrams, shown in the appendix:
,
,
, and
,
modeling, respectively, a restaurant, a library, a soccer championship and the
acceptance procedure in a hospital. The reasoning service we focused on is satisability of the class diagram. Observe that all diagrams are obviously satis able.
The obtained results are shown in Table 1, where:

refers to the original UML class diagrams;
Restaurant

Library

Soccer

complete

3
4

Available at http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/horrocks/FaCT.
Available at http://kogs-www.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/race.
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Hospital

Restaurant
FaCT

no mult. constr.
no minimal mult. constr.
no maximal mult. constr.
complete

yes
yes
yes
no

Racer

yes
no
no
no

Hospital

FaCT

yes
yes
yes
yes

Racer

yes
yes
no
no

Soccer

FaCT

yes
yes
yes
no

Racer

yes
yes
no
no

Library

FaCT

yes
yes
yes
yes

Racer

yes
yes
yes
no

Table 1: Successful classi cation of the considered UML class diagrams
refers to the class diagrams weakened by removing all
multiplicity constraints, i.e., making all multiplicities of the form 0::;

refers to the class diagrams weakened by
removing minimal multiplicity constraints, thus getting multiplicities of
the form 0:: or 0::1;

refers to the class diagrams weakened by
removing maximal multiplicity constraints, thus getting multiplicities of
the form 0:: or 1::.
In the table, \ " indicates that the reasoner could classify the knowledge base
corresponding to the UML class diagram, and \ " that the reasoner couldn't
classify it because it ran out of resources.
When the reasoners are able to classify a knowledge base ( in the table),
they both take less than 1 minute to perform the classi cation. When FaCT
cannot classify a knowledge base ( in the table), this is because it goes in
stack over ow (in about 1 minute on the experiments reported). Observe that
the only limit to the stack size is the one imposed by the OS, and FaCT goes
in stack over ow whenever the OS can't provide more memory. FaCT memory
requests increase quite regularly, until all the available memory is exhausted.
As for Racer, when it cannot classify a knowledge base ( in the table, this is
because it starts paging, so that all the resources are used to perform memory
swaps and the CPU usage decreases greatly. After 1 hour of paging we stopped
the reasoner. The only exception to this behaviour is in classifying the knowledge
base corresponding to
with no maximal multiplicity constraints, where
Racer goes in stack over ow, even setting the stack size to the maximum.
FaCT can classify all knowledge bases corresponding to the class diagrams
having no minimal multiplicity constraints and those having no maximal multiplicity constraints, but it can't classify some of those corresponding to the
complete class diagrams: namely
and
, which are characterized
by having cycles of associations/aggregations all involving minimal multiplicity
constraints in both directions. 5


no multiplicity const.

no minimal multiplicity const.

no maximal multiplicity const.

yes

no

yes

no

no

Hospital

Soccer

5

Restaurant

Curiously, we noticed that FaCT is able to classify the knowledge base corresponding
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Racer can classify none of the knowledge bases corresponding to the complete UML class diagrams. Instead, it can classify the knowledge bases corresponding to the weakened class diagrams with no multiplicity constraints, and
those corresponding to the class diagrams with no minimal multiplicity constraints, with the exception of
. The weakened class diagrams with
no maximal multiplicity constrains are too complex for the current version of
Racer, with the exception of
, where only few minimal multiplicity constraints appear.
From an analysis of the UML class diagrams and the corresponding knowledge bases, it appears that what makes reasoning diÆcult for the current systems
is the combination of: (1) terminological cycles involving existentials (which in
UML class diagrams are generated by minimal multiplicity constraints); (2) inverse roles (which are intrinsic in the possibility of navigating UML aggregations
and associations components in both directions); (3) functional restrictions combined with existential restrictions (which are present in the complete class diagrams); (4) the overall size of the UML class diagrams.
More information about the conducted experiments, including the DLR
knowledge bases corresponding to the UML class diagrams considered here, and
the knowledge bases expressed in the languages accepted by FaCT and Racer,
are available at http://www.dis.uniroma1.it/berardi/uml2dl.
Restaurant

Library

5 Conclusions
We have seen that UML class diagrams can be formalized as DL knowledge
bases, and this potentially allows for exploiting DL-based reasoning systems to
perform various kinds of reasoning on them. However, the experimentation with
state-of-the-art DL reasoners, shows that the current reasoners may have serious
eÆciency problems in dealing with the resulting knowledge bases. Observe that
all results obtained apply also to Entity-Relationship diagrams (with cardinality
constraints) [6, 5], which are tightly related to UML class diagrams.
Hence, we encourage further research on practical DL reasoners. Reasoning
with UML class diagrams (with multiplicity constraints) can be a challenging
testbed for them.
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to Restaurant, if we reverse the direction of two aggregations (related and is comprised),
which in this case amounts to reversing the order of the two arguments of the DLR relation
corresponding to two aggregations. This appears quite strange, considering that DLR relations
are rei ed in ALCQI and the treatment of the two components in the translation of the
relations is completely symmetrical.
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Figure 6: UML class diagram: Restaurant
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Abstract
In knowledge representation systems based on Description Logics,
standard inference services such as consistency, subsumption, and instance are well-investigated. In contrast, non-standard inferences like
most speci c concept, least common subsumer, uni cation, and matching
are missing in most systems|or exist only as ad-hoc implementations.
We give an example of how these inferences can be applied successfully
in the domain of process engineering. The bene t gained in our example,
however, occurs in to many domains where knowledge bases are managed
by persons with little expertise in knowledge engineering.

1 Process Engineering
As an application domain for knowledge representation systems based on Description Logics (DL-systems) in general, and certain non-standard inferences
in particular, we give a brief introduction to the basic notions of the eld of
process engineering. In this context, a process is de ned as a sequence of physical, chemical, biological, and informational operations intentionally executed to
change substances in respect to their nature, properties, and composition.
Process engineering is concerned with methods, tools, and their management
for the design and control of a process.1 Here, models are used to represent, analyze, and optimize processes and get a deeper understanding of their nature. In
general, a model is an abstraction of some object under consideration characterized by a lower level of complexity while retaining some of the original properties
of interest.
 This work has been supported by the DFG, Project BA 1122/4-1.
1
in turn deals with the actual (chemical) plant performing the process

Plant engineering

and its construction, which is abstracted from in process engineering.

1

In process engineering, exact equation-based mathematical models are particularly desirable because of their high predictive capabilities in numerical analysis
and simulation. Unfortunately, even for simple chemical processes, such models
are too complex for ad-hoc construction by hand. Nevertheless, adequate models can be obtained step by step, starting with other representation formalisms,
e.g., so-called block-oriented models. In such models, a process is represented
by an undirected graph with blocks as vertices and connections as edges. Each
block stands for a standardized sub-unit of the entire process with certain interfaces and each connection for a ow of material, energy, or information. The
type of a connection linking two interfaces of blocks is determined by the interface speci cations. Typically, block-oriented modeling environments have a
block repository in which building blocks are stored.
During the life-cycle of a chemical process, several models on di erent levels
of detail are involved. In an early design stage, for instance, rather crude models
allow to consider alternative designs in minimal time. Once one of them proved
promising, more accurate models are used for further examination. With such
a cascade of models, however, it is not clear how to bene t from one modeling
stage when going into further detail on the next.
In answer to this, several requirements have been identi ed for block-oriented
models and appropriate modelling environments in process engineering [15]:
Variable granularity : The model should allow composite building blocks,
i.e., blocks again comprising blocks and connections. These can be decomposed during the design phase until the desired level of detail is reached.
Generic building blocks : A block in the repository should not be fully
speci ed but rather represent a class of some subunit. During the design
procedure, particular instances are obtained by specifying the relevant
variables, equations, and values abstracted from in the classes.
Structured storage : To avoid unnecessary extensions of the block repository
and to facilitate browsing and searching, the existing blocks should be
arranged in an \is-specialization-of" hierarchy.
Automatic classi cation : If the specialization order would be derivable
automatically, the system could additionally maintain consistency of new
building blocks during the design procedure and locate the correct positions for their storage in the repository.
Re-use of submodels : It should be possible to store (abstractions of) subunits in existing models in the repository for later re-use.
Maintenance support : As the block repository typically will be developed
over a long period of time by many people, detecting redundancies and
integrating additional repositories should be possible.
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The challenge to meet these requirements has inspired a cooperation between the Institute for Process Systems Engineering at RWTH Aachen, where
a prototype modelling environment is being developed, and our research group,
where DL-systems are studied. It has already been shown that DL-systems can
successfully be employed for most of the above tasks [15]. Testing the developed prototype environment has provided additional insights. When designing
models by means of block-oriented modelling environments, process engineers
showed two characteristic strategies for the design of new (generic) blocks:
Bottom-up design : From several existing process models, the process engineer selects a certain collection of subunits deployed for a similar purpose.
She then introduces a new generic block as an abstraction of these units.
Design by modi cation : Before assembling a new generic block from scratch,
the knowledge engineer tries to locate a structurally similar one in the
repository. She then modi es the existing block to suit the new requirements.
In this work, we will show how these design strategies can be supported
by non-standard inferences o ered by DL-systems. In the following section,
we will introduce Description Logics formally and discuss their bene t for the
requirements mentioned above. Sections 3 and 4 describe the particular nonstandard inference services used to support the two design techniques.




2 Description Logics and Process Modelling
Description Logics (DL) form a category of knowledge representation (KR) formalisms used to represent terminological knowledge in a structured and wellde ned way. A DL-system consists of a knowledge base together with certain
inference services. The knowledge base comprises two components, the TBox
and the ABox. Intuitively, the TBox de nes the vocabulary by which a concrete
world (in this application a process model) is described in the ABox. Both are
de ned by means of concepts, whose syntax and semantics is introduced next.
Concepts are inductively de ned using a set of concept constructors, starting
from a set N of concept names and a set N of role names. The constructs
available in the DLs considered here are listed in Table 1. In , the top-concept
( ), conjunction (C D), and existential restriction ( r:C ) are allowed. additionally provides the bottom-concept ( ) and primitive negation ( A).
extends with number restrictions ( n r) and ( n r), but does not provide
existential restrictions. A concept de ned over the DL (
;
;
)
is referred to as -concept.
The semantics of concepts is de ned in terms of an interpretation =
I
( ; I ). The domain I is a non-empty set, and the interpretation function I
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Table 1: Syntax and semantics of concepts.

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

maps every concept name A N to a set AI I and each role name r N
to a binary relation rI I I . The second column of Table 1 shows how I
is extended to complex concepts.
De nition 1 (TBox) A TBox is a nite set of concept de nitions of the
form A =: C , where A N and C is a concept. Every concept name A may
occur only once on a left-hand side in . If it does, then A is called de ned,
otherwise primitive. In DLs providing primitive negation only primitive concepts
may be negated on the right-hand side of concept de nitions. An interpretation
is a model for i AI = C I for every A =: C
.
To illustrate the introduced notions of concept, concept de nition and TBox,
consider an example TBox.
2
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Example 2 The ALE -TBox T contains the following concept de nitions inspired by the process engineering domain:
ex

Liquid =: :Solid u :Gas;
Container =: Volume u (8 contains: Substance);
FluidTank =: Container u (8 hasConnection: Port) u
(9 contains: Liquid) ;
:
Pipeline = Volume u Tube
(8 hasConnection: (Port u (9 hasPart: Valve))) u
(8 contains: Substance) u (9 contains::Solid)

In the TBox T the concept Liquid is de ned as something that is no Gas and no
Solid. A Container is de ned as a Volume containing only Substances. Based on
these two de ned concepts, a FluidTank is de ned as a Container which contains
a Liquid and is only connected to Ports. Finally, a Pipeline is de ned as a Volume
and a Tube and is only connected to Ports which in turn must have a Valve as
a part. Furthermore, a Pipeline must contain something, which is no Solid and
all it contains are Substances.
ex

4

To represent knowledge about an actual instance of the application domain,
individuals and their interrelations are described in an ABox. Thus, in addition
to N and N , we introduce a nite set N of individual names. Formally, an
ABox can now be de ned as follows:
De nition 3 (ABox) An ABox is a nite set of concept assertions of the
form a : C and role assertions of the form (b; c): r, where a; b; c N , C is an
arbitrary concept, and r N a role name. An interpretation is a model
for , i aI C I and (bI ; cI ) rI for every a : C and every (b; c): r in .
For every interpretation , every a N is mapped to some aI I , such that
a = b implies aI = bI (unique name assumption).
In our process engineering application, each of the individual blocks is represented by an individual in an ABox. The generic blocks from the repository
are represented by concepts de ned in a TBox. Thus, TBox and ABox form
a knowledge base for all blocks constructed in the modelling environment as
illustrated in Figure 1.
To derive implicit knowledge from the explicit one given in the knowledge
base, there are three so-called standard inferences, namely consistency, subsumption, and instance, as de ned below.
De nition 4 (Standard inferences) A concept C is consistent i there exists an interpretation such that C I = . A concept C is subsumed by a
concept D (written C D) i C I DI holds for all interpretations . The
concepts C and D are equivalent (written C D) i they subsume each other.
An individual name a N is an instance of C w.r.t. an ABox and its TBox
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of A and T .

These inferences are essential for almost all DL-systems. Especially, computing the so-called subsumption hierarchy of concepts yields the \is-specializationof"-hierarchy mentioned in Section 1. Algorithms deciding subsumption form
the basis for structured storage and the algorithms for computing the \instanceof"-relation realize the automatic classi cation of objects. Not all of the tasks
mentioned in Section 1 can be accomplished by means of standard inferences,
e.g., they do not facilitate the previously mentioned design strategies utilized by
process engineers. This is where the non-standard inferences come into play.

3 Supporting the Bottom-up Approach
The bottom-up generation of a new block (i.e., concept) from a set of process
models (i.e., ABox individuals) selected by the domain expert is realized by nonstandard inferences in two steps. Firstly, the most speci c concept is computed
for each of the selected ABox individuals, such that the individual is an instance
5
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Figure 1: Modelling environment and knowledge base
of the obtained concept which is most speci c w.r.t. subsumption. Next, a
single concept is computed from all the obtained concepts, which subsumes
all the obtained concepts and is also the most speci c concept to do so. The
resulting concept is then o ered to the process engineer for inspection and further
processing and, if suitable, added to the generic block repository. The rst step
is realized by the non-standard inference most speci c concept (msc ) which is
de ned in the following way:
De nition 5 (msc ) Let A be an L-ABox, a an individual in A and C a concept
in L, then C is the most speci c concept (msc ) of a w.r.t. A (msc A (a)) i
a 2A C , and for all L-concepts C 0 , a 2A C 0 implies C v C 0 .

Computing the msc of an individual yields an abstraction from a concrete
individual and from its interrelationships expressed in the ABox by generalizing
it into a concept.
Example 6 As an example inspired from the application domain, we want to
describe a distillation device which takes sea-water as an input and separates it
into water and salt. Such a device could be represented by an EL -ABox A with
the following assertions:
device : MarineDistiller;
seawater : solution u Liquid;
(device; seawater) : hasInput;
(seawater; water) : contains;
(device; water) : hasOutput;
(seawater; salt) : contains;
(device; salt) : hasOutput;
water : Solvent u Liquid;
salt : Solute u Solid
Note that the individuals water and salt occur as role-successors for both of
the individuals device and seawater. The msc (device) w.r.t. the underlying ABox
A
is now given by:
ex

ex

6

msc Aex (device) = MarineDistiller u
9 hasInput: (Solution u Liquid u
9 contains: (Solvent u Liquid) u
9 contains: (Solute u Solid)) u
9 hasOutput: (Solvent u Liquid) u
9 hasOutput: (Solute u Solid)

In the obtained concept the concept names from the ABox A are preserved in
the msc concept and the interrelations are expressed by existential restrictions.
The co-references in A to each of water and to salt can not be captured in the
concept, instead the concepts from A corresponding to these individuals are
duplicated.
ex

ex

ex

Unfortunately, the msc need not always exist due to cyclic relationships
between ABox individuals such as (a; b): r; (b; a): r
. An individual
from a cyclic ABox may be instance of all concepts from an in nite sequence
of concepts C1 , C2 , ...where each concept C encodes one more traversal of
the cycle expressed in the ABox than C 1 and is thereby more speci c than all
its predecessors in the in nite sequence of concepts. Since the individual is an
instance of all C s, the most-speci c concept would be 1=1 C , which cannot
be expressed in every DL with existential restrictions. For further details, refer
to [2].
However, for DLs providing existential restrictions the msc for cyclic ABoxes
can be approximated by the so-called k-approximation. The k-approximation is
a msc whose nesting depth of quanti ers is bounded by k (k N). See [12] for
details. Once in our process engineering application the k-approximation or, if
possible, the msc of each selected individual block is attained, the subsuming
concept|the least common subsumer|of them is computed. It is de ned as
follows:
f

g  A

i

i

ui

i

i
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De nition 7 (lcs ) Let T be an L-concept and C1 , . . . , C concepts in L
from T , then C is the least common subsumer (lcs ) of C1 , . . . , C w.r.t.
T (lcsT ( C1 ; : : : ; C )) i
C vT C for all 1  i  n, and for all L-concepts
0
0
C , C vT C for all 1  i  n implies C v C 0 .
Thus, both the msc and the lcs generalize the input yielding the most speci c
concept w.r.t. the underlying TBox; only that the msc refers to a single ABox
individual while the lcs refers to several concepts based on conccepts de ned in
n

n

n

i

i

a TBox.

Example 8 Let us consider the lcs of the concepts FluidTank and Pipeline as
de ned in the TBox T from Example 2. First, both concepts have to be unfolded w.r.t. T , i.e., all names of de ned conepts are replaced recursively by the
right-hand sides of their concept de nitions. Next, the lcs concept of both input
concepts is computed. In this case we obtain:
ex

ex
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lcsTex (FluidTank; Pipeline) =
Volume u (8 hasConnection: Port) u
(8 contains: Substance) u (9 contains: (Substance

u :

Solid)):

The lcs concept re ects that both input concepts are a Volume, because Volume
lies in the intersection of the concept names on top-level of both input concepts.
For the concept occurring in value restrictions, the lcs algorithm is applied recursively for each role. The existential restrictions in the lcs concept are obtained
by conjoining the concepts in the existential restriction and those in their corresponding value restriction for each of the input concepts and then recursively
applying the lcs algorithm to the obtained conjunctions.

For the DLs introduced in Section 2, the lcs always exists. The lcs (as
well as the msc , if it exists) is uniquely determined up to equivalence. In our
research group, algorithms for the lcs have been developed for several DLs, see
[10, 5, 2, 11].
Equipped with the non-standard inferences msc and the lcs , the demand from
our application domain to construct knowledge bases in a bottom-up fashion can
be met. The knowledge engineer selects some fully speci ed blocks that should
form the new generic block for the repository. Then the blocks are automatically
translated into individuals in an ABox, representing the parts and properties of
each of the blocks. Next, the DL-system computes the msc of each of them and
then generalizes them into a single concept by computing the lcs . The resulting
concept is then translated back into the representation used in the modelling
environment and o ered as a new block to the process engineer, see Figure 1.
Note that the domain expert is not involved in the \DL-part" of this process,
therefore our method is suitable for users with little KR expertise.
In our application, the lcs inference does not only support the bottom-up
approach for augmenting the repository. It may in addition be employed to
obtain a well-structured storage in the repository which in turn is necessary
for easily retrieving generic blocks for a possible re-use. So, if a generic block
in the repository has many specializations, say B1 ; : : : ; B for a large number
n, and the process engineer searches for a building block to re-use, inspecting
all of the B s to nd a candidate may not be practical. New generic blocks
subsuming some of the B s and thereby providing an intermediate level in the
specialization hierarchy facilitates browsing it. Such intermediate blocks can
be derived by computing the least common subsumers of some of the B s and
adding them to the repository.
The lcs w.r.t. TBoxes has been implemented for the DL
. As seen in
Example 8, all input concepts have to be unfolded completely against the underlying TBox before computing the actual lcs concept. It is well-known that
unfolding a concept can cause an exponential blow-up of the concept size [14].
n

i

i

i

ALE
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Therefore, the concepts to be handled and|even worse|returned by the lcs algorithm can become very large. This does not only slow down the computation
of the lcs, but also yields unreadable concepts. First empirical evaluations of our
lcs -implementation applied to TBoxes from the process engineering domain have
shown that the returned concepts ll several pages of output and are therefore
too big to be readable and comprehensible for a human reader, see [7, 16].
Thus, for assessment by domain experts, the resulting concepts have to be
represented more compactly. To this end, our research group investigates methods for nding a minimal rewriting of a concept w.r.t. the underlying TBox
[6]. In a minimal rewriting, parts of the concept are replaced by names dened in the TBox. The e ect of such a rewriting is somewhat inverse to unfolding, e.g., in Example 8 the lcs can be represented in a more compact way
by using the de nition in and replacing the sub-term of the lcs concept
"Volume ( contains: Substance)" by "Container".
For DLs with existential restrictions, the computations of a minimal rewriting
involves a high degree of non-determinism. Therefore, we have to resort to
heuristics yielding small but not always minimal rewritings. In the case of the
TBox used in our process engineering application, for instance, employing such
heuristics to concepts of size 800 yields concepts of size 10. Refer to [7, 16] for
details.
Moreover, rewritings can be used to \translate" concepts from one DL 1
into concepts from another, less expressive DL 2 by computing the best approximation of the concept. This service is especially desirable if more inference
services are available in 2 .
Tex

u
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4 Supporting the Modi cation Approach
Another useful non-standard inference is matching, which was rst proposed
in the DL-system CLASSIC [13, 9]. In order to de ne matching, we need to
introduce concept patterns.
Let be any of the DLs introduced in Section 2 together with the sets N ,
N , and N . Additionally, let N be a nite set of concept variables disjoint to
N N N . -concept patterns are -concepts for which in addition concept
variables can be used in the place of concept names|except for the fact that the
primitive negation ( ) may not occur in front of variables. A substitution  is a
mapping from N into the set of -concepts. It is extended to concept patterns
P by replacing every occurrence of X N in P by  (X ). Thus,  (P ) again
is an -concept. With these preliminaries we can de ne matching problems as
follows:
De nition 9 (matching problems) An -matching problem is of the form
L
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P , where C is an L-concept and P an L-concept pattern. A substitution
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 is a

matcher for C

?



P i C



 (P ), i.e.,  replaces the variables in P by

concepts in such a way that equivalence holds.

As a trivial example, consider the matching problem A r:B ? X r:Y .
An appropriate matcher would be, for instance, X A r:B; Y B .
Intuitively, if a concept can be matched against a pattern P , then their syntax
trees share the \upper part", i.e., where P is fully speci ed, while deviations may
occur at leaves labelled with variables. Hence, the set of all concepts that can be
matched against P contains in nitely many concepts structurally similar to P to
some extent. In this sense, matching P against several concepts and returning
those which can be matched, can be seen as a search with the fully speci ed
part of P as search criterion.
Let us return to the process engineer designing a new generic block in a blockoriented modelling environment as described in Section 1. For the strategy of
design by modi cation, the crucial step is to nd a generic block in the repository
structurally similar to what the knowledge engineer intends to design. As an
example, assume a modelling task for a uid tank equipped with a cooling system
and an equivalent backup cooling system, each with a thermostat controller. A
convenient starting point for the design could be a block comprising a uid tank
combined with an arbitrary device controlled by some control units and a similar
backup device.
u 8
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Example 10 With a matching algorithm at hand, relevant generic blocks could
be found by matching the following concept pattern against every concept in the
KB.

hasPart:(FluidTank u 9hasPart:(:BackupDevice u X u 9hasPart:Controller)
u 9hasPart :(BackupDevice u X u 9hasPart:Controller ))

9

The pattern speci es blocks consisting of at least one uid tank equipped with at
least two equivalent components one of which is a backup device and one not.
Both components must have a controller.

The query could thus also return blocks with two or more tanks or, for
instance, with duplicate heating systems or stirring devices. Nevertheless, by
additionally retrieving a block representing a single cooling device and another
for a single thermostat control unit, the engineer is well prepared to complete
the design task eÆciently. Naturally, usability issues suggest to hide the formal
construction of patterns by user-friendly query front-ends.
Note that in all admissible concepts, both occurrences of X must be replaced
by the same concept. This structural constraint cannot be expressed by simple
\wildcards" familiar from ordinary search engines.
10

Formal means exist for further re nement of such pattern-driven searches.
For the DL
, so-called side conditions have been proposed to restrict the
concepts a variable may be replaced with [1]. In the above example, we may
want to restrict the query to duplicate devices with, say, temperature-related
functionality. To this end, we could use a side condition of the form
ALN

X

?

v

ThermalDevice;

thus including only those devices represented by the concept ThermalDevice.
Apart from supporting the technique of design by modi cation, matching can
also help to provide maintenance support for the block repository, as described in
Section 1 [8]. Matching algorithms for deciding and solving matching problems
have been proposed in the DLs and
[3, 4]. In , the decision problem
is NP-complete, whereas the computation problem is EXPTIME-complete. In
, the decision and computation problem are polynomial.
ALE

ALN

ALE

ALN

5 Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented an application where non-standard inference services can
signi cantly enhance the usability of DL-systems. Here these services were proposed to assist process engineers in their practical techniques of designing process
models. These techniques, however, are not speci c to this very domain but apply to any scenario where knowledge bases are managed by domain experts with
little expertise in knowledge representation.
With the DLs presented here, not all properties of the described models can
be represented suÆciently. The demand for more expressive DLs, however, also
necessitates to adapt the existing inference services to new language constructors
such as quali ed number restrictions, transitive roles, and role hierarchies.
Approaches to capture the relevant extensions by appropriate algorithms
for non-standard inferences are currently studied by our research group. Additional language constructors can further increase the computational complexity
of such algorithms. Nevertheless, experience has shown that a high worst-case
complexity often can be tolerated as long as a moderate average-case complexity
is observed in practical applications.
A promising alternative might be to realize non-standard inferences for expressive description logics by approximating the input concepts in a less expressive DL, where the desired inferences can be realized more eÆciently.
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Abstract
Spoken { and even written { language dialogue systems become of
increasing importance for various information gathering and device controlling tasks. With an example taken form the EMBASSI joint project,
after a brief discussion of the linguistic processing part, we describe how
description logics are used in modeling the application domain as well as
the linguistic domain. Linking lexical semantics with application speci c
concepts is a nontrivial problem, in particular in cases where there is no
direct correspondence. So, the paper ends presenting our approach to
solve this linking problem.

1 Generic Dialogue Management in EMBASSI
1.1

Application Background: The EMBASSI project

To a large extent, our research and development work in the eld of dialogue
systems is done within the German joint project EMBASSI1 which aims to
provide easy access for everybody to complex technical systems (A/V home
theatre, car devices and public terminals), encouraging multi-modal user input,
e.g. speech, gestures, and pointing. Besides a speech parser, our contribution
consists of, rst, a dialogue manager, second, a formal ontology and third, a
generation component to communicate system utterances to the user.
In our approach to dialogue management, which features declarative modeling of the system's evolving information state rather than following a simple
FSA-based procedural strategy, a ne-grained and well-structured ontological
1 \Elektronische

Multimediale Bedien- und Service-Assistenz", sponsored by the German
Fed. Ministry of Research
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hierarchy of semantic concepts is extremely important to enable logical inferences on these concepts. We formalize them using Description Logics (DL)2
since they suit our needs quite well.
The novel architecture of the EMBASSI project brings up two problems to
be mastered in the domain model (based on the formal ontology): First, the
processing of user input is separated from the execution of system operations
by introducing an interface between the dialogue manager and the applications
which are controlled by so-called \assistant modules". These operations have to
be derived from the user's utterances by constructing and representing their semantics and linking them to application concepts. To accomplish this, messages
have to be exchanged between the dialogue manager and the assistants. We
chose A-Box statements in DL (embedded in KQML statements) as a formalism
for these messages. Second, there is a great variety of application components
by di erent manufacturers. The EMBASSI ontology functions as a standardized
system-wide terminology encompassing the whole world of functions and objects
referred to by all applications and assistants controlling several audio/video devices in the home environment. Each of their functions and objects must be
both uniquely named and given a precise semantic de nition as a concept.
1.2

System Architecture and Knowledge Representation

EMBASSI is implemented as a distributed system with several autonomous modules communicating among each other in order to exchange information about
the current state of the interfaced applications. Modules make their internal
state partially available to the dialogue system as far as it is necessary in order
to continue a dialogue. The current state of the application is represented by
an A-Box containing assertions about instances which refer to objects of the
application.
For example, AvEvents3 may be retrieved from a data base and assertions
about them are eventually added to the A-Box if they become relevant for the
dialogue.
In addition, the A-Box also contains instances for all actions which have been
executed up to now by some module of the (multi agent) system. All actions
which are primitive with respect to the application domain model are executed
procedurally.
If a module executes an action, a transition from one state to another is
achieved as adding the e ects of the action changes the content of the A-Box
and the facts which can be inferred.
For this purpose, application modules exchange information with the dialogue system via KQML messages containing assertions about application ob2 For

an introduction to DL see e.g. [Don96]
of the concept which describes all kinds of audio and video transmissions.

3 instances
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jects and actions. In particular, messages about actions to be executed and the
computed e ects are communicated between the modules. In order to update
its knowledge about the application state, the dialogue system adds the content
of incoming messages to the appropriate A-Box.
In complete analogy to the description of the current application state, the
current state of the dialogue is represented as an A-Box whose assertions are
about instances from the discourse and linguistic domain. In this case, objects
are so called discourse referents representing instances of linguistic concepts as
introduced in utterances. Again, instances can assert facts about actions as well
as objects. Primitive actions in this domain are performatives like I want, I ask,
I state, I command. They are executed by the dialogue system and modify the
state a dialogue is currently in. From this point of view, the dialogue system
behaves like an application module using a di erent A-Box to represent the
current state of a airs.
The task of the system as a whole is to compute whether utterances from
the user are satis able in the given state of the application. When passed to
the dialogue system by the parser, an utterance only a ects the A-Box for the
discourse domain as its semantic representation is added there. So, what is
the relationship between the two A-Boxes? The idea is that assertions in the
discourse A-Box have to be satis able with respect to the application A-Box
(i.e. if the state of the application allows the satis ability directly or after a
sequence of appropriate actions in the application domain). For example, the
utterance Record the thriller this evening!" requires that the application A-Box
contains an instance of AvEvent satisfying the imposed constraints and that the
preconditions for Record are satis able.
In the case of a unique satisfaction of the utterance, an application assistant
executes the corresponding action and reports the status of the execution back
to the dialogue manager (DM). If the action has been executed successfully,
the result is communicated. In the case of an error, the user should be informed about the possible cause. Otherwise, the result consists of a number of
di erent alternatives which are presented to the user. The content of the
system responses is represented in terms of A-Box statements.

2 Organisation of the Domain Model
The formal ontology structuring the domain model is organised in three domain
areas, re ecting a fundamental partitioning of the dialogue manager's \world":
First, the Linguistic Domain, comprising the speech parser's linguistic knowledge, especially from lexical semantics. Second, the Discourse Domain, which
contains internal concepts (independent of a speci c input mode, but supporting poly-modal processing) of the dialogue manager. They re ect its actions
3

and the kinds of objects processed in the context of interacting with the user
and the core system. This domain, although of crucial importance for dialogue
management, will not be described here because of lacking space. Third and
most important, the Application Domain: This is the area where knowledge
about the functionality of all applications, assistants and devices is held. It
equals the \domain model" in the classical sense, i.e. a semantic description of
the functions and objects pertaining to the domain of application. In contrast
to the preceding two areas, the terminology de ned here is shared among the
dialogue manager and the assistants and applications (the core system), for they
need this language to exchange commands and requests.
2.1

Modeling the Application Domain

The modeling of the application domain demands a joint e ort of the ontology
creators on the one side and the application and assistant developers on the other
side, for only the latter have precise knowledge of the funcionality they o er
in their component. Any component's function and its parameter types must
be integrated correctly in the ontology. Concepts for actions are distinguished
from those for objects { in analogy to the distinction between objects and their
methods in object-oriented programming languages.
The application situation is represented in terms of A-Box assertions; so, the
scenario is an extension of the domain model.
In order for the dialogue manager to reason with errors, any error statement
must con ne to notions that have precise semantics and are part of the ontology.
Thus, the application and assistant developers must give a semantic de nition
for any error type that their component may signal to the dialogue manager.
As an example, we consider a HAVi4 -programmable VCR. Commands available in the HAVi class VCR may be uttered in natural language to use the VCR.
HAVi ist de ned in terms of a Java class hierarchy for object and function types
which are translated automatically into a hierarchy of DL concepts. Mandatory
derivation of all classes had to start from a set of prede ned ontology base classes
representing the Generic Base Model which comprises the top-level concepts for
a broad range of application domains.
Currently we translate OO-subclass relations into DL-subconcept relations.
Field members of classes are translated into forall constraints in DL, as shown
below. The signature of OO-methods is represented by embedding each method
as a subconcept of a concept of a generic base model to be chosen manually.
Parameters of of methods are represented in the DL translation as forall constraints. As we use CICLOP as inference tool, we translate enumeration types
and constants into primitive concepts. As a consequence, we do not need high
stands for Home Audio Video Interoperability and represents a common, openlylicensable speci cation for networking digital home entertainment products.
4 HAVi
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expressivity for the DL language. We are currently investigating the limits of
this approach. For feature-value formalisms it seems to be suÆcient.
As an example for the derivation of a fragment of the DL domain model
consider the following class which is part of the of the HAVi VCR class:
class VCRObjf
int id;
play();
record();
variableForward (forwardSpeedLevel
g

speed);

with enum forwardSpeedLevel = ffastForward5, ...g .
From the viewpoint of DL, the de nition of VCRObj introduces a subconcept
of object (class) and three subconcepts of action (methods):
VCRObj
VCRObj-play
VCRObj-record
VCRObj-variableForward

:=
:=
:=
:=

object \ 8has-id.int
action
action
action \ 8has-speed:forwardSpeedLevel

For VCRObj-variableForward, this means that it is an action, and its only
parameter has-speed has to be a forwardSpeedLevel. This is essentially the
semantics of the method de nition above, but VCRObj-variableForward is permitted only for objects of class VCRObj. We can account for this by re ning our
de nition of in the following way:
VCRObj-variableForward := action \ 8has-subject :VCRObj
\ 8has-speed :forwardSpeedLevel

Using these concept de nitions, we are now able to infer the speci c operation from user utterances like \schnell vorspulen!", the meaning of which is
represented in the A-Box by a domain-instantiated DRS. So, there is a VCRObj
l1 in our scenario asserting VCRObj(l1 ).
The invocation of the method l1 .variableForward(fastForward5) is asserted by
action( ) ^ has-subject(

; l1) ^ has-speed( ; variableForward5 )

from which VCRObj-variableForward ( ) is derivable.
At this point, we have to re ne the domain model again. Up to now, it di erentiates between several concepts for objects (e.g. VCRObj, forwardSpeedLevel),
but action is the only primitive concept for actions. Therefore, all verbs in the
lexicon would have the same meaning, namely action. Consequently, whatever
5

verbs were used, always e.g. VCRObj-play would be inferred. To cope with this
diÆculty, action has to be re ned by introducing primitive subconcepts of it
that are distinct from each other in order to separate di erent verb meanings.
E.g. we introduce play  action, record  action and wind  action. These
(distinct) subconcepts of action would allow us create the following entries:
abspielen
aufnehmen
spulen

play
record
wind

aufzeichnen

record

These lexical entries suÆce to distinguish which methods are meant by a certain
verb, if we re ne the de nitions for the methods of the class VCRObj:
VCRObj-play
:= play
\
VCRObj-record
:= record \
VCRObj-variableForward := wind
\
\
\

8has-subject :VCRObj
8has-subject :VCRObj
8has-subject :VCRObj
8has-direction :direction
8has-speed:forwardSpeedLevel

Generalizing the example above, we have outlined how formal DL domain
model parts may be derived from underlying class de nitions for objects and
methods used in the implementation of the application assistant.
The division of the domain model in a generic upper part of primitive concepts not speci c for the application and a lower part of application relevant
concepts allows to reuse the generic part ([Ram97]). So, the knowledge representation task for the design of a speci c dialogue system is considerably simpli ed.
Under quantitative aspects, our DL model for the A/V home theatre domain
currently contains 88 primitive and 24 complex concepts, whereas the car entertainment domain has 12 primitive and 47 complex concepts. Both domains
taken together will soon dispose of about 500 complex concepts, due to the integration of increased application functionality and much more detailed linguistic
modeling.
2.2

Modeling the Linguistic Domain

Our ultimate aim in interpreting an user utterance is to construct one or more
hypotheses of its meaning in terms of the concept de nitions from the domain
model. In order to achieve this, we have to devise a method for mapping natural
language utterances onto terms describing method invocations.
We use a lexicon for the vocabulary V speci c to the domain in which each
word w refers to one or more lexical concepts which serve several purposes.
First of all, synonymous words will receive the same lexical concept. Second, it
is possible to account for polysemous words by having multiple entries, each with
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a di erent associated lexical concept. Third, the linguistic modeling of relations
expressed in utterances can dispense of application-speci c characteristics. Last
but not least: In the domain model, these lexical concepts form a hierarchy of
their own which is de ned independently of the hierarchy structuring the domain
model in the narrower sense, i.e. that of the application domain. This helps avoid
those very common problems arising from the mingling of cognitive-lexical and
factual relations.
In order to model the lexical semantics in a way that is maximally independent from any particular application, we employ a hierarchy of semantic types
which is implemented as a DL terminology. Types are represented as disjoint
atomic concepts and assigned to elements in the lexicon. For example, we have
the following assignment of surface word forms (lower case) to atomic lexical
concepts (upper case):
sehen SEHEN, anschauen ANSCHAUEN, gucken GUCKEN,
aufnehmen AUFNEHMEN, aufzeichnen AUFZEICHNEN
Krimi SPARTE

To capture the inter-chunk semantics of an utterance, i.e. the meaning of
the combination of chunks, we introduce complex concepts obtained from interpreting case frames which describe the syntactic and semantic relations between
chunks as concept de nitions. The idea is as follows: Given an excerpt of the
case frame for \aufnehmen" (with the thematic role patiens and the accusative
case marker)
aufnehmen patiens SENDER | SENDUNG | SPARTE | TITEL
acc

we allow four di erent concepts that my ll the thematic role patiens of the
lexical concept of AUFNEHMEN representing the semantic type of aufnehmen. This
informal concept de nition is captured precisely in terms of the following ALC
expression:

C =: AUFNEHMEN ^ 8patiens:(Sender _ Sendung _ Sparte _ Titel)
Such a concept de nition can be used to determine whether two chunks can
be combined consistently with the available lexical semantics:
[den Krimi] [aufnehmen]

Analyzing the syntactic features (accusative) of the two chunks given, one
nds that [den Krimi] may potentially serve as patiens for [aufnehmen]. This
fact is validated by computing that the concept resulting from the combination
of the two chunks is consistent with the above de nition:
AUFNEHMEN ^ 8patiens:Sparte  C
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2.3

Linking Lexical Semantics with Domain Pragmatics

For linking lexical semantics with an application speci c domain model we have
to master the following tasks: First , relating application concepts with lexical
concepts. For linking notions of the application with semantic types, we rst
have to cope with the usage of synonyms in natural language for a uniquely
determined application concept. And second , relating roles with thematic roles,
which means reasoning about individuals, i.e. in the A-Box.
To continue the example of [den krimi] [aufnehmen], we have a look at
the DRS constructed by the parser that makes use of the case frame shown
above:
2
3
a k krimi
66 AUFNEHMEN(a)
7
7
66
7
7
patiens
(
a;
k
)
66
7
7
66 SPARTE(k)
7
7
4 wert(k; krimi)
5
SPARTENWERT(krimi)
As discussed above, the task to be carried out now is to link lexical semantics
and the application domain model in order to construct a representation for the
application speci c meaning of this DRS (A-Box).
We have already mentioned that via 8lexconcept:AUFNEHMEN and
8lexconcept :SPARTE we nd the application speci c meaning of both lexical
concepts by inferring their descendants in a given T-Box. The issue still to be
addressed is how the roles are mapped onto the corresponding ones in the application domain. If SENDUNG was the only patiens for AUFNEHMEN, one possibility
would be to apply a rule like following one in the A-Box as (variables x, y , u, v
are all-quanti ed):
patiens(x; y ) ^ lexconcept(u; x) ^ SENDUNG(y ) ^ lexconcept(v; y ) !
has-avevent(x; y )

But the example shows that this is not suÆcient, as
patiens(x; y ) ^ lexconcept(u; x) ^ SPARTE(y ) ^ lexconcept(v; y ) !
has-avevent(x; y )

would wrongly imply y to be an AvEvent instead of a Genre. Therefore, before
letting such a rule re one has to determine two things:
 What are concepts in the range of has-avevent, if we assume Record to
be in its domain? As we nd AvEvent, but not Genre, the case frame is
admissible only, if Genre is a part of the de nition for AvEvent. To state

this more precisely:
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 Is it possible { by using the transitivity of roles { to construct a role that
has AvEvent in its domain and Genre in its range? Given our de nition
of AvEvent we nd that R := has-bibdata Æ has-genre is the desired

solution.

Now we are allowed to introduce new individuals of the concepts \on the
path from AvEvent to Genre". In the example, there is only one such concept,
namely BibData. As a consequence, we get the following DRS that corresponds
a DRS in the application domain model:
2
3
r e b krimi
66 Record(r)
7
7
66
7
66 has-avevent(r; e) 7
7
7
66 AvEvent(e)
7
66 has-bibdata(e; b) 7
7
7
66 BibData(b)
7
7
66
7
7
has-genre
(
b;
g
)
66
7
7
66 Genre(g )
7
7
4 value(g; krimi)
5
GenreValue(krimi)
2.4

Conclusion

This papers presents an DL based approach on domain modelling for natural
language dialogue systems. It devises a automatic approach to the translation
of feature-value formalisms into DL. Most domains for automatic information
services can be modelled in a very simple DL language. Therefore, the approach
serves for automatic and eÆcient con guration of dialogue systems. We showed
that another important point is the separation between application domain and
dialogue domain which is obtained at the cost of manually linking lexical semantics with an application domain model. In this way it is much easier to reuse
linguistic resources like lexicons and grammars for the purpose of con guration.
Additionally, we can increase the robustness and naturalness of dialogue systems
in comparison with other approaches basing on keyword spotting and nite state
automata.
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Abstract
Recent DL reasoners (Ciclop [1], DLP [8],iFact [5], RACER [2]) have
proven their practical efficiency for concept expression satisfiability checking (TBox Reasonning) within expressive DLs. Typically, such reasoners
explore one branch of disjunction (alternatives introduced by OR construct) at a time, backtracking when necessary. We present in this paper
a new tableau structure that efficiently keep track of proof states for more
than one alternative. We claim that such structure called Alt-Tableau is
well suited for reasoning within ABoxes and so-called Concrete Domains
[7]. We also present a decision procedure for the satisfiability of ALCconcept within Alt-Tableau .

1

Informal Presentation and Motivations

The idea presented in this paper is orthogonal to expressivity, and can be applied to any logic that allow for general disjunction. However, if allowing cyclic
TBoxes and/or high expressivity as SHIQ [5] we cannot rely on the finite tree
model property, and tableau algorithm for these logics have to include some
kind of so-called blocking mechanism. Intuitively, blocking technics try to find
if an already existing individual can be used instead of creating a new individual while processing individual-introducing construction such as ∃R.C. We think
that we can take advantage of the structure, designed for disjunction representation, presented in this paper to deal also with this problem by designing a
rule like choose an existing individual from a set of candidate blockers, and try
to associate it with the individual to be created. If none such association leads
to satisfiability, create a new individual. The choice within candidates can be
1

{}
x:(AvB)^(Cv¬B)
x:(AvB)^(Cv¬B)

x:(AvB)

x:(AvB)

x: (Cv¬B)

x: (Cv¬B)
x:A

x:C

x: ¬B

{o1:b1}

{o1:b2}

{o2:b1}

x:A

x:B

x:C

x:B

x:C

{o2:b2}
x: ¬B

{o1:b2 , o2:b2}

x: ¬B

x: ¬B
X:B

Figure 1: OR-tree and Alt-DAG for ALC-concept (A t B) u (C t ¬B)
seen as a specific disjunction. Unfortunately, the formalization of this idea is
still under study, and we will therefore restrict ourself to ALC with acyclic TBox
(where satisfiablility can be reduced to ALC-concept satisfiability by unfolding)
in this paper.
Now consider the simple ALC-concept (A t B) u (C t ¬B). Three distinct
tableaux can be obtained depending of the branches of ORs we choose. The
fourth possibility lead to a clash. These tableaux can be represented by two
OR-Trees (the first beeing given in figure 1 depending of the OR we choose
to expand first. Note that this OR-Tree structure is effectively used in many
reasoners although implicitely : only one branch of the OR-Tree is expanded at a
given time, some backtracking being applied if the current branch lead to a clash.
Nevertheless, it is easy to see that this is not optimal : in the first tree, two nodes
correspond to the same expression C. Suppose that C is now some complex subexpression, it will be expanded twice. Note that the x : C constraint cannot be
straightforwardly expanded once and used for both branches since this expansion
may interact with the constraints x : A and/or x : B. To avoid such redundancy
in the structure proposed here, we create a single node (called BranchNode) for
each branch of all disjunctions at a given level. If and only if there is some kind
of interaction between branches introduced by distinct ORs, we create a new
node (called MergeNode) representing the situation where both branches have
been chosen. The resulting structure presented in figure 1, is no more a tree but
an Acyclic Directed Graph we call Alt-DAG . This representation has two main
advantages:
• each constraint is represented only once and will be expanded only once
eventually producing new MergeNodes if it interact with other constraints
in distinct alternatives.
2

• more than one alternative can be efficiently stored in the structure. Furthermore, it can be efficiently used in subsequent proofs allowing enhanced
caching strategies. Also, this structure is well suited for designing parallel
solvers.
We claim therefore that Alt-DAG representation is particularly well suited for
the following tasks (see [6] for a detailed presentation):
• using heuristics to guide the proof : Some expansion rules are computationally more expansive than others. It may be effective to define heuristics to guide the proof. This is possible only if more than one alternative
can be represented within the tableau, effectively allowing to switch from
an alternative to another while keeping track of the proof state in each
alternative. Although, please note that such improvement can only be
obtained if more than one alternative is satisfiable. In particular, if the
expression we are checking is inconsistent, all the alternatives have to be
checked, and the computational overhead of the structure presented here
may be an handicap in such situation. However, the advantages of the
single expansion of constraints, and of potential for parallelization, still
hold.
• ABox consistency checking :
– many disjunction in distinct individuals are expected to be unrelated :
suppose a library database with persons and books. As usual, persons
can be men or women, and books may be real books or articles.
Wether a person is man or woman do not interfere with it’s hiring
of books or articles. In this case, allowing for some kind of local
disjunction representation, while ensuring that interactions will be
correctly taken into account when needed should prove very effective.
– without specific caching strategy, checking ABox consistency will become more and more computationally intensive as the number of individuals increase. DL systems incorporating ABoxes generally provide
some caching strategy to deal with this problem. However, without
explicit representation of disjunction, these caches are often limited
to some deterministic subset of individual’s descriptions.
– inconsistency is uncommon and often correspond to user’s misconception.
• reasoning with concrete domains : the use of heuristics and the single expansion of constraints may become more important if one want to deal
with so-called concrete domains : various concrete domains (numeric constraints, time constraint, string constraint...) will have various complexity,
3

both theoretically and practically. Choosing a proof that minimize the calls
to the most demanding concrete reasoners may greatly reduce the overall
proof time.

2

ALC tableau algorithm

ALC-concept are defined as usual from a set CN of concept names and a set
RN of role names. We denote by sub(C) the set of subconcept in C and by
kCk the size of an ALC-concept C (see fig. 2).
syntax
A ∈ CN
>
¬D
DuE
DtE
∃R.D
∀R.D

semantics
A I ⊆ ∆I
∆I
∆I − D I
DI ∩ E I
DI ∪ E I
{d ∈ ∆I : RI (d) ∩ D I 6= ∅}
{d ∈ ∆I : RI (d) ⊆ D I }

subconcepts
{A}
{>}
{¬D} ∪ sub(D)
{D u E} ∪ sub(D) ∪ sub(E)
{D t E} ∪ sub(D) ∪ sub(E)
{∃R.D} ∪ sub(D)
{∀R.D} ∪ sub(D)

size
1
1
kDk + 1
kDk + kEk
kDk + kEk
kDk + 1
kDk + 1

Figure 2: ALC-concept
In the rest of this presentation, we will assume that ALC-concept are finite
and are in Negation Normal Form (NNF) in which negation apply only to concept names. The transformation of a ALC-concept to a equivalent ALC-concept
in NNF is quite straightforward, and will be skipped in this paper.

2.1

Alt-Tableau

As foreseen in fig. 1, wee need to identify each expansion of disjunction. We will
call OrIds these idendificators, and denote by O the set of OrIds. An alternative
is a partial function from O to {0, 1} identifying the branches of the disjunctions
that have been expanded. We denote by A ⊂ 2O×{0,1} the set of alternatives. An
alternative a is said to be complete iff domain(a) = O. Two alternatives a1 and
a2 are compatibles noted a1 ¯a2 iff ∀o ∈ domain(a1 )∩domain(a2 ), a1 (o) = a2 (o).
Note that if two alternatives a1 and a2 are compatibles, then the relation a1 ∪ a2
is also a partial function from O to {0,1} and so an alternative.
A pre-Alt-Tableau for an ALC-concept C0 is a quintuple [S, O, C, LP, E]
where S is the set of individuals, O is the set of OrIds, C ⊆ A is the set
of clashed alternatives, LP ⊆ A × S × sub(C0 ) keep track of the constraints
associated with individuals, and E ⊆ A × S × S × RN keep track of the relations
between individuals. An Alt-Tableau is a sextuple [S, O, C, LP, E, a∗ ], where
[S, O, C, LP, E] is a pre-Alt-Tableau and a∗ ∈ A is a complete alternative. A
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pre-Alt-Tableau must verify properties A1-A7 of figure 3. An Alt-Tableau must
also verify property A8.
Id name
A1 C0 in model
A¬ ¬ coherence
Au u coherence

At t coherence

A∀

∀ coherence

A∃

∃ coherence

A7
A8

clashes
satisfiable

property definition
∃[∅, s, C0 ] ∈ LP
if [a1 , s, D] ∈ L and [a2 , s, ¬D] ∈ L and a1 ¯ a2
then a1 ∪ a2 ∈ C
if [a1 , s, D u E] ∈ L and a1 ∈
/C
then ∃a2 , a3 ∈ A with a2 ⊆ a1 and a3 ⊆ a1
such that [a2 , s, D] ∈ L and [a3 , s, E] ∈ L
if [a1 , s, D t E] ∈ L and a1 ∈
/C
then ∀a2 ∈ A with a2 complete and a1 ⊆ a2
∃a3 ⊆ a2 such that [a3 , s, D] ∈ L or [a3 , s, E] ∈ L
if [a1 , s1 , ∀R.D] ∈ L and [a2 , s1 , s2 , R] ∈ D and a1 ¯ a2 and
a1 ∈
/ C and a2 ∈
/C
then ∃a3 ∈ A with a3 ⊆ a1 ∪ a2 such that [a3 , s2 , D] ∈ L
if [a1 , s1 , ∃R.D] ∈ L and a1 ∈
/C
then ∃a2 , a3 ∈ A with a2 ⊆ a1 and a3 ⊆ a1
such that [a2 , s2 , D] ∈ L and [a3 , s1 , s2 , R] ∈ E
∀a1 , a2 ∈ A, a1 ∈ C ∧ a1 ⊆ a2 ⇒ a2 ∈ C
a∗ ∈
/C

Figure 3: Alt-Tableau properties
Id
B1
B¬
Bu
Bt
B∀
B∃

name
C0 in model
¬ coherence
u coherence
u coherence
∀ coherence
∃ coherence

property definition
∃s ∈ S such that C ∈ Lb (s)
if D ∈ Lb (s) then ¬D ∈
/ Lb (s)
if D u E ∈ Lb (s) then D ∈ Lb (s) and E ∈ Lb (s)
if D t E ∈ Lb (s) then D ∈ Lb (s) or E ∈ Lb (s)
if ∀R.D ∈ Lb (s1 ) and [s1 , s2 ] ∈ Eb then D ∈ Lb (s2 )
if ∃R.D ∈ Lb (s1 ) then ∃s2 ∈ S such that D ∈ Lb (s2 ) and
[s1 , s2 ] ∈ Eb

Figure 4: Basic-Tableau properties
Lemma 2.1 An ALC-concept C0 is satisfiable iff there exists an Alt-Tableau
for C0
A tableau structure was introduced in [3] for ALCR+ . Such a tableau called
here Basic-Tableau to avoid confusion with Alt-Tableau is a triple [Sb , Lb , Eb ]
where Sb is the set of individuals, Lb : Sb → 2sub(C0 ) keep track of the constraints
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associated with individuals, and Eb : RN → 2Sb ×Sb keep track of the relations
between individuals. A Basic-Tableau must verify the properties given in figure
4. It is proven in [3] that an ALCR+ -concept C0 is satisfiable iff there is a
Basic-Tableau for C0 . For proving lemma 2.1, we can prove that an Alt-Tableau
exists for C0 iff a Basic-Tableau exists for C0 .
Given an Alt-Tableau T = [S, O, C, L, E, a∗ ], we create a Basic-Tableau Tb =
[Sb , Lb , Eb ] with Sb = S, Lb (s) = {D ∈ sub(C0 ) such that ∃[a, s, C] ∈ L for some
a ⊆ a∗ } and Eb (R) = {[s1 , s2 ] ∈ S × S such that ∃[a, s1 , s2 , R] ∈ E for some
a ⊆ a∗ }. Assuming that T verifies properties A1-A8 (fig 3) of Alt-Tableau , we
prove below that Tb verifies properties B1-B∃ (fig 4) of Basic-Tableau :
B1: obvious from A1
B¬: D ∈ Lb (s) ⇒ ∃a1 ⊆ a∗ such that [a1 , s, D] ∈ L
¬D ∈ Lb (s) ⇒ ∃a2 ⊆ a∗ such that [a2 , s, ¬D] ∈ L
since a1 ∪ a2 ⊆ a∗ then (A¬) a1 ∪ a2 ∈ C so (A7) a∗ ∈ C
impossible by (A8). Hence D ∈ Lb (s) ⇒ ¬D ∈
/ Lb (s)
Bu: if D u E ∈ Lb (s) then (Lb def.) ∃a1 ⊆ a∗ such that [a1 , s, D u E] ∈ L and
(A7,A8) a1 ∈
/C
so (Au) ∃a2 ⊆ a1 ⊆ a∗ and a3 ⊆ a1 ⊆ a∗ such that [a2 , s, D] ∈ L and
[a3 , s, E] ∈ L. Hence (Lb def.) D ∈ Lb (s) and E ∈ Lb (s)
Bt: if D t E ∈ Lb (s) then (Lb def.) ∃a1 ⊆ a∗ such that [a1 , s, D t E] ∈ L and
(A7,A8) a1 ∈
/C
so (At + a∗ complete) ∃a3 ⊆ a∗ such that [a3 , s, D] ∈ L or [a3 , s, E] ∈ L.
Hence (Lb def.) D ∈ Lb (s) or E ∈ Lb (s)
B∀,B∃: same kind of proof as Bu
For the converse, we construct an Alt-Tableau from a Basic-Tableau with S =
Sb , O = ∅, C = ∅, L = {[∅, s, D] ∈ A × S × sub(C0 ); D ∈ Lb (s)}, E =
{[∅, s1 , s2 , R] ∈ A × S × S × RN ; [s1 , s2 ] ∈ Eb (R)}, and a∗ = ∅. This tableau
verifies properties A1-A8 (fig 3) :
A1: obvious from (B1) and ∅ ⊆ a∗
A¬: obvious from (B¬) : the condition is never met
Au,A∀,A∃: obvious from (Bu,B∀,B∃) : simply rewrite with ai = ∅
At: if [a1 , s, D t E] ∈ L then a1 = ∅ and D t E ∈ Lb (s) so (D ∈ Lb (s) and
[∅, s, D] ∈ L) or (E ∈ Lb (s) and [∅, s, E] ∈ L). since ∀a, ∅ ⊆ a At is
trivially verified.
A8,A7: trivial since C = ∅
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2.2

Alt-Tableau Algorithm

The tableau algorithm presented below work on ProofContext . A ProofContext
is a sextuple [S, O, C, LP, E, P] where S, O, C, LP, and E are the same as for a
pre-Alt-Tableau but without properties A1-A7, and P ⊆ A × S × sub(C 0 ) will
contains the set of already expanded Or constraint (see rule Rt). To check the
satisfiability of an ALC-concept C0 , we apply the expansion rules of figure 5 to
the initial ProofContext defined by : S = {s0 }, O = ∅, C = ∅, L = {[∅, s0 , C0 ]}
(meaning individual s0 must satisfy C0 for the root alternative, and so for all
alternatives), E = ∅, P = ∅.
A ProofContext is complete when none of the rules is applicable. Then, the
algorithm return ”C is satisfiable” if ∅ ∈ C, and ”C is unsatisfiable” otherwise.
Lemma 2.2 (termination) for every ALC-concept C0 , the Alt-Tableau algorithm terminate
This is ensured by the following properties of the Alt-Tableau algorithm :
T1 each constraint in L can trigger at most one rule expansion for rules Ru,
Rt, and R∃. Each pair of constraints in L × E can trigger at most one
rule expansion for rule R∀. This is ensured by conditions (2) on each rule.
T2 each rule expansion add at least one new element in L, E, or C.
T3 S is given a tree structure by E, since for all s ∈ S, s 6= s0 there is an unique
sp ∈ S such that [a, sp , s, R] ∈ E (see R∃)
We denote by S n the subset of S of depth n within the tree induced by E.
S n is recursively defined by : S 0 = {s0 }, S i+1 = {s ∈ S; ∃[a, sp , s, R] ∈ E
with sp ∈ S i }. By analogy, we also define Li = {[a, s, C] ∈ L; s ∈ S i }, E i =
{[a, s1 , s2 , R] ∈ E; s1 ∈ S i }, Ai = {a ∈ A; ∃[a, s, C] ∈ Li }, Oi = {o ∈ O; ∃a ∈
Ai such that [o, 0] ∈ a or [o, 1] ∈ a}.
T4 expansion of constraints [a1 , s1 , C1 ] by rules Ru, Rt, R∀, and R∃ can only
produce new constraints [a2 , s2 , C2 ] with kC1 k ≤ kC2 k − 1.
T5 Constraints in Li can only be introduced by constraints in Li by rules Ru
and Rt, constraints in Li−1 by rule R∃, and constraints in Li−1 and E i−1
by rule R∀. Constraints in E i can only be introduced by constraints in
Li−1 by rule R∃.
T6 from (T4,T5), it is easy to see that
max

[a1 ,s1 ,C]∈Li+1

kCk ≤

max

[a2 ,s2 ,C]∈Li

kCk and

max

[a1 ,s1 ,C]∈L0

kCk ≤ kC0 k

Since only ALC-concept of size at least two (∃R.C) can produce new individuals, the depth of the tree is at most kC0 k − 1.
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Id name
rule definition
R¬ clash
1- if [a1 , s, D] ∈ L and [a2 , s, ¬D] ∈ L and a1 ¯ a2
creation 2- if a1 ∪ a2 ∈
/C
then C ½ C ∪ {a1 ∪ a2 }
Ru u1- if [a1 , s, D u E] ∈ L and a1 ∈
/C
Rule
2- if not ∃a2 , a3 ∈ A with a2 ⊆ a1 and a3 ⊆ a1 such that
[a2 , s, D] ∈ L and [a3 , s, E] ∈ L
then L ½ L ∪ {[a1 , s, D], [a1 , s, E]}
Rt t1- if [a1 , s, D t E] ∈ L and a1 ∈
/C
Rule
2a- if not (
[a1 , s, D t E] ∈ P
or ∃a2 ∈ A with a2 ⊆ a1 such that [a2 , s, D] ∈ L
or ∃a2 ∈ A with a2 ⊆ a1 such that [a3 , s, E] ∈ L
) then
P ½ P ∪ {[a1 , s, D t E]}
create a new OrId on , O ½ O ∪ {on }
L ½ L ∪ {[a1 ∪ {[on , 0]}, s, D]} ∪ {[a1 ∪ {[on , 0]}, s, E]}
R∀ ∀1- if [a1 , s1 , u] ∈ LP with C/u = ∀R.D and [a2 , s1 , s2 , R] ∈ E
Rule
and a1 ¯ a2
2- if not ∃a3 ∈ A with a3 ⊆ a1 ∪ a2 such that [a3 , s2 , D] ∈ L
then LP ½ LP ∪ {[a1 ∪ a2 , s2 , u ⊕ [1]]}
R∃ ∃1- if [a1 , s1 , u] ∈ LP with C/u = ∃R.D
Rule
2- if not ∃a2 , a3 ∈ A with a2 ⊆ a1 and a3 ⊆ a1 such that
[a2 , s1 , s2 , R] ∈ E and [a3 , s2 , D] ∈ L
then create a new individual ns, S ½ S ∪ {ns},
LP ½ LP ∪ {[a1 , ns, u ⊕ [1]]}, E ½ E ∪ {[a1 , s1 , ns, R]}
R6 clash
1- if ∃a1 , a2 ∈ C such that
propa- ∃a3 ∈ A, ∃o ∈ O such that
gation a1 = a3 ∪ {[o, 0]} and a2 = a3 ∪ {[o, 1]}
CP1
2- if a3 ∈
/C
then C ½ C ∪ {a3 }
R7 CP2
1- if ∃a1 ∈ C such that ∃a2 ∈ A such that a1 ⊆ a2
2- if a2 ∈
/C
then C ½ C ∪ {a2 }
Figure 5: Expansion Rules for Alt-Tableau
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T7 We denote by nbrI(c) the maximum number of individuals that can be
created in S i+1 by a constraint c = [a, s, C] ∈ Li . By recurrence on C we
can prove that nbrI([a, s, C]) ≤ kCk :
A ∈ CN → nbrI(c) = 0
D u E → nbrI(c) = nbrI([a, s, D]) + nbrI([a, s, E])
(note that kDk + kEk < kCk)
D t E → nbrI(c) = nbrI([a, s, D]) + nbrI([a, s, E])
∀R.D → nbrI(c) = 0 since R∀ only create new constraints in Li+1
∃R.D → nbrI(c) ≤ 1 since constraints on D are in Li+1
Defining nbrO(c) as the maximum number of OrIds that can be created by a constraint c, one can also prove by a similar argument that
nbrO([a, s, C]) ≤ kCk.
T8 From (T5), constraints created in Li+1 from Li have the form [a, s, D] ∈
Ai × S i+1 × sub(C0 ). There is at most |Ai |.|S i+1 |.kC0 k such constraints.
From (T7) the expansion of each such constraints can create at most kC0 k
new individuals in S i+1 and also at most kC0 k new OrIds in O i+1 . Hence,
|S i+2 | ≤ |Ai |.|S i+1 |.kC0 k2 and |O i+1 | ≤ |O i | + |Ai |.|S i+1 |.kC0 k2 . From the
initialization, and (T7) it is easy to see that |S 0 | = 1, |O 0 | ≤ kC0 k, and
|S 1 | ≤ kC0 k. Since the depth of the tree is finite (by T6), the sets O and
S are finite, hence the sets A, C, L, E and P.
The maximum number of elements in a ProofContext is finite (T8). Each rule
application adds at least one element in the ProofContext (T2). Hence the
algorithm terminate.
Lemma 2.3 when the algorithm terminates, the ProofContext is a pre-AltTableau
This is quite obvious since properties A¬,Au,A∀,A∃ can be proven from the
corresponding expansion rules. Property A1 is ensured by the initialisation of
the ProofContext . Finally, property A7 is straightforwardly deduced from R¬.
Property At is deduced from rule Ru as follow :
At: if [a1 , s, D t E] ∈ L and a1 ∈
/ C then either
• [a1 , s, D t E] ∈ P, so the rule has been expanded, and ∃o ∈ O
such that [a1 ∪ {[o, 0]}, s, D] ∈ L and [a1 ∪ {[o, 1]}, s, D] ∈ L. Then
for a complete a2 such that a1 ⊆ a2 , either a1 ∪ {[o, 0]} ⊆ a2 or
a1 ∪ {[o, 1]} ⊆ a2
• [a1 , s, D t E] ∈
/ P, then from rule Rt (∃a2 ∈ A with a2 ⊆ a1 and
[a2 , s, D] ∈ L) or (∃a2 ∈ A with a2 ⊆ a1 and [a2 , s, E] ∈ L). For all
complete a3 ∈ A, a1 ⊆ a3 ⇒ a2 ⊆ a3.
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Lemma 2.4 In a complete ProofContext , if ∅ ∈
/ C then there is a complete
alternative a∗ such that a∗ ∈
/C
from rule R6, it is easy to prove that if ∀a1 ∈ A with card(a1 ) = n, a1 ∈ C then
∀a2 ∈ A with card(a2 ) = n−1, a2 ∈ C: given a with card(a) = n−1 < card(O),
suppose o ∈ O such that [o, 0] ∈
/ a and [o, 1] ∈
/ a then
∃a1 , a2 ∈ A with card(a1 ) = card(a2 ) = n such that a1 = a ∪ {[o, 0]} and
a1 = a ∪ {[o, 1]}. Since a1 , a2 ∈ C by hypothesis, a ∈ C by rule R6. So (by
recurrence on n), if all complete alternatives are in C, the empty alternative is
also in C.
Lemma 2.5 (Soundness) When the algorithm terminate, if ∅ ∈
/ C then the
ProofContext is an Alt-Tableau .
Direct consequence of lemma 2.3 and 2.4
Lemma 2.6 (Completeness) If the ALC-concept C0 has an Basic-Tableau Tb ,
the ProofContext P constructed by the algorithm is an Alt-Tableau .
By lemma 2.3 P is in fact a pre-Alt-Tableau . In order to find a not clashing
complete alternative a∗ in P, we can map the individuals in P to individuals
in T in such a way (following the method given in [4]) that the constraints on
individuals in P are a subset of the constraints on the mapped individuals in T .
We construct an alternative a+ and a function π : S → Sb such that :
¯
½
¯
∀[a1 , s, C] ∈ L with a1 ¯ a+ : D ∈ Lb (π(s))
¯
(∗)
∀[a1 , s1 , s2 , R] ∈ E with a1 ¯ a+ : [π(s1 ), π(s2 )] ∈ Eb ¯
The (*) property can be preserved when applying expansion rules :

R∀ if [a1 , s, D u E] ∈ L and a1 ¯ a+ , then D u E ∈ Lb (π(s)) then (Bu) D ∈
Lb (π(s)) and E ∈ Lb (π(s)). Applying rule Ru produce [a1 , s, D] and
[a2 , s, E], so property (*) is not violated.
Rt if [a1 , s, D t E] ∈ L and a1 ¯ a+ , then D t E ∈ Lb (π(s)) then (Bt) D ∈
Lb (π(s))(1) or E ∈ Lb (π(s))(2). Suppose Ru is applied, producing [a1 ∪
{[on , 0]}, s, D] and [a1 ∪ {[on , 1]}, s, E].
Suppose (1) hold, then by setting a+ ← a+ ∪ {[on , 0]} property (*) is
preserved since a1 ∪ {[on , 1]} is not compatible with a+ , hence only D
is required in Lb (π(s)). Note also that all constraints with alternative
a compatible with the old value of a+ are still compatible with the new
value since on is a fresh OrId. Also, all constraints with alternative a not
compatible with the old value of a+ are obviously not compatible with the
new value. So modifying a+ in the way above do not affect property (*)
for previously expanded constraints.
Suppose (2) old, setting a+ ← a+ ∪ {[on , 1]} preserves property (*) by a
similar argument.
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R∃ if [a1 , s, ∃R.D] ∈ L and a1 ¯ a+ , then ∃R.D ∈ Lb (π(s)) then (B∃) ∃y ∈ Sb
such that [π(s), y] ∈ Eb and D ∈ Lb (y).
Applying R∃ generates a new variable t ∈ S and the constraints [a1 , t, D] ∈
L and [a1 , s, t, R] ∈ E. Setting π ← π ∪ [t, y] yields a function satisfying
property (*)
R∀ if [a1 , s, ∀R.D] ∈ L and a1 ¯ a+ , then ∀R.D ∈ Lb (π(s)). If [a2 , s, t, R] ∈ E
and a2 ¯ a+ , then π(s), π(t)] ∈ Eb . Hence, by rule (B∀), D ∈ Lb (π(t)).
Hence applying R∀, producing [a1 ∪ a2 , t, D], do not violate property (*).
Initialy, we set a+ = ∅, and π = {[s0 , x0 ]} for some x0 ∈ Sb with C0 ∈ Lb (x0 )
(x0 exists since Tb is a Basic-Tableau ). Property (*) is verified.
When the algorithm terminate, suppose a+ ∈ C then, since an alternative
can only produce clashes (by rule R¬, R6, R7) in compatible alternatives :
a+ ∈ C ⇒ ∃a1 , a2 such that a1 ¯ a2 and a1 ¯ a+ and a2 ¯ a+ and
[a1 , s, A] ∈ L and [a2 , s, ¬A] ∈ L
⇒ (since a1 ¯ a+ and a2 ¯ a+ )A ∈ Lb (π(s)) and ¬A ∈ Lb (π(s))
This is impossible since Tb is a Basic-Tableau . So a+ ∈
/ C. By R6,R7 (see lemma
2.4) ∃a∗ such that a∗ is complete and a+ ⊆ a∗ and a∗ ∈
/C
Theorem 2.1 The algorithm on Alt-Tableau presented in this paper is a decision procedure for the satisfiability of ALC-concept
This theorem is a direct consequence of lemma 2.1, 2.2, 2.5, and 2.6.

3

Conclusion

We have presented a new tableau structure and proved its applicability to DL by
providing a sound and complete algorithm for ALC-concept satisfiability checking relying on such structure. Obviously, many extensions are still to be defined
to demonstrate the claims that it will be well suited for proof optimization, in
particular with ABoxes and Concrete Domains. Nevertheless, this Alt-Tableau
algorithm has been implemented in the CICLOP reasoner, and preliminary tests
with toy examples are promising. An in-depth study with both constructed and
real TBoxes and ABoxes have still to be carried out.
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$ .QRZOHGJH %DVHG 6\VWHP IRU
3HUVRQWR3HUVRQ (&RPPHUFH
(XJHQLR 'L 6FLDVFLR )UDQFHVFR 0'RQLQL 0DULQD 0RQJLHOOR
*LDFRPR 3LVFLWHOOL
'LSDUWLPHQWR GL (OHWWURWHFQLFD HG (OHWWURQLFD
3ROLWHFQLFR GL %DUL
9LD 5H 'DYLG  ^  %$5, ,WDO\
HPDLO IGLVFLDVFLRGRQLQLPRQJLHOORSLVFLWHOJ#SROLEDLW

$EVWUDFW
6KRUWWHUP SHHUWRSHHU RU SHUVRQWRSHUVRQ HFRPPHUFH FDOOV IRU DQ
LQIUDVWUXFWXUH WUHDWLQJ LQ D XQLIRUP ZD\ VXSSO\ DQG GHPDQG ZKLFK VKRXOG
EDVH WKH PDWFKLQJV RQ D FRPPRQ RQWRORJ\ IRU GHVFULELQJ ERWK VXSSO\ DQG
GHPDQG
.QRZOHGJH UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ _ LQ SDUWLFXODU GHVFULSWLRQ ORJLFV _ FDQ
GHDO ZLWK WKLV XQLIRUP WUHDWPHQW RI NQRZOHGJH IURP YHQGRUV DQG FXV
WRPHUV E\ PRGHOOLQJ ERWK DV JHQHULF FRQFHSWV WR EH PDWFKHG
:H SURSRVH D ORJLFDO DSSURDFK WR VXSSO\GHPDQG PDWFKLQJ LQ SHUVRQ
WRSHUVRQ HFRPPHUFH ZKLFK LV GHSOR\HG LQ D SURWRW\SH V\VWHP LPSOH
PHQWHG IRU D SDUWLFXODU FDVH VWXG\ EXW HDVLO\ JHQHUDOL]DEOH DQG LV EDVHG
RQ &ODVVLF D ZHOO NQRZQ NQRZOHGJH UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ V\VWHP /LPLWV DQG
DGYDQWDJHV DUH DQDO\]HG DQG GLVFXVVHG



,QWURGXFWLRQ

(OHFWURQLF FRPPHUFH GLmHUV IURP WUDGLWLRQDO FRPPHUFH SULPDULO\ LQ WKH
ZD\ WKDW LQIRUPDWLRQ LV H[FKDQJHG DQG SURFHVVHG

3HUVRQDO FRQWDFWV

RU DW PRVW FRQWDFWV PHGLDWHG WKURXJK WKH SKRQH RU SRVWDO V\VWHP DUH
RU VKRXOG EH VXEVWLWXWHG E\ LQIRUPDWLRQ H[FKDQJHG EHWZHHQ FRPSXWHUV
oRZLQJ DORQJ GLJLWDO QHWZRUNV

(FRPPHUFH FDQ DQ\ZD\ PHDQ VHYHUDO

WKLQJV
,Q WKLV SDSHU ZH IRFXV RQ ZKDW LV NQRZQ DV &RQVXPHUWRFRQVXPHU
HFRPPHUFH

7KLV FDWHJRU\ ZKLFK ZH DUH PRUH OLNHO\ WR FDOO SHUVRQ

RULHQWHG RU 3HUVRQWR3HUVRQ

33

LQ DFFRUGDQFH ZLWK WKH SURSRVDO LQ

>@ LV HPHUJLQJ VORZO\ DV LW LV QRW EDFNHG XS E\ WKH LQWHUHVWV RI ODUJH



FRPSDQLHV EXW ZH EHOLHYH LW KDV JUHDW SRWHQWLDOV IRU ZLGHVSUHDG GLmX
VLRQ

:H EDVLFDOO\ FRQVLGHU WKH 33 VFHQDULR DQ HOHFWURQLF PDUNHWSODFH



RU EHWWHU DQ DJRUu
D  ZKHUH SHHU FRQVXPHUV PD\ SURSRVH WKHLU JRRGV DQG
SURGXFWV DQG G\QDPLFDOO\ GHDO ZLWK FRXQWHURmHUV RU IXUWKHU VSHFLnFDWLRQV
2XU UHVHDUFK WULHV WR nW DQ H[LVWLQJ JDS LQ SUHVHQW GHSOR\PHQW RI 33
HFRPPHUFH E\ H[WHQGLQJ WKH WHFKQRORJ\ RI VHDUFK DQG RI GHVFULSWLRQV RI
VHDUFKHG LWHPV LQ RUGHU WR HDVH DQG LPSURYH WKH IUHH SOD\ RI GHPDQG DQG
VXSSO\
0RVW RI FXUUHQW FRQVXPHU RU SHUVRQ RULHQWHG HFRPPHUFH VWULYHV WR
UHSURGXFH ZLWK OLPLWHG VXFFHVV WKH XVXDO FRPPHUFLDO LQWHUDFWLRQ WDNLQJ
SODFH LQ SK\VLFDO VWRUHV

2Q RQH KDQG FRQVXPHUV DUH UHDFKHG E\ EOLQG

DGYHUWLVLQJ RQ VWRUH SURGXFWV DQG EUDQG QDPHV _ ZKLFK DUH EXLOW RXW
RI PDVVLYH HFRQRPLF LQYHVWPHQWV _ nOO FXVWRPHUV
2Q WKH RWKHU KDQG

YLUWXDO

ODFN RI LQIRUPDWLRQ

VWRUHV DUH YLVLWHG E\ WKRVH FRQVXPHUV ZKR

DUH LQWHUHVWHG LQ EX\LQJ D SURGXFW WKH\ WKLQN LV DYDLODEOH DW WKDW VWRUH
3RUWDOV UHSURGXFH VSHFLDOL]HG FDWDORJXHV DQG FRQVXPHU PDJD]LQHV
:H EHOLHYH WKDW WKLV VLWXDWLRQ LV QRW WKH QHFHVVDU\ SLFWXUH RI HFRPPHUFH
LW GHSHQGV RQ WKH DYDLODEOH WHFKQRORJ\ IRU SXEOLVKLQJ DQG VHDUFKLQJ RQ WKH
ZHE
3XEOLVKLQJ RQ WKH :HE LV LQ IDFW D IRUP RI EOLQG DGYHUWLVLQJ RI SURG
XFWV $OWKRXJK QRW DV LQWUXVLYH DV VSDPPLQJ WKH SXEOLVKHU KDV QR SUHFLVH
LGHD RI ZKR LV JRLQJ WR DFFHVV WKH SXEOLVKHG LQIRUPDWLRQ 3URGXFHUV UHO\
RQ NH\ZRUGV DQG RQ LQGH[LQJ RQ SURPLQHQW VHDUFK HQJLQHV WR EH IRXQG
E\ SRWHQWLDO FXVWRPHUV

.H\ZRUGV DUH DmHFWHG E\ WKH ZLGHH[SHULHQFHG

SUREOHPV RI ERWK V\QRQ\PV DQG SRO\VHPLF ZRUGV

&DWHJRUL]DWLRQ E\

SURPLQHQW LQGH[ VLWHV PD\ KHOS VRPH SURGXFHUV WR EH HmHFWLYHO\ IRXQG E\
SRWHQWLDO FXVWRPHUV KRZHYHU RQ WKH FXVWRPHU VLGH UHO\LQJ RQ LQGH[HV
PD\ UHVXOW LQ D ORVV RI XVHIXO LQIRUPDWLRQ DERXW VPDOOVL]H SURGXFHUV RU
VKRUWWLPH VXSSOLHUV

7KLV LV SDUWLFXODUO\ UHOHYDQW IRU DJULFXOWXUDO SURG

XFWV VXSSOLHV WHQG WR KDYH D VHDVRQDO WLPH ZLQGRZ DQG GLmHUHQW SURGXF
HUV PD\ DOWHUQDWH RQ WKH PDUNHW HDFK RQH ZLWKRXW WKH VXpFLHQW HFRQRPLF
VWUHQJWK WR SXW XS D ORQJWHUP YLVLEOH DQG UHOLDEOH VLWH
2Q WKH FXVWRPHU VLGH WKHUH LV QR ZD\ WR UHDFK D SURGXFW EXW E\ DF
WLYH VHDUFK XVLQJ WKH DYDLODEOH WHFKQRORJ\ ZKLFK SHQDOL]HV 33 LQ IDYRU
RI %& 7KH XVH RI PDLQ SRUWDOV DQG LQGH[HV WR VSHHG XS VHDUFK WHQGV WR
IDYRU ORQJWHUP UHQRZHG EUDQGV LQ FRPSDULVRQ ZLWK VKRUWWHUP VXSSOLHV
E\ VPDOO SURGXFHUV 7KLV PD\ UHVXOW LQ D ORVV RI FRPSHWLWLYH RmHUV ZKLFK
FRXOG KDYH EHHQ HFRQRPLFDOO\ PRUH FRQYHQLHQW MXVW EHFDXVH RI HLWKHU JHR
JUDSKLFDO SUR[LPLW\ RU VPDOOHU DGYHUWLVLQJ RYHUKHDG RQ WKH RYHUDOO SULFH

2QH PD\ EH WHPSWHG WR VROYH WKH SUREOHP RI 33 E\ UHVRUWLQJ WR SUHVHQWO\
DYDLODEOH 'DWDEDVH WHFKQRORJ\

 $JRUu
D

$ VLWH VSHFLDOL]HG LQ SDUWLFXODU SURGXFWV

$Q DVVHPEO\ KHQFH WKH SODFH RI DVVHPEO\ HVSHFLDOO\ WKH PDUNHW SODFH LQ DQ

DQFLHQW *UHHN FLW\



)LJXUH  7KUHHWLHU DUFKLWHFWXUH RI WKH SURWRW\SH V\VWHP
PD\ KHOS VXSSOLHUV WR G\QDPLFDOO\ LQVHUW DQG GHOHWH RmHUV IRU GHnQLWH
WLPH VORWV 7KH VLWH FRXOG KHOS DOVR FXVWRPHUV WR LVVXH TXHULHV UHJDUGLQJ
SDUWLFXODU SURGXFWV SUREDEO\ ZLWK WKH KHOS RI VRPH LQWHUIDFH WR IRUPXODWH
TXHULHV WKDW FDQ EH DFWXDOO\ DQVZHUHG _ XVLQJ WKH ULJKW YRFDEXODU\ WKH
ULJKW OHYHO RI DEVWUDFWLRQ 7R FODULI\ ZLWK DQ H[DPSOH DQ LQWHUIDFH PD\
KHOS D XVHU ZRQGHULQJ &DQ , DVN DERXW CPHUORW JUDSHV  RU VKRXOG , XVH
CUHG JUDSHV  RU MXVW CJUDSHV  DQG VFUXWLQL]H UHWULHYHG DQVZHUV DIWHU" ,Q
D QXWVKHOO WKH LQWHUIDFH IRU TXHULHV VKRXOG FODULI\ WR WKH XVHU WKH 'DWDEDVH
2QWRORJ\ QDPHV DQG UHODWLRQV LQ WKH 'DWDEDVH VFKHPD 
+RZHYHU VXFK D GDWDEDVH WHFKQRORJ\ VROXWLRQ FDSWXUHV RQO\ KDOI RI WKH
PDWFKLQJ RI VXSSO\ DQG GHPDQG LQ 33 HFRPPHUFH ,Q IDFW LW FDSWXUHV
WKH UHTXHVW RI D FXVWRPHU DV D TXHU\ WR EH DQVZHUHG LQ D ZHEEDVHG
GDWDEDVH RI RmHUV E\ VXSSOLHUV %XW RQ WKH RWKHU KDQG DOVR WKH RmHU RI D
VXSSOLHU FDQ EH WUHDWHG DV D TXHU\ IRU LQWHUHVWHG FXVWRPHUV LQ D GDWDEDVH
RI FXVWRPHU UHTXHVWV RU HYHQ SHUVRQDO SURnOHV 7KH FKRLFH RI ZKLFK LV WKH
GDWD DQG ZKLFK LV WKH TXHU\ GHSHQGV KHUH MXVW RQ D SRLQW RI YLHZ DQG
PD\EH RQ ZKR LV PRUH LQWHUHVWHG LQ DFWLYHO\ nQGLQJ WKH DQVZHU _ DQG
WKDW LV QRW QHFHVVDULO\ WKH FXVWRPHU
6XPPDUL]LQJ ZH EHOLHYH WKDW LQ VPDOOVL]H VKRUWWHUP 33 FRPPHUFH
WKHUH LV WKH QHHG RI DQ LQIUDVWUXFWXUH WUHDWLQJ LQ D XQLIRUP ZD\ VXSSOLHUV
DQG GHPDQGHUV ZKLFK VKRXOG EDVH WKH PDWFKLQJV RQ D FRPPRQ RQWRORJ\
IRU GHVFULELQJ ERWK VXSSOLHV DQG GHPDQGV
.QRZOHGJH UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ _ LQ SDUWLFXODU GHVFULSWLRQ ORJLFV _ FDQ
GHDO ZLWK WKLV XQLIRUP WUHDWPHQW RI NQRZOHGJH IURP VXSSOLHUV DQG FXV
WRPHUV E\ PRGHOOLQJ ERWK DV JHQHULF FRQFHSWV WR EH PDWFKHG 7KH PDWFK
LQJ FRXOG EH DFFRPSOLVKHG E\ D FODVVLnFDWLRQ RQ WKH KLHUDUFK\ RI FRQFHSWV
WKDW IRUPV WKH FRPPRQ RQWRORJ\ %RWK VXSSOLHU RmHUV DQG FXVWRPHU UH
TXHVWV FRXOG EH FODVVLnHG OHDGLQJ WR H[DFW PDWFK ZKHQ WKH\ GHVFULEH
WKH VDPH FRQFHSW DQG WR SDUWLDO PDWFK VWLOO PHDQLQJIXO ZKHQ RQH LV
D VXEFRQFHSW RI WKH RWKHU RU FRQFHSWV DUH FRPSDWLEOH )RU LQVWDQFH DQ
RmHU RI CUHG JUDSHV SDUWLDOO\ PDWFKHV D UHTXHVW IRU CPHUORW JUDSHV  7KH



SDUWLDO PDWFK FDQ WKHQ EH IXUWKHU LQYHVWLJDWHG VWLOO ZLWK WKH KHOS RI WKH
LQIUDVWUXFWXUH
,Q IDFW WKH ORJLFDO DSSURDFK _ ZKLFK 'HVFULSWLRQ /RJLFV DUH EDVHG
XSRQ _ DOORZV IRU DQ RSHQZRUOG DVVXPSWLRQ ,QFRPSOHWH LQIRUPDWLRQ
LV DOORZHG

DQG FDQ EH nOOHG DIWHU D VHOHFWLRQ RI SRVVLEOH PDWFKHV  DQG

DEVHQFH RI LQIRUPDWLRQ FDQ EH GLVWLQJXLVKHG IURP QHJDWLYH LQIRUPDWLRQ
DOORZLQJ WR GLVFDUG RmHUVUHTXHVWV ZLWKRXW WKH QHFHVVDU\ SURSHUWLHV DQG
WR DVN IRU PLVVLQJ LQIRUPDWLRQ LQ WKH SRWHQWLDO PDWFKHV
+HUH ZH SURSRVH DQ DSSURDFK WR 33 HFRPPHUFH EDVHG RQ 'HVFULSWLRQ
/RJLFV DQG GHVFULEH LWV LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ LQ D SURWRW\SH V\VWHP IRU D YLUWXDO
EURNHULQJ DJHQF\ IRU DSDUWPHQWV UHQWDO /LPLWV DQG SRVVLELOLWLHV DUH DOVR
DGGUHVVHG

 $ ORJLFDO DSSURDFK WR PDWFKLQJ LQ 33
HFRPPHUFH
:H QRZ DSSO\ WKH IUDPHZRUN RI 'HVFULSWLRQ /RJLFV WR VXSSO\GHPDQG
PDWFKLQJ LQ 33 HFRPPHUFH PDUNHWSODFHV :H VXSSRVH IRU VLPSOLFLW\ D
EDVLF 33 HFRPPHUFH VHWWLQJ LQ ZKLFK HYHU\ WUDQVDFWLRQ LQYROYHV MXVW
RQH VXSSOLHU DQG RQH FXVWRPHU
:H IRUPDOL]H ERWK VXSSOLHV DQG GHPDQGV DV FRQFHSW QDPHV

RI WZR

GLVWLQFW DOSKDEHWV  ZKLFK VKDUH FRQFHSWV DQG UROHV RI D FRPPRQ SURGXFW
RQWRORJ\

+HQFH ZH DVVXPH WKH H[LVWHQFH RI WZR GLVMRLQW DOSKDEHWV RI

Q

P

VXSSO\ QDPHV &
I&      & J DQG GHPDQG QDPHV ' I'      ' J
0RUHRYHU ZH DVVXPH WKDW WKH GRPDLQ RI LQWHUHVW LV PRGHOHG ZLWK FRQFHSWV
DQG UROHV DV LQ D JHQHULF 'HVFULSWLRQ /RJLF
(J SURSRVLQJ WKH VXSSO\ RI DQ DSDUWPHQW LQ %URRNO\Q +HLJKWV 1<
FRXOG EH GHVFULEHG E\
&



DSDUWPHQW X ORFDWLRQ%URRNO\Q+HLJKWV X w



URRPV

ZKLOH WZR GHPDQGV LQ WKH VDPH GRPDLQ FRXOG EH GHVFULEHG E\
'
'




DSDUWPHQW X RSWLRQV%DFN<DUG*DUGHQ
DSDUWPHQW X   URRPV

7KH LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ RI VXSSO\ DQG GHPDQG FRQFHSWV LV RQ D VLQJOH FRP
PRQ GRPDLQ RI SRVVLEOH WUDQVDFWLRQV WKH VHW RI WUDQVDFWLRQV FRPSDWLEOH
ZLWK WKHP :KHQ D WUDQVDFWLRQ LQYROYHV D VLQJOH WUDGHG JRRG _ VXFK DV
DSDUWPHQWV _ VXSSOLHV DQG GHPDQGV FDQ EH LQWHUSUHWHG GLUHFWO\ DV VHWV RI
JRRGV WKDW FDQ EH H[FKDQJHG +RZHYHU ZH SUHIHU WR LQWHUSUHW FRQFHSWV DV
WUDQVDFWLRQV VLQFH WKHUH DUH H[FKDQJHV LQYROYLQJ FRQWLQXRXV JRRGV VXFK
DV IUXLWV RLO HWF

RQ  $Q RmHU & DQG D UHTXHVW ' DUH >LQ@FRPSDWLEOH Lm WKH FRQ
& X ' LV >XQ@VDWLVnDEOH

'HnQLWL

FHSW



)LJXUH  7KH IRUP VSHFLnHV WKH EDVLF IHDWXUHV XVXDOO\ UHTXHVWHG WR GHVFULEH DQ
DSDUWPHQW VXFK DV SULFH QXPEHU RI URRPV DQG VR RQ )XUWKHU IHDWXUHVFRQFHSWV
RULJLQDOO\ QRW IRUHVHHQ DQG QRZ SDUW RI WKH V\VWHP NQRZOHGJH FDQ EH VHOHFWHG
IURP WKH VFUROODEOH ZLQGRZ 1HZ FRQFHSWV FDQ EH LQVHUWHG LQ WKH WH[WnHOGV WR
H[WHQG WKH GHVFULSWLRQ RI WKH DSDUWPHQW $IWHU WKH LQVHUWLRQ WKH NQRZOHGJH EDVH
LV DXWRPDWLFDOO\ XSGDWHG 7KH QHZ FRQFHSWV DSSHDU LQ WKH OLVW RI IHDWXUHV LQ WKH
VFUROODEOH ZLQGRZ DQG DUH DYDLODEOH IRU IXUWKHU VHDUFKHV RU LQVHUWLRQV

'

&

)RU WKH DERYH H[DPSOHV
 LV FRPSDWLEOH ZLWK   DQG IXUWKHU LQ
TXLULHV FRXOG EH LVVXHG WR ERWK SDUWV WR VHH LI WKH WUDQVDFWLRQ FDQ EH
FRQFOXGHG ,QVWHDG

&

 LV LQFRPSDWLEOH ZLWK
GLVFDUGHG LQ D nUVW nOWHULQJ SKDVH

' VR WKLV PDWFKLQJ FDQ EH

7KHUH DUH FDVHV KRZHYHU LQ ZKLFK ZH FDQ HVWDEOLVK IURP NQRZQ GDWD
WKDW WKH WUDQVDFWLRQ LV DOUHDG\ SRVVLEOH HJ D GHPDQG RI H[RWLF IUXLWV LV
IXOnOOHG E\ D VXSSO\ RI EDQDQDV 2EYLRXVO\ WR HVWDEOLVK WKLV FRQFOXVLRQ
WKH V\VWHP PXVW KDYH NQRZOHGJH

WKURXJK DQ LQFOXVLRQ DVVHUWLRQ

WKDW

EDQDQDV DUH H[RWLF IUXLWV

'HnQLWLRQ 
LV VXEVXPHG E\

$ GHPDQG

' LQ 7 

' LV

IXOnOOHG E\ D VXSSO\

&

LQ D 7%R[

7

LI

&

8QPDWFKHG GHPDQGV DQG VXSSOLHV FDQ EH ?VWRUHG DV QHZ FRQFHSWV DQG
FODVVLnHG DFFRUGLQJO\ LQ WKH 7%R[ $V VRRQ DV D PDWFKLQJ VXSSO\GHPDQG
HQWHUV WKH V\VWHP WKH ROG UHTXHVW FDQ EH UHH[DPLQHG ,Q WKLV VHQVH WKH
DSSURDFK EDVHG RQ 'HVFULSWLRQ /RJLFV LV EDODQFHG EHWZHHQ VXSSO\ DQG
GHPDQG DQG PXFK GLmHUHQW IURP XVXDO %& SRUWDOV ZKHUH D FXVWRPHU



)LJXUH  7KH WH[W RI DQ HPDLO DXWRPDWLFDOO\ VHQW WR WKH RZQHU RI DQ DSDUWPHQW
7KH PHVVDJH SRLQWV WR D 85/ ZKHUH WKH RZQHU LV DVNHG WR DQVZHU DERXW WKH
SUHVHQFH RI IHDWXUHV QRW LQFOXGHG LQ WKH RULJLQDO GHVFULSWLRQ
KDV WR PDNH DFWLYH HmRUWV WR nQG WKH JRRGV VKH ORRNV IRU DQG LI VKH GRHV
QRW nQG WKHP QRZ VKH KDV WR UHHQWHU GDWD QH[W ZHHN

 $ FDVH VWXG\ UHQWLQJ DSDUWPHQWV WR
VWXGHQWV


6FHQDULR

'LmHUHQWO\ IURP PRVW RWKHU FRXQWULHV ,WDOLDQ XQLYHUVLWLHV GR QRW KDYH
GRUPLWRULHV IRU WKHLU VWXGHQWV ZKLFK DUH RQO\ SURYLGHG WR D PLQLPXP
SHUFHQWDJH RI WKHP $OVR RIWHQ IDFXOWLHV DUH VSUHDG LQ GLmHUHQW SDUWV RI
WRZQV DQG QRW FRQFHQWUDWHG LQ FDPSXVHV
7KLV VLWXDWLRQ OHDGV WR D oRXULVKLQJ DFWLYLW\ RI SULYDWHO\ RZQHG DSDUW
PHQWV UHQWDO )XUWKHUPRUH ODUJHVW SDUW RI VWXGHQWV GR QRW UHQW DQ HQWLUH
DSDUWPHQW RU KRXVH LQVWHDG WKH\ DUH PRUH OLNHO\ WR DVN IRU D URRP DQG
RIWHQ IRU MXVW D EHG ZLWKLQ D URRP
6XSSO\ DQG GHPDQG DUH H[WUHPHO\ G\QDPLF DQG FXUUHQWO\ WKHUH DUH
QR EURNHULQJ DJHQFLHV DW OHDVW LQ PRVW LWDOLDQ WRZQV 7KHUHIRUH DOWKRXJK
WKHUH LV D QRWHZRUWK\ DJJUHJDWH WXUQRYHU W\SLFDOO\ VXSSO\ PHHWV GHPDQG
LQ QDLYH ZD\V HJ DGYHUWLVHPHQWV SLQSRLQWHG RQ VKRZFDVHV ZRUG SDVVHG
URXQG HWF
7KLV EXVLQHVV VFHQDULR FDQ KHQFH EH FRQVLGHUHG DQ LGHDO FDQGLGDWH
IRU D ZHEEDVHG V\VWHP GHVLJQHG IRU SHUVRQWRSHUVRQ VPDOO EXVLQHVV H



FRPPHUFH ZKRVH REMHFWLYH LV EHFRPLQJ D YLUWXDO EURNHULQJ DJHQF\ HQ
GRZHG RI LQQRYDWLYH VHUYLFHV DEOH WR HDVH XVH DQG LQWHUDFWLRQ DQG FORVHU
WR XVHU QHHGV WKDQ PRVW RI EXVLQHVVWRFRQVXPHU HPDOOV DUH
0DLQ VHUYLFHV ZH FRQVLGHUHG REMHFWLYH RI RXU FDVH VWXG\ DUH
 6XSSRUW WR WKH XVHU LQ WKH GDWD LQVHUWLRQ DQG TXHU\ VXEPLVVLRQ
7KH XVHU LV LQFUHPHQWDOO\ JXLGHG LQ WKH GHnQLWLRQ RI D TXHU\ RU DQ
RmHU :H UHPDUN KHUH WKDW WKRXJK ZH GLVWLQJXLVK IRU VLPSOLFLW\ WKH
VXSSOLHU DQG WKH GHPDQGHU WKH\ DUH WUHDWHG LQ D XQLIRUP ZD\ E\ WKH
V\VWHP
 $XWRPDWLF FRQVWUXFWLRQ DQG YHULnFDWLRQ RI VDWLVnDELOLW\ RI WKH TXHU\
 'HGXFWLRQ RI QHZ NQRZOHGJH RQ WKH EDVLV RI DYDLODEOH GDWD $V DQ
H[DPSOH WKH V\VWHP DXWRPDWLFDOO\ GHWHFWV DSDUWPHQWV DYDLODEOH LQ
D FRQYHQLHQW DUHD RQFH WKH IDFXOW\ KDV EHHQ HQWHUHG
 $ELOLW\ WR SURYLGH FRQFHSWXDOO\ DSSUR[LPDWH DQVZHUV LQ WKH SUHVHQFH
RI XQVDWLVnDEOH TXHULHV 1RWLFH WKDW WKLV WKH ZD\ D KXPDQ FOHUN
EHKDYHV ZKHQ D UHTXHVW FDQ QRW EH VDWLVnHG KHVKH ZLOO SURSRVH
WKH FORVHVW DOWHUQDWLYHV WR WKH FOLHQW ZLOO QRW DQVZHU QR PDWFK
 $ELOLW\ WR PDQDJH LQFRPSOHWH TXHULHV DQG SRVVLELOLW\ WR DVN IRU XQ
IRUHVHHQ KHQFH QRW LPPHGLDWHO\ DYDLODEOH VHUYLFHV DQG IHDWXUHV WR
WKH VXSSOLHU
 6WRUDJH RI VDWLVnDEOH TXHULHVGHPDQGV WKDW ZHUH VWLOO XQPDWFKHG
ZLWK DXWRPDWLF UHH[DPLQDWLRQ ZKHQ QHZ VXSSOLHV DUH SURYLGHG DQG
QRWLnFDWLRQ RQ VXFFHVIXO PDWFK EHWZHHQ VXSSO\ DQG GHPDQG 7KH
VDPH VHUYLFH LV DYDLODEOH IRU XQPDWFKHG VXSSOLHV
7KH UHPDLQLQJ RI WKLV VHFWLRQ GHVFULEHV PDLQ IHDWXUHV RI WKH LPSOH
PHQWHG V\VWHP ,W LV DQ\ZD\ QRWHZRUWK\ WKDW WKRXJK WKH V\VWHP KDV
EHHQ DFWXDOO\ GHVLJQHG DV D YLUWXDO EURNHULQJ DFHQJ\ IRU DSDUWPHQWV UHQWDO
VLPLODU LVVXHV H[LVW LQ VHYHUDO RWKHU EXVLQHVV VFHQDULRV $ QLFH SURSHUW\ RI
RXU DSSURDFK LV LQ IDFW WKDW UHYHUWLQJ WR RWKHU VFHQDULRV LV TXLWH VLPSOH
SURYLGHG WKDW EDVLF FRQFHSWV DQG D VLPSOH RQWRORJ\ DUH DYDLODEOH 7KH
V\VWHP ZLOO H[WHQG LWV NQRZOHGJH DV PRUH LQIRUPDWLRQ EHFRPHV DYDLODEOH
ZLWKRXW KDYLQJ WR PRGLI\ WKH VWUXFWXUH RI WKH V\VWHP



7KH YLUWXDO EURNHULQJ DJHQF\

7KH SURSRVHG SURWRW\SH V\VWHP LV EDVHG RQ D 1HR&ODVVLF HQJLQH LQWHU
IDFHG WR WKH ZHE YLD -DYD VHUYOHW WHFKQRORJ\ &ODVVLF LV D PHPEHU RI WKH
./21( IDPLO\ RI NQRZOHGJH UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ ODQJXDJHV >@ 1HR&ODVVLF
D &ODVVLF LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ LV EDVLFDOO\ D NQRZOHGJH VHUYHU WR EXLOG PDQ
DJH LQIHU DERXW DQG TXHU\ D FODVVLnFDWLRQ KLHUDUFK\ 1HR&ODVVLF LV D
IUDPHEDVHG NQRZOHGJH UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ V\VWHP WKDW GLmHUHQWLDWHV EHWZHHQ



)LJXUH  7KH IRUP VSHFLnHV D QHZ IHDWXUH UHTXHVWHG E\ DQ LQWHUHVWHG GHPDQGHU
QRW DYDLODEOH LQ WKH DSDUWPHQW GHVFULSWLRQ 7KH RZQHU FDQ DQVZHU WKH TXHVWLRQ
E\ FOLFNLQJ RQ WKH UDGLREXWWRQ DQG nOO WKH WH[WnHOG IRU WKH DXWKHQWLFDWLRQ SUR
FHGXUH ZLWK KLV SDVVZRUG
WHUPLQRORJLFDO DQG DVVHUWLRQDO DVSHFWV RI NQRZOHGJH UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ DQG
ZKLFK IRFXVHV RQ WKH NH\ LQIHUHQFHV RI VXEVXPSWLRQ DQG FODVVLnFDWLRQ
W\SLFDO RI GHVFULSWLRQ ORJLFV
)LJXUH  VKRZV WKH WKUHHWLHU DUFKLWHFWXUH RI RXU SURWRW\SH V\VWHP
7KH ZHE VHUYHU SDVVHV UHTXHVWV WR D -DYD VHUYOHW WKDW FRPPXQLFDWHV ZLWK
WKH 1HR&ODVVLF HQJLQH UXQQLQJ DV D GDHPRQ LQ WKH EDFNJURXQG 7KH PDLQ
XVHU LQWHUIDFH IRU ERWK VXSSO\ DQG GHPDQG VXEPLVVLRQ LV D -DYD DSSOHW
&ODVVLF RXWSXW LV SDUVHG LQ ;0/ WKH V\VWHP LV DOVR LQWHUIDFHG WR D PDLOHU
DQG WR D 606 6PDOO 0HVVDJH 6\VWHP VHUYHU IRU DXWRPDWLF QHZV QRWLn
FDWLRQ
6XEPLVVLRQ RI D QHZ TXHU\ RU RmHU LV FDUULHG RXW LQFUHPHQWDOO\ 7KH
XVHU FDQ LQWURGXFH EDVLF HOHPHQWV VXFK DV SULFH W\SH RI WKH DSDUWPHQW
QXPEHU RI URRPV HWF $ GLVWLQJXLVKLQJ DVSHFW LV WKH SRVVLELOLW\ WR DVN
IRU QHZ VHUYLFHV RU IHDWXUHV QRW IRUHVHHQ DW WKH GHVLJQ VWDJH 7KH V\VWHP
H[WHQGV LWV NQRZOHGJH DQG QHZ FRQFHSWV DUH DGGHG WR WKH NQRZOHGJH EDVH
)LJXUH  VKRZV WKH IRUP WKDW LQFOXGHV D WH[W DUHD IRU VSHFLnFDWLRQ RI QHZ
FRQFHSWV 7KH VFUROODEOH ZLQGRZ LQ WKH XSSHU SDUW RI WKH nJXUH VKRZV
RWKHU FRQFHSWV DGGHG DQG FRQVHTXHQWO\ SDUW RI WKH V\VWHP NQRZOHGJH 7KH
V\VWHP LQFOXGHV D VPDOO WKHVDXUXV DQG D SUHGLFWLYH WH[W LQSXW PHFKDQLVP
WR DYRLG UHSHDWHG LQVHUWLRQ RI VLPLODU FRQFHSWV
2XU EDVLF VHUYLFH LV WKH PDWFKLQJ RI FRPSDWLEOH GHVFULSWLRQV $ TXHU\



WKDW PDWFKHV D GHVFULSWLRQ ZLOO DOVR VXEVXPH DOO RWKHU GHVFULSWLRQV WKDW
LQ WKH V\VWHP KLHUDUFK\ DUH FODVVLnHG EHORZ WKH nUVW PDWFKHG GHVFULSWLRQ
6XSSO\LQJ D QHZ DSDUWPHQW LV DOVR D GHVFULSWLRQ PDWFKLQJ 7KH SRVLWLRQ
RI WKH QHZ VXSSO\ LQ WKH V\VWHP KLHUDUFK\ LV GHWHUPLQHG FRQVLGHULQJ DOO WKH
GHVFULSWLRQV WKDW WKH QHZ GHVFULSWLRQ LV VXEVXPHG E\ 2QFH WKH SRVLWLRQ
KDV EHHQ IRXQG D UHFODVVLnFDWLRQ WDNHV SODFH WR GHWHUPLQH WKH GHVFULSWLRQV
WKDW VDWLVI\ LW ZKLFK DUH WKHQ WLHG LQ WKH V\VWHP KLHUDUFK\
(DFK UHTXHVW D VXSSO\ RU D GHPDQG LV JLYHQ D XQLTXH FRGH IRU LQIRU
PDWLRQ WUDFNLQJ $ VXSSO\ LV DOZD\V DQ DSDUWPHQW ZKLFK FDQ EH UHQWHG DV
D ZKROH RU URRP E\ URRP RU DOVR RQ D EHG EDVLV $ GHPDQG FDQ EH DQ\
RI WKH DERYH 7HVW IXQFWLRQV DOORZ VHYHUDO GHGXFWLRQ VHUYLFHV LQFOXGLQJ
UHDFKDEOH IDFXOWLHV JLYHQ WKH DGGUHVV RI DQ DSDUWPHQW DQG YLFH YHUVD FRP
SXWDWLRQ RI SULFHV SHU URRP RU SHU EHG JLYHQ WKH FRVW RI DQ DSDUWPHQW
FRPSXWDWLRQ RI VSDUH URRPV RU VSDUH EHGV ,W LV QRWHZRUWK\ WKDW ZKHQ
D QHZ FRQFHSW LV LQWURGXFHG E\ D XVHU ORRNLQJ IRU D QHZ VHUYLFHIHDWXUH
WKH V\VWHP DXWRPDWLFDOO\ FRQWDFWV RZQHUV RI DSDUWPHQWV WKDW IXOnOO DOO
RWKHU XVHU UHTXLUHPHQWV EXW WKH QHZ RQH WKURXJK DQ HPDLO RU D 606 VHH
)LJXUH  IRU DQ H[DPSOH
7KH PHVVDJH SRLQWV WKH RZQHU WR D ZHE SDJH ZKHUH WKH TXHVWLRQ RQ
WKH QHZO\ UHTXHVWHG IHDWXUH LV SRVHG DV LW LV VKRZQ LQ )LJXUH  ,I KHVKH
FRQnUPV WKH DYDLODELOLW\ RI WKH UHTXHVWHG VHUYLFHIHDWXUH WKH V\VWHP VWRUHV
WKH QHZ LQIRUPDWLRQ DQG FRQVHTXHQWO\ LQIRUPV ZLWK WKH VDPH SURFHGXUH
DQ HPDLO RU D 606  WKH GHPDQGHU DERXW WKH IXOnOOPHQW RI KLVKHU UH
TXHVW
7KH V\VWHP DOVR FRUUHFWO\ KDQGOHV UHTXHVWV WKDW FDQQRW EH IXOnOOHG
IRU ODFN RI DSDUWPHQWV RmHUV VDWLVI\LQJ DOO QHHGV H[SUHVVHG 7KH V\VWHP
DQVZHUV GHFODULQJ WKH UHDVRQ ZK\ WKH TXHU\ FRXOG QRW EH FRPSOHWHO\ VDW
LVnHG VR WKDW WKH XVHU PD\ HYHQWXDOO\ UHOHDVH WKH FRQVWUDLQW WKDW LV
WXUQLQJ WR WKH KLHUDUFKLFDO VWUXFWXUH RI WKH NQRZOHGJH EDVH UDLVH WRZDUGV
D OHVV VSHFLnHG GHVFULSWLRQ
,W DOVR SURSRVHV WKRVH DSDUWPHQWV ZKRVH GHVFULSWLRQ WKRXJK QRW SHU
IHFWO\ PDWFKHG E\ WKH UHTXHVW DUH FORVHU WR LW :H UHPDUN WKDW WKLV LV WKH
ZD\ ZH EHOLHYH D KXPDQ FOHUN ZRXOG EHKDYH KHVKH ZRXOG SURSRVH VRPH
WKLQJ WKDW WKRXJK QRW H[DFWO\ LQ DJUHHPHQW ZLWK WKH FXVWRPHU UHTXHVW LV
FORVH HQRXJK WR EH RI LQWHUHVW $V DQ H[DPSOH )LJXUH  VKRZV WKH V\VWHP
DQVZHU ZLWK WKH QHJDWLYH DQVZHU DQG WKH UHDVRQ IRU LW DQG DOWHUQDWLYH
VROXWLRQV
,I D XVHU UHIXVHV DOWHUQDWLYHV KLVKHU UHTXHVW LV QRW ORVW 7KH V\VWHP
VWRUHV LW RQ LQVHUWLRQ RI QHZ VXSSOLHV PDWFKLQJ WKH TXHU\ WKH V\VWHP
DXWRPDWLFDOO\ LQIRUPV WKH XVHU WKDW D QHZ RmHU LV DYDLODEOH VDWLVI\LQJ
KLVKHU UHTXHVWV



)LJXUH  5HVSRQVH WR D TXHU\ QRW FRPSOHWHO\ PDWFKHG ,Q WKH XSSHU SDUW WKH
V\VWHP SURYLGHV LQIRUPDWLRQ DERXW WKH UHTXLUHPHQWV QRW IXOnOOHG ,W SRLQWV RXW
WKDW RQH UHTXLUHPHQW EDOFRQH FRQ YHUDQGD LH SRUFK  FRXOG QRW EH IXOnOOHG
E\ DQ\ DYDLODEOH VXSSO\ ,W DOVR SURSRVHV LQ WKH ORZHU SDUW DSDUWPHQWV WKDW IXOnOO
DOO RWKHU UHTXLUHPHQWV RI WKH TXHU\



&RQFOXVLRQ DQG GLVFXVVLRQ

:H KDYH SURSRVHG WKH DSSOLFDWLRQ RI WKH 'HVFULSWLRQ /RJLFV IUDPHZRUN
WR VXSSO\GHPDQG PDWFKLQJ LQ D 33 VFHQDULR PRGHOOLQJ ERWK DV JHQHULF
FRQFHSWV WR EH PDWFKHG :H KDYH DOVR SUHVHQWHG DV D UHDOLVWLF FDVH VWXG\
D SURWRW\SH RI V\VWHP WKDW LPSOHPHQWV D YLUWXDO EURNHULQJ DJHQF\ IRU
DSDUWPHQWV UHQWDO 7KH V\VWHP LV IXOO\ IXQFWLRQDO DQG LV FXUUHQWO\ LQ
DOSKD WHVW VWDJH
2XU FRQFOXVLRQ LV WKDW 'HVFULSWLRQ /RJLFV FDQ EH DOPRVW DQ LGHDO FDQ
GLGDWH IRU VFHQDULRV ZKHUH SHHU HQWLWLHV LQWHUDFW IRU VXSSO\GHPDQG PDWFK
LQJ SURYLGLQJ D OHYHO RI LQWHUDFWLRQ ZLWK XVHULQIRUPDWLRQ QHHGV ZKLFK LV
QRW DYDLODEOH ZLWK FXUUHQW GDWDEDVH WHFKQRORJ\ :H HQG WKH SDSHU GLV
FXVVLQJ VRPH SURV DQG FRQV RI RXU FKRLFHV
:H KDG VHYHUDO UHDVRQV WKDW OHG XV WR FKRRVH &ODVVLF LQVWHDG RI RWKHU
LPSOHPHQWDWLRQV RI 'HVFULSWLRQ /RJLFV )LUVW VLQFH ZH DUH ZRUNLQJ RQ D
\HDUVORQJ SURMHFW ZH QHHG WR UHO\ RQ D VWDEOH V\VWHP 6HFRQG ZH QHHG
V\VWHP IXQFWLRQV OLNH ?OLVW DOO UROHV DWWDFKHG WR WKLV FRQFHSW RU ?OLVW WKH
GHULYHG VXEVXPHUV RI WKLV FRQFHSW
0RUHRYHU ZH QHHG D ODQJXDJH HVFDSH IRU UHTXLUHPHQWV WKDW DUH QRW
H[SUHVVLEOH LQ WKH 'HVFULSWLRQ /RJLF $OWKRXJK ZHDN DV D UHDVRQHU RQH RI
WKH VWURQJKROGV RI &ODVVLF LV H[DFWO\ WKH SRVVLELOLW\ WR XVH FRPSXWHG nOOHUV
DQG WHVW IXQFWLRQV LQ WKH KRVW ODQJXDJH
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Abstract
We describe an engine for a computer game which employs techniques
from computational linguistics and theorem proving based on description
logic. We show how we represent a world model as a DL knowledge base
and then illustrate how we use it in the computational linguistics modules
with the examples of analyzing and generating referring expressions.

1 Introduction
In this paper, we describe an engine for text adventures which employs techniques from computational linguistics and theorem proving based on description
logic. The system is being developed at Saarland University as a student project.
Its purpose is twofold: Players should be able to interact more naturally with the
game, and we envisage a use as a testbed for computational linguistics modules.
Text adventures are a classical form of computer games which were most
popular in the eighties. The player interacts with the game world (e.g. the rooms
and objects in a space station) by typing natural-language commands and the
computer provides feedback in the form of natural-language descriptions of the
world and of the results of the player's actions. Typically, the user has to solve
puzzles to win the game; an example interaction is shown in Fig. 1.
Text adventures have since gone somewhat out of fashion. One reason for
this was the advent of more powerful graphics hardware, but another is that
even the most advanced games of the eighties, which accepted input that went
well beyond simple two-word sentences, su ered from some irritating limitations.
Maybe most striking is what we call the identi cation problem : Sometimes the
game does not allow the user to refer to an object with the exact same words
that the game itself used for it (Fig. 2, taken from [3]). This is unsurprising,
since the output of the game is hard-coded and elaborate, whereas the input has
to be analyzed by a very simple parser.
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Observation Lounge
This is where the station staff and visitors come to relax. There
are a lot of tables and chairs here, a large observation window,
and a plush carpet. In the corner you can see an AstroCola dispenser.
A tube leads up to the station's main corridor.
>put my galakmid coin into the dispenser
Click.
The dispenser display now reads "Credit = 1.00".
>push diet astrocola button
You hear a rumbling noise in the dispenser, but nothing appears in the
tray.
>kick dispenser
A can drops into the tray. Amazing! The oldest trick in the book, and
it actually worked.

Figure 1: An example interaction with a text adventure, taken from [7].
Cupboard
When you aren't lying on the bed, you usually stay in here, snug and
safe with your friends atop the warm pile of clothes. Your warm
winter jacket is here, which may be just as well, it's a little chilly.
>take the warm winter jacket
You can't see any such thing.
>take the winter jacket
You can't see any such thing.
>look at the jacket
A smart green jacket with big pockets, teddy bear sized.
>take the smart green jacket
You can't see any such thing.
>take the jacket with big pockets
I only understood you as far as wanting to take the green jacket.
>take the green jacket
Taken.

Figure 2: The identi cation problem.
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A-Box: User Knowledge
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Figure 3: Architecture
Our system attempts to overcome this and other limitations by employing
state-of-the-art techniques from computational linguistics, such as a real parser
for English and a component for the automatic generation of the system's answers. Underlying the system is a world model based on description logic, which
is used by almost every component of the NLP system. In our implementation
we use the RACER system [5] because it provides support for A-Box reasoning,
which is essential for us.
The paper is organized as follows: We will rst sketch the general architecture
of the system and its components (Section 2) and describe the DL world model
(Section 3). Then we will brie y illustrate how we make use of DL inferences
in the NLP modules by rst showing how to analyze the meaning of referring
expressions (Section 4), and then how to generate such referring expressions
(Section 5). Section 6 concludes the paper and presents some ideas for future
work.

2 Architecture
The general architecture of the game engine is shown in Fig. 3. The user's input
is rst parsed { that is, its syntactic structure is determined, using an eÆcient
parser for dependency grammar [2]. Next, referring expressions (such as the
toolbox) in the input are resolved to objects in the world. The result is a ground
term that indicates the action the user wants to take.
This term is used to retrieve action descriptions from a database; the entry
for \open" is shown in Fig. 4. Action descriptions are STRIPS-like operators
de ning preconditions and e ects of the action. In addition, they specify in the
`uk' slot how the user knowledge has to be updated when the action is performed.
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open(pat:X )
pre:
closed(X ), unlocked(X )
e ects: add: open(X )
delete: closed(X )
uk:
add: open(X ), describe(X )
delete: closed(X )
Figure 4: The operator for the \open" action.
The term that was produced by the resolution component is matched with the
head of the operator, binding the variables in the action description.
If the preconditions are satis ed, the world model is updated according to the
`e ects' slot, and the instantiated contents of the `uk' slot are passed on to the
content determination component, which computes what information has to be
verbalized by the generation module. This verbalization process is then carried
out by a realization component based on Lexicalized Tree Adjoining Grammar
[6, 10], which produces English text.

3 The World Model
The world model of the game engine is encoded as a DL knowledge base. The TBox speci es the concepts and roles which are available in the world and de nes
complex concepts used e.g. by the resolution module (see below). The A-Boxes
state which concepts and roles hold of the individuals in the world.
In the system, we use two di erent A-Boxes. One stores the current state
of the world; it is used to determine whether the preconditions of an action are
satis ed in the world, and, if this is the case, is updated with the action's e ects.
The function of the other A-Box is to keep track of the player's knowledge. It
is used in the language-processing modules { for instance, referring expressions
must be evaluated with respect to the user's knowledge {, and is updated by the
content determination when it has determined what new information should be
verbalized. The two A-Boxes share the same T-Box, but will typically be di erent. For instance, the world A-Box will usually contain more individuals than
the user A-Box because the player will not have explored the world completely
and will therefore not have seen all the individuals. On the other hand, it can
be useful to deliberately hide e ects of an action from the user, e.g. if pushing
a button has an e ect in a room that the player cannot see.
A fragment of the A-Box describing the state of the world is shown in Fig. 5.
The T-Box speci es that the world is partitioned into three parts: rooms, objects, and players. The individual `myself' is the only instance that we ever de ne
of the concept `player'. Individuals are connected to their locations (i.e. rooms,
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room(scooter-bridge)
hammer(h1)
saw(s1)
closed(t1)
has-location(t1, scooter-bridge)
has-location(myself, scooter-bridge)
...

toolbox(t1)
player(myself)
silver(t1)
unlocked(t1)
has-location(h1, t1)
has-location(s1, t1)

Figure 5: A fragment of the world A-Box.
container objects, or players) via the `has-location' role; the A-Box also speci es
what kind of object an individual is (e.g. `toolbox') and what properties it has
(`closed', `silver'). The T-Box then contains axioms such as `toolbox v object',
`silver v colour', etc., which establish a taxonomy among concepts.
These de nitions allow us to add axioms to the T-Box which de ne more
complex concepts. One is the concept `here', which contains the room in which
the player currently is { that is, every individual which can be reached over a
has-location role from a player object.
here =: 9has-location

1

player

:

Another useful concept is `accessible', which contains all individuals which the
player can manipulate.
accessible =: 8has-location:here t 8has-location:(accessible u open)
All objects in the same room as the player are accessible; if such an object
is an open container, its contents are also accessible. As the player itself is by
de nition `open', this includes the player's inventory.
Finally, we should mention that inside the action processing module, we
create multiple temporary A-Boxes to allow for a more benevolent handling of
ambiguity. Imagine the player types an ambiguous sentence, such as \put the
apple in the box on the table". We will explain below how the resolution module
can sometimes lter out some readings of such an ambiguity, but in this case,
let's assume that it cannot decide whether the user meant putting \the apple"
into \the box on the table", or \the apple in the box" onto \the table". It will
hand both alternatives down to the action processing component.
Here we pursue all possible meanings of the sentence in parallel. For each
reading, we create a copy of the current world A-Box, and then attempt to
perform the action on the copy. This can be nontrivial because it may be
possible to express sequences of actions with a single sentence, and these have
to be performed one after another. If it turns out that we can only successfully
perform the actions in one of the readings (e.g. because the player does not
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hold the apple in the box), we can commit to this reading without the user ever
noticing that we had trouble understanding what he meant. Otherwise, we have
to report an error.

4 Resolution of Referring Expressions
Referring expressions, such as the toolbox, it, or a hammer, link linguistic forms
to objects in the world (the referents of the referring expressions). The player in
our application will typically use de nite descriptions (the toolbox) or pronouns
(it) to refer to the objects on which he wants to perform an action. It is therefore
essential to resolve these expressions to the actual individuals in the playerknowledge A-Box. As an example reconsider the A-Box in Fig. 5: We rst have
to resolve the toolbox to the RACER individual t1 before any action on this
object can be carried out.

Resolving De nite Descriptions De nite descriptions of the form the tool-

box, the green apple, or the hammer in the toolbox refer to an object that matches
their restriction (toolbox, green apple, etc.). In a rst approximation, we also take
them to refer uniquely : That is, there must be exactly one object in the world
that matches the restriction [9]. For the toolbox, this restriction is simply the
concept `toolbox'. We furthermore assume that the player will only try to refer to `accessible' objects. This avoids confusion with other objects that would
match the same description but are not in the same room as the player, i.e. objects that are not locationally salient. Thus we can retrieve a list of all potential
referents for the toolbox by evoking the RACER query
(concept-instances toolbox u accessible)

Assuming that t1 is actually already present in the player A-Box, this returns the list (t1). As it contains exactly one element, the reference succeeds;
otherwise we would have rejected the command with an error message. Note
that we always interpret reference with respect to the player's knowledge: The
presence of toolboxes unknown to the player does not lead to an ambiguous
reference.
More complicated de nites are simply translated into more complex concepts. Our general strategy here is to push as much of the work into the DL
inference problems and let RACER's optimizations work for us. For example,
the hammer in the toolbox translates to the query
(concept-instances hammer u accessible u 9has-location:toolbox)

The fact that de nite references may fail (i.e. no referent in the world model
can be found that matches the restriction) can be very helpful when we are faced
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with more than one possible syntactic derivation for an input. For example, the
sentence Unlock the toolbox with the key is ambiguous: The key could either
be an instrument used in the unlocking, or it could modify the toolbox, as in
the toolbox with the red handle. In this example, we will not be able to nd a
referent for the constituent the toolbox with the key in the second parse, and will
therefore only pass on the (resolved) rst reading to the actions module.

Resolving Pronouns Unlike de nite descriptions, pronouns do not provide

much information about the object they refer to. However, the linguistic restrictions on which objects can be referred to by pronouns are much stricter.
We make use of a discourse model inspired by Strube's S-list [12] to determine
the objects pronouns might refer to (their antecedents). The idea behind the Slist is to keep an ordered record of salient objects that have been introduced
during a discourse and which are therefore most likely to be antecedents for
pronouns. We associate every element in the S-list with agreement features
(gender and number), its information status and text position (both needed to
determine list-order; see [12]), as well as the RACER individual it refers to in
the player A-Box. Resolving a pronoun then comes down to a lookup in the
S-list: We simply take the rst element that matches the pronoun's agreement
restrictions.
The discourse model is updated incrementally and can be accessed by both
the resolution and the generation module (see below). We can therefore resolve
inter-sentential pronouns like Take the apple and eat it as well as simple cases
of cross-speaker anaphora [4] as in the following short dialogue:
game:
player:

There is an apple on the table.
Take it.

5 Generation of Referring Expressions
The purpose of the generation module is to describe the environment the player
is in and how his actions a ect the game world. As is common practice in
natural language generation systems, it consists of the two submodules content
determination and realization (see e.g. [13]). Content determination assembles
the information that has to be communicated to the player, and then passes it
on to the realization module to cast it into a text.
The information that should be communicated to the user is essentially the
value of the `uk' slot of the instantiated action schema, with two notable differences. First, individuals can of course not be called by their internal names
(such as t1), so we must again generate a referring expression that names them.
Second, special atoms like `describe(t1)' are taken as requests to generate a
description of t1.
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ds:
l1, l2
new:
l1:open(t1), l2:contains(t1,[h1,s1]), hammer(h1), saw(s1)
old instances: t1
Figure 6: Output of Content Determination (Example: Open the toolbox)
Fig. 6 shows an example output of the content determination module for the
action open the toolbox, as speci ed in Fig. 4. It tells the realization component
to generate two sentences, called internally `l1' and `l2': one expresses the fact
that the toolbox t1 is open now, and the other one introduces the objects that
are contained in the toolbox. Depending on contextual factors, a possible output
could be The toolbox is now open. It contains a hammer and a saw.

Referring to Objects Reference to old individuals, i.e. individuals the player

already knows about, is mainly taken care of by the realization module (see
below) as there is interaction with the surface form that is chosen for the referring
expression.
In case the action schema asserts a fact about an individual r the player
has not encountered before, this object will be introduced to the player by a
mini-description stating the most obvious properties of the object { e.g., its
(most speci c) type, such as `toolbox', and its colour. We can nd out whether
the individual is new to the player by checking whether it is an instance of the
universal concept > in the player A-Box.
Suppose we want to generate a mini-description for the toolbox t1 in Fig. 5.
The query
(individual-direct-types t1)
will return the list (toolbox silver). Using concept subsumption checks,
we can nd out that `toolbox' is the type of t1, and `silver' is its colour; so both
concepts go into the mini-description. (Subsumption checks are inexpensive
because we can completely classify the T-Box when we start the system.) The
realization component can use this information later to generate the expression
like a silver toolbox.

Describing Objects There are two main situations in which object descrip-

tions have to be produced. First, the player may ask explicitly for a description,
for instance by saying look at the toolbox. In this case, a full detailed description
of the object is required. Therefore, all (most speci c) concepts of which the object is an individual as well as all role assertions in which the concept takes part
are retrieved from the world model. Mini-descriptions (as above) are provided
for the objects introduced through role assertions.
The second type of object description is intended for situations in which
an action has changed the world in such a way that new information becomes
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Figure 7: Realizing `open(t1)'
accessible to the player. An example is the `open' action, which makes the
objects in the opened container visible. In this case, only new information, i.e.
facts about the object that can be retrieved from the world model but don't
follow from the user knowledge, should be contained in the description. At the
moment, we derive this information from the speci c action types. In the case
of an `open' action, not all role assertions are retrieved, but only those `haslocation' relations which point to objects included in the container. We aim to
arrive at a more general solution eventually.
Realization The realization component produces a text to communicate the
information assembled by the content determination to the player. In order for
the text to be smooth and for the player to be able to correctly resolve references
to objects, it is important that appropriate expressions are used for referring.
For example, we want to refer to objects the player knows about with de nite
descriptions (the toolbox) and to new objects with inde nites (a toolbox). For
new objects, we simply verbalize the concepts in the mini-description.
The correct verbalization of old objects is handled inside the main realization
algorithm, which is based on [10]. In this framework realization comes down to
assembling a sentence from the partial parse trees of a lexicalized tree-adjoining
grammar [6]. Fig. 7 shows how The toolbox is open is built from fragments of
syntax trees. The lexicon entries are associated not only with semantic information { which connects e.g. the word toolbox with the concept `toolbox' {, but
also with pragmatic information. This allows us to specify in the lexicon entry
for the that de nite descriptions must refer uniquely with respect to the player's
knowledge. The resulting sentence (or little text) has to convey the information
that content determination selected, it has to be syntactically viable (there must
not be any holes in the result) and pragmatically appropriate.
To realize a reference to an old individual, we rst compute the individual9

direct-types of the individual again; then we successively add the members

of this list to the de nite until the reference is unique, which we can check
by computing the number of concept-instances as in Section 4. We follow
standard practice in generation systems [1] by adding these concepts according
to a prede ned order of salience; rst the type, then the colour, etc.

6 Conclusion and Outlook
In this paper, we have sketched the components of a text adventure engine
which employs techniques from computational linguistics to make a more natural interaction with the game possible. The state of the world and the player
knowledge are represented as description logic knowledge bases, and almost all
language-processing modules utilize (A-Box and T-Box) inferences over these
knowledge bases. We have looked more closely at the components for resolving
and generating referring expressions, which solve the identi cation problem.
We are currently implementing the system; we hope to nish a prototype
by September. The implementation is being done in the concurrent constraint
programming language Oz [8], which allows us to reuse existing modules for
parsing and realization [2, 11]. We communicate with the standalone version of
RACER via sockets.
The system has much room for improvement, and indeed is designed in a
modular fashion that will allow to replace speci c components by more sophisticated ones. One line of future work could be to improve the part that resolves referring expressions; likewise, their generation is currently a very active
research eld in computational semantics, and new ideas could easily be incorporated into the system. One straightforward improvement of the realization
component would be to add lexical entries that contain larger chunks of text,
which could make the output more interesting to read.
Beyond these local changes, one can imagine many additions to the system's
functionality. For instance, one could add speech recognition and generation
components. In addition, it would be interesting to allow multiple instances of
`player' and make the game multi-user, or to model the world more realistically
e.g. by replacing the room concept by coordinates in the world. But we believe
that even the rst version as it stands o ers an interesting setup for exploring
the use of description logic in computational linguistics.
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/Û ÜÝíë¶Ý/Þë¶Ý!àô!áç:Þìeàsá~ëså àlÜÎÞkà8õó±Þ`ðcã{ä%â[Þúã±äï1â&ÞMàsì.Üâ[Þúã±äïã±ä%û*2ûÈèéêiáâ[âÝíë¶ìíÝ
Þ@æã{øìeßó{àõë¶á~îó{Ýíâ>÷43äÆá~ä6ÝÜÎÞäæBö!åsÝeë¶ñhã±ìeÝ>õ6ësá`ñhã±åsã{á~äã±äHàlÝeëlÞì'àlã{á~äåÀÝeñá~ó{ñÝ>àsá î]Ý
ÝeñÝíëâ[áësÝ¢ìíá~âõó{Ý5]÷iÛ/Üã{å1ë¶Ýíÿßã{ësÝíå¦àlÜÞMà¦àlÜÝcóÉÞä6ï~ßÎÞï~Ýçùá~ë¦å¶Ýíë¶ñhã{ìíÝcæÝíå¶ìíësã{õ6àlã{á~äå¦çùá~ë
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àlÜ6Ýî]ÝeÜÎÞJñ<ã{á~ëlÞMóÞå¶õ]Ýeìeàlåáç®ÞSåsÝeë¶ñhã±ìeÝ÷4!?,?B>8 1äãzñ~ÝeësålÞMó*?< Ýíå¶ìíësã{õã{àsã±á~äFö?ã±å¶ìíá`ñ~Ýeë¶ð
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à.Þúã{äïÞâá~ë¶Ýï~ÝíäÝeëlÞó ÞMõõësá~Þì.Ü>ô¦Ü6ã±ó±Ý®õësá`ñhã±æã{äïÀàlÜÝ¢Ý656õ6ësÝíå¶åsãzñ~Ýíä6ÝíåsåÞäæHJÎÝ5<ã±î6ã±ózé
ã{àð@àsÜÎÞMà%ô!Ý*ë¶Ýíÿßã±ë¶ÝD÷ 3ßë%ÞMõõësá~Þì.Ü¾ã±åcîÎÞå¶ÝíæÈá~äÝ 5<õësÝeåså¶ã±äï@å¶Ýíë¶ñhã{ìíÝ*æÝeåsìeësã±õ<àlã±áäå
àlÜë¶á~ßï~Ü%Þ®åsÝ'à8áçìíá~âõó±6Ý 5cõÎÞësÞâ[Ý'àlÝeësåí÷Û/ÜÝíå¶ÝõÎÞësÞâÝeàlÝeësåÞësÝ!ßåsÝeæ%àlá®Ý 5<õësÝeåsåÞñÞ¡é
ësã{Ýeàðáç Þå¶õ]ÝeìeàsåáçBàsÜÝ®å¶Ýíë¶ñhã{ìíÝÞMäæ&àlÜ6Ý®ÝíäHàsã{àlã{Ýíå!ã±äHñ~á~ózñ~ÝeæBV÷ 3ßëçùësÞâÝeô!á~ësúâjßåàî,Ý
JÎÝ 5<ã{îó±ÝÝíäá~ß6ï~ÜSàláÞMìíìíáâ[âá<æÞMàlÝcæÝíå¶ìíë¶ã±õ6àsã±á~äå1ô¦ã{àlÜ-ñÞMësã±áßå®ó{Ýeñ~Ýeó±å1áçìíá~âõó±6Ý 5<ã{àð~ö
çùësá~â àlÜÝ¢å¶ã±âõó±ÝåsÞó±ÝáMçÞÀï~áhá<æ*àsá&ÞÀìíáâ[õó{Ý 5*îßåsã{äÝíå¶å1ã{äHàlÝíësÞìeàsã±á~äF÷
& 
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ësÝeñhã{á~ßåã±äHñ~Ýeå¶àlã{ïHÞMàsã±á~äå á~ä>àlÜÝÞõõ6ó±ã±ìíÞMàlã{á~äáç §!?,e¨§!?,ý©9 1; ö£X < àsá&å¶Ýíë¶ñhã{ìíÝ
æÝíå¶ìíë¶ã±õ6àsã±á~ä[ã±äàlÜÝ1ìíá~äHàlÝ hà/áç4â[ÞMàlì.Ü6â&Þúã{äïó{ÝJÞæßåàlá%Ü6Ý1çùá~ó{ó±á`ô¦ã±äï¢ë¶Ýíÿßã±ë¶ÝíâÝíäHàlå 
ªM« ¬£®n¯¬¯±°²B³Nµ´n¶N · ¢6¸T¹¡®ºµ´»R¤¤¼£R¡FR¤¤= Û/Ü6ÝÀÞæ6ñÝíë¶àsã±å¶Ýíëâjßåà
ÜÎÞJñ~Ýàsáà.Þó]çùësÝíÝeæá~â àláìíá~âõ,á~åsÝàsÜÝåsÝeë¶ñhã±ìeÝcæ6Ýíåsìeësã{õ6àlã{á~äB÷ ?ã{þ]Ýíë¶ÝíäHàÞæ6ñÝíëàlã±åYé
Ýíë¶åô¦ã{ó±óhôÞäHààlácæÝíå¶ìíë¶ã±î,ÝàsÜÝíã{ëåsÝíëñhã±ìíÝeå!ô¦ãzàlÜæã{þ]Ýíë¶ÝíäHàæÝíïësÝíÝeåiáç]ìíáâ[õó{Ý 5<ã{àð
Þäæ ìíáâ[õó{ÝeàsÝíäÝeåsåíöiÞäæÆá~ßëóÉÞä6ï~ßÎÞï~Ý&âjßå¶à[î,Ý-ÞMæÎÞõ6àlÞîó±Ý*àsá¼àsÜÝíå¶Ý-ä6ÝíÝíæ6åí÷
@®äÞæ<ñ~Ýíëàlã{åsÝíâÝíäHàâ[Þ`ð%î]Ý/ñÝíë¶ðjæÝíå¶ìíësã{õ6àlãzñ~Ý¦ã±äå¶á~â[Ý/õ,á~ã{äàsåíöHîß<àgó±ÝJÞJñÝáMàlÜÝeëså
ó±Ýeåså¢åsõ,Ýíìeã dÎÝeæÞMäæÂáõ]Ýeä¼çùá~ëä6Ýíï~áàsãÉÞMàsã±á~äSÞ>õ,á~å¶àsÝíë¶ã±á~ë¶ãN÷jÛ/ÜÝeësÝ'çùá~ësÝMöÞî6ã±ó±ãzàð¨àlá
Ý 5<õë¶Ýíå¶å®åsÝeâ[ãéåàlësß6ìeàlß6ësÝíæ¨æÎÞkà.Þã±å/ësÝeÿßã±ë¶ÝíæB÷
ª¾½ F»F»°¢¿²#°ÁÀr¸»R¤¿¹¡F® ½ n¶¤L»F¢°£¡V 7Ýæá¼äáàÀôiÞäHààlá ësÝeå¶àsësã±ì'à
â[ÞMàlì.Üã{äïàlá>î]ÝîÎÞå¶ÝíæÂá~äå¶ã±âõó±ÝÀåàlësã{äï>ìíá~âõÎÞë¶ã±åsáäB÷ @üàðhõ,Ý&å¶ðhåàlÝíâ ô¦ãzàlÜ
åsß6îåsßâõ6àsã±á~ä¾ë¶ÝíóÉÞkàlã±áäåsÜã{õå%ã{å%ë¶Ýíÿßã±ë¶ÝíæBögå¶á@â[á~ë¶Ý*ìíáâ[õó{Ý 5Ââ[ÞMàlì.ÜÝeåÀìJÞäî,Ý
õë¶á¡ñhã{æÝíæ>îÎÞå¶Ýíæ>ã±äàlÜÝeåsÝcësÝeóÉÞMàsã±á~äå¶Üã±õ6åí÷
ª¾½ F»F»°¢8²#°HÂÃ¹K¢¹K¢6¸»R¤= @à¶àlësã{îß6àsÝíå®å¶ßì.Ü@ÞåÿßÎÞäHàlãzàlã{Ýíåíö,õë¶ã±ìíÝeåíö³á~ëæÎÞMàsÝíå
ô¦ã±ó{ó®î,Ý õÎÞë¶à¨áMçàsÜÝ åsÝíëñhã±ìíÝ¼æÝeåsìíë¶ã±õ6àsã±á~ä6åí÷üÛ/ÜÝ¼î]Ýeå¶à¨ôiÞ`ðqàsáÝ 5<õësÝeåså#Þäæ
ìíáâ[õÎÞMësÝ%àsÜã±åã{ä6çùá~ësâ[ÞMàsã±á~ä-ã±åîHðSâÝJÞä6åcáMç!æÞMà.ÞMàðhõ,Ýíåef÷ @®åcÞ*å¶àlÞë¶àsã±äï¨õ,á~ã±äHàJö
ô!Ý¢ô¦ã{ó±óBæ6ÝJÞóBô¦ãzàlÜ¨æÎÞMàlÞMàðhõ]Ýeåå¶ßì.ÜSÞMAå Ä"Å¯Æ"Ç<£ö È"Æ=ÉKÅnö ÊÉRÄËÌKÍÝ'àlìM÷
ªTÎ ´»FR¤¤8"¤¢Ï=¢°£¡¤¹p¡®vÐ°£¡¤ ¢¹p¡F¤= 7«ÜÝeàsÜÝíëã{à¦ã{åÞä-áMþFÝeëáë1ÞësÝ é
ÿßÝíåàJöRã{àã{åáç àlÝeä¼àsÜÝìJÞå¶ÝÀàlÜÎÞMàô¦ÜÞMàcã±åÝ 5<õë¶Ýíå¶åsÝíæ¾ã{åäáàcÞåsã{äï~ó{Ýjã±äåà.Þä6ìíÝ
áçRÞjå¶Ýíë¶ñhã{ìíÝîß6àëlÞMàsÜÝíë/Þìíá~äìeÝíõ6àsßÎÞóBæ6Ý dÎäãzàlã{á~ä*áç4àsÜÝ¢ÞìíìeÝíõ6àlÞîó{Ýã±äåà.Þä6ìíÝíåe÷
@ZäÎÞMàlß6ëlÞóBôiÞJð-áMç8æÝeåsìíë¶ã±îã{äï[àsÜã±å¦ã{å1îHð¨Ý 5<õë¶Ýíå¶åsã±ä6ï*ìíá~ä6å¶àlësÞã±äHàså1á`ñ~Ýeë1àsÜÝõÞké
ëlÞMâ[Ý'àlÝíë¶å/áçRàlÜÝ¢åsÝeë¶ñhã±ìeÝ÷
ª¾½ "L¹¡¢ ÏD·µ¼R·i°²BÑÒ¬¯R¿R¡¢µ >ä#á~ësæÝeëàsá&ìeá~â[õÞësÝ¢æÝeåsìíë¶ã±õ6àsã±á~ä6åíö³àlÜÝ'ð
äÝeÝíæ¨àláåsÜÎÞë¶ÝàlÜÝ¢ålÞMâ[Ýå¶Ýíâ[ÞäHàlã±ìeåí÷
ª ÑÒ»F»°»¹K¢¤ ¸n¡¢¹K´U²#°Ó¢nÔÕ¯¶| Û/ÜÝ-â&Þkàlì.Üâ[ÞúÝeë&âjß6å¶à*î,Ý#ìeá~âÀé
õÎÞMàsã±îó{ÝÀô¦ã{àlLÜ 7ÝeîàlÝeì.Üäá~ó{á~ï~ã±Ýeå%ÞMäæàlÜ6Ý&ã±ä<çùá~ësâ[ÞMàlã{á~ä âjßåàjî,Ý&ã±äÞ>çùá~ë¶â&Þkà
Þõõ6ësá~õë¶ãÉÞMàsÝ®çùá~ëàsÜÖÝ 7ÂÝíîF÷
¥

O

&   Â8ÑÃ×uØSÑÒ»F»°¹Ï
?I@,DCFEG3B>-C

Èã±åá~äÝ%áMç8àlÜÝâ[áå¶à1õësá~âã±å¶ã±äïÀàsÝíì.Üäáó±á~ïð>áçàlÜÝjý<Ýíâ[ÞäHàlã{Öì 7ÂÝíî@ÞMì'é
àlãzñhã{àð~÷Û/Üã±åá~äHàláó±á~ïðjâ&Þë¶ú~éßõóÉÞä6ï~ßÎÞï~Ý/çùá~ëgô!Ýíî*ë¶ÝíåsáßësìeÝíåæÝ'ñ~Ýeó±á~õ,Ýíæ*îHð?I@B§A¥@
õë¶á¡ñhã{æÝíå¦Þjë¶ã±ì.ÜÝeë/åsÝeà¦áMçâáhæÝíó{ã±äïõësã{â[ãzàlã{ñÝíågàlÜÎÞMä>áMàlÜÝeë/á~äHàlá~ó{á~ïðóÉÞä6ï~ßÎÞï~Ýeååsß6ì.Ü
Þ^å §!?,e¨§!?,ý,µ÷ >äã{àlåóÉÞMå¶àå¶õ]ÝeìíÙã dÎìJÞMàsã±á~`ä 9  ãzàÜÎÞMåiî,ÝíÝíä6Ý 5hàlÝíä6æÝíæ¨ô¦ã{àsÜ*Þë¶îã{àsëlÞëð
æÎÞMàlÞMàðhõ]Ýeå/çùësá~Uâ ÚGDC¾ýhì.ÜÝíâ[DÞ 9 ;=< ÷ 1 <
Ûá[çùßó dÎó{ó á~ßë®ë¶Ýíÿßã{ësÝíâÝíäHàsåíöFô!ÝÞësÝõësáõ]á~å¶ã±äï[àlá*ë¶Ýíõë¶ÝíåsÝeäHààlÜÝjìeá~äìeÝíõ6àsåã±ä@Þ
åsÝeë¶ñhã±ìeÝæÝíå¶ìíë¶ã±õ6àsã±á~äÞcå ?I@,YCEG3B>-C«ìíóÉÞMåsåsÝeåí÷ÈÛ/Ü6ÝåsÝíëñhã±ìíÝ¨æÝeåsìeësã±õ<àlã±áä¾ã±åjæÝ dÎäÝeæ
ÞåàsÜÝî]áhá~ó±ÝíÞäSìeá~âjîã{äÎÞMàlã{á~ä@áç!ÞåsÝ'àáMçië¶Ýíå¶àsësã{ìeàlã{á~äåá`ñ~Ýeë¢æÎÞMà.Þkàð<õ,ÝÞäæ¼ÞîåàlësÞìeà
õë¶á~õ]Ýeë¶àsã±Ýíåe÷8Û/ÜÝeåsÝë¶Ýíå¶àsësã{ìeàlã{á~äåÞë¶Ý®Ý 5<õë¶Ýíå¶åsÝíæ¨Ýeã{àlÜ6ÝíëgàlÜë¶á~ßï~8Ü ?A@BDCFEÖ3B>-CSë¶Ýíå¶àsësã{ì'é
àlã{á~äå¢á~Gë ÚGDC«ýhì.ÜÝíâ[Þ#ësÝeå¶àsësã±ì'àlã{á~äåí8÷ >\à%ã{åcô!á~ë¶àsÜäáMàlã±ä6ï>àsÜÎÞMàåsÝíëñhã±ìíÝ[æÝíå¶ìíë¶ã±õ6àsã±á~ä
á~äHàláó±á~ï~ã{Ýíå%Þäææá~â[Þã±ähéåsõ,Ýíìeã dÎì[á~äHàlá~ó{á~ï~ã{ÝíåjÞMó±åsá@ÜÞ`ñÝ>Þäã±âõ]á~ëà.ÞäHàësá~ó{Ý&àlá õó±ÞJð
ã±äá~ë¶æÝíëÀàsáÞì.Ü6ã±ÝeñÝ>àsÜÝ¨åsÝeâ&ÞäHàsã±ì¨ó±Ý'ñ~Ýíó¦áç®Þï~ë¶ÝíÝeâ[Ýeäàî,Ýeàô!ÝíÝeä_àlÜÝ¨ñMÞësã{á~ßåÀõÎÞMëé
àlã{Ýíåe÷8Û/ÜÝ6Ý 5ÞMâ[õó{Ý1å¶Ýíëñ<ã{ìíÝæ6Ýíåsìeësã{õ6àlã{á~ä*á~äHàláó±á~ïðÀô!ÝÜÎÞJñÝæÝeñÝíó{á~õ]ÝeæßåsÝeåàlÜÝ1ìíó±Þåså
ÊÄÛÜ^Ý-Þ¯ÅßÄ¯Ü£ËµÛ=Å=àpÅKÊ¯ÛÄËáRÉ£ËßâÌ@àláæÝeäáàlÝ¢àlÜ6Ýcë¶á<áMà/áçÞå¶Ýíë¶ñhã{ìíÝ¢æÝíå¶ìíë¶ã±õ6àsã±á~äB÷

ã{ï~ßësÝ 1 gè 56Þâõó{Ý=?Ýíå¶ìíë¶ã±õ6àsã±á~äáçÞåsÝíëñhã±ìíÝ
C4Ýeàßåìíá~ä6åsã±æ6ÝíëÞäÝ56Þâõó±ÝáMçÞ@ìíá~âõ,á~åsãzàlÝ*å¶Ýíë¶ñhã{ìíÝ>áç®åsÞó±Ý¨ÞMäæÆæ6Ýíó±ãzñ~Ýeë¶ð¾áç
ìíáâ[õß<àlÝíë¶åí÷uÎá~ëàlÜÝSå¶á~ó±Ý-õßë¶õ]á~å¶Ý@áçàlÜ6ã±å&Ý656Þâ[õ6ó±Ýö/ô!Ý@ÜÎÞJñ~Ý@æÝdÎäÝeæ ÞÂåsÝíëñhã±ìíÝ
æÝeåsìíë¶ã±õ6àsã±á~ä%á~äHàlá~ó{á~ïðÞäæjå¶á~âÝÝíó{Ýíìeàsësá~ä6ã±ìiÝeÿßã±õâÝíäHàë¶Ýíó±ÞMàlÝeæÀá~äHàlá~ó{á~ï~ã±Ýeåí÷ 7ÂÝôÞäHà
àláÝeâ[õ6ÜÎÞåsã{åá~äÜá`ãô ?I@,YCEG3B>-C-ã{åßåsÝeæàsá¢æÝíå¶ìíësã{î]Ý/å¶Ýíëñ<ã{ìíÝeå!ë¶ÝíÿßÝíåàlå!Þäæáþ]Ýíë¶åí÷
ã{ï~ßësÝ 1 ësÝíõ6ësÝíå¶ÝíäHàlå¦àlÜ6ÝåsÝíëñhã±ìíÝ¢áçRåsÞó±ÝáMç 1 W%ãzàlÝeâ[åe÷8Û/ÜÝíå¶ÝãzàlÝeâ[å!âjßå¶à¦î,ÝáçRàðhõ]Ý


;

*Þäæ*âjß6å¶àåsÞMàlã{å¶ç ðÀàsÜÝ1çùá~ó{ó±á`ô¦ã±ä6ïcìeá~äåàlëlÞMã±äHàlå ÜÎÞåÞkàió{ÝJÞåà*2ßW¨X#û
áç â[Ýeâ[áë¶ð ÜÎÞå¨ÞÂõësã{äàsÝíë_ÞMäð_â&ÞMúÝP£èÜÞå¨Þé?*ê,? ßäãzàJö¦â[áhæÝeórë!¥
ÂësãzàlÝeë ã <ÞäæÜÎÞMå/Þiê ?}ßäã{àípö ë!¥8éYiê ?,íßíßìßìMìíãFáië ër¥éYiê ?,íßXßìßìå¶ãN÷8Û/Ü6ÝíësÝã{å
ÞäÞææ6ã{àlã{á~äÎÞóHë¶Ýíåàlësã{ìeàsã±á~äjáäjàlÜã{ååsÝeë¶ñhã±ìeÝ/áç,ålÞó{Ýiåà.ÞMàsã±äï®àsÜÎÞMà8àsÜÝõë¶ã±ìeÝâjßåà8î,Ýó±Ýeåså
àlÜÎÞM4ä Oßì6+ö ìßìßì6÷-Û/ÜÝåsÝeë¶ñhã±ìeÝ*áçæÝíó{ã{ñÝíë¶ð¼ÜÎÞMå%àlÜÝ[çùá~ó±ó{á¡ô¦ã{äï>ìíá~äåàlësÞã±äHàlå àsÜÝ*ï~áháhæå
âjßåà¨î]Ý Þæ6æësÝeåsåsÝeæ àsÓá î~ûiësã{å¶àláïó î¾ÞäHð_æÎÞJðqî]Ý'àôiÝeÝíä 1 W¡-é ì=Xké 2=ì=ì 1 Þä6Sæ 2=ì¡-é ìßXk-é 2=ìßì 1
ã±äìeó±ßæ6ÝíæB÷
>äÈá~ësæ6ÝíëàsáSìíáäå¶àsësßì'àjàlÜã{åæ6Ýíåsìeësã{õ6àlã{á~äô!Ý*â&ÞMúÝ&ß6åsÝ&áMç¦æã{þ]Ýíë¶ÝíäHàjìeóÉÞå¶åsÝíåjÞäæ
õësáõ]Ýeë¶àlã{Ýíåe÷ý<á~âÝáçRàlÜÝeâÜÎÞJñ~Ý¢î,ÝíÝeä-õë¶Ýeñhã±áßåsózð&æÝ dÎäÝeæ#ã±äå¶á~âÝæá~â[Þã±ä&åsõ,ÝíìíÙã dÎì
á~äHàlá~ó{á~ï~ã{Ýíåô¦ë¶ã{à¶àlÝíäîHðÈàsÜã±ë¶æ¾õÎÞë¶àsã±Ýeåécî]á 5<Ýífå dÎó{ó±Ýeæô¦ã{àsÜ æ6ã{þ]ÝíësÝeäHàìíá~ó{á~ësåélöô¦Üã±ó{Ý
áàlÜ6Ýíësååsß6ì.Ü«Þfå æKð"Þ¯ÅßÄ¯Ü£ËµÛ=Å=àpÅKÊ¯ÛÄËáRÉ£ËßâÌFIö æpð"Þ¯Æ"ÇßÅRÞ¯ÅßÄµÜ£Ë¯Û=Åiö æpðµàKÅ"Ç"ËÜKÅßÄ¯ð"ÞRÅßÄµÜ£ËµÛßÅ
Þäfæ æpðµàKÅKÊRËÄ"ÅßÈµñRÄâ¨Èßç£ÛÉ¨ÞësÝæÝ dÎäÝíæ&ÜÝíë¶Ý1ã{ä[àlÝeësâågáç4ësÝeå¶àsësã±ì'àlã{á~äågá`ñ~Ýíë!õësáõ]Ýeë¶àlã{Ýíåe÷
@®ó{óî]á 5<Ýíåjã{ä¼àsÜ
Ý dï~ßësÝäÎÞâÝíLæ È"Æ¨æ£Ç Ý/òKÅpÊÉRÄËµÛÉ£ËßâÌ ësÝeõësÝeåsÝíäHàjàsÜÝíå¶Ý&ë¶Ýíå¶àsësã{ìeàlã{á~äåe÷
?Ýíõ,Ýíäæ6ã±äïá~äqàlÜ6Ý¼å¶ó±áàsåã±äå¶ã±æÝSàsÜÝíå¶Ý î]á 5<ÝíåeöôiÝ ìJÞMä æã{å¶àsã±äï~ã{åsÜqæãzþFÝeësÝeäààðhõ,Ýíå
áç!ësÝíåàlë¶ã±ìeàsã±á~ä6åcå¶ßì.ÜÈÞM.å ¢Ý 5<ã±åàlÝeäàsãÉÞóë¶Ýíåàlësã{ìeàsã±á~äåeö4ñÞMó±ßÝÀë¶Ýíå¶àsësã{ìeàlã{á~äåá~ë¢ìíÞësæã{äÎÞó{ã{àð
ësÝeå¶àlë¶ã±ì'àlã±áäåí÷
Å"ÇµÅµäVÝåÛµâæRá¯çRÉKÅµÄ
§A@B
£è
?IêB?I7
iOßìßì 1 /è

g*h#g
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?ã{þ]Ýíë¶ÝíäHàjÞMõõësá~Þì.ÜÝíåàlá#â[ÞMàsì.Üã±äï>ìJÞMäÈî]Ýà.ÞúMÝíäB÷-Nè 5<ã±å¶àsã±äï-åsá~ó{ß6àlã{á~äåcó±ã{ú
Ý r?,?B>
~á ëÝíîKÚ,DCNø`¢èó±Ýeìeàlë¶á~äã{ì#ûiß6åsã±ä6ÝíåsåÒÚ,DCùâ[ÞäÎÞMï~Ý>àsáÈï~ãzñ~ÝSÞMìíìíß6ëlÞMàsÝ#ësÝeåsßózàlå&ÞMà
àlÜÝÀÝ65<õ]ÝeäåsÝáçÝ5<õë¶Ýíå¶åsã{ñÝíäÝeåsåjîHð#ÜÎÞJñ<ã{äï¨Þ*ësã{ï~ã±æ-çùá~ësâ[ÞMà®çùáëæÝíå¶ìíë¶ã±õ6àsã±á~äåÞäæ îHð
ësÝeå¶àlë¶ã±ì'àlã±ä6ï[àlÜ6ÝjÿßÝíëðSâÝíì.ÜÎÞä6ã±åsâ>÷ûiÞåsÝeæ@á~äSësÝíÞózé\ó±ãzçùÝÝ56Þâõó±Ýeåó±ã{úÝ¢ð~Ýíó{ó±á`ô õÎÞïÝíå
æã±ë¶Ýíì'àlá~ë¶ã±ÝíåeöÞæ6ñ~Ýeë¶àsã±åsÝeâ[ÝeäHà[ä6Ýeô¦åsõÞõ]Ýeësåá~ëÀîßó{ó±Ý'àlã±äî]áHÞMësæåeöô!Ýôiá~ß6ó±æëlÞMàsÜÝíëî,Ý
Þîó{Ý%àláìeá~â[õÞësÝjæ6Ýíåsìeësã{õ6àlã{á~äåô¦ã{àsÜ@æã{þ]Ýíë¶ÝíäHà¢ó±Ý'ñ~Ýeó±åáçåsõ,Ýíìeã dÎìeã{àðSÞäæ@ìíáâ[õó{Ý 5<ã{àð
àlÜÎÞMäqßåsÝ Þä«ÞMõõësá~Þì.Ü«îÎÞåsÝeæ«á~äqÝ 56Þì'à¨â&ÞMàsì.Üã±ä6ïu÷ Îá~ë&ã{äå¶àlÞäìíÝS4Þ úRûü'ûýåþ=ÿ¢æÝ é
åsìeësã±õ<àlã±áä-çùá~ë¦àlÜÝålÞó{ÝáMVç ¥!êiåeö]ô¦ãzàlÜá~ß<àÞäHð-ësÝeå¶àlë¶ã±ì'àlã±áäåíö,åsÜáßó±æ-â&ÞMàsì.Ü#àlÜ6ÝjÞî,á`ñ~Ý
Ý 56Þâõó±ÝMÃ
÷ -áësÝ û  ÀæÝeåsìíë¶ã±õ6àsã±á~ä6åå¶Üá~ßó{æÈÞó{åsá¨î]Ýâ[ÞMàlì.ÜÝeæBÃ÷ ã{äÎÞó{ó{ð~ö4æ6Ýíåsìeësã{õ<é
àlã{á~äåàlÜÞMàcÞësÝäÝeã{àsÜÝíë¢âá~ësÝÀå¶õ]Ýeìíã dìáëcâá~ë¶ÝÀï~ÝíäÝeëlÞóî6ß6à¢àlÜÎÞMà¢æ6Ýíåsìeësã{î]ÝåsÝeë¶ñhã±ìeÝíå
àlÜÎÞkà/ôiá~ß6ó±æ>î]Ý¢ìíáâ[õÎÞkàlã±î6ó±Ý1ô¦ãzàlÜ¨á~ßë¦6Ý 5ÞMâ[õó{ÝåsÜáßó±æ>Þó{åsáâ&Þkàlì.ÜB÷
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ä¢àsÜÝçùá~ó±ó{á`ô¦ã±äï!åsÝíì'àlã{á~äBö`ôiÝgó{á<á~ú1ÞMà4Ü6á¡ôé?,Cë¶ÝJÞå¶á~äÝeëså ìJÞäcÜÝeó±õßådÎäæ¢â[ÞMàlì.Ü6Ýíå
Þâá~äïc?I@,DCFEG3B>-CîÎÞå¶Ýíæ>åsÝíëñhã±ìíÝcæÝeåsìíë¶ã±õ6àsã±á~ä6åí÷
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Ýíå¶ìíë¶ã±õ6àsã±á~ä`C4á~ïã±ìíå¢ÞMësÝÞ&ç:Þâã±ózð-áMç!úäá`ô¦ó{Ýíæï~Ýë¶Ýíõë¶ÝíåsÝeäHà.ÞMàsã±á~ä@çùá~ë¶â&Þó{ã±å¶â[åe÷cÛ/Ü6Ýeð
Þë¶Ý#îÎÞå¶Ýíæqá~äÆàlÜÝ-äáàlã{á~ä_áMç¢ìíá~äìeÝíõ6àså¨Þäæòë¶á~ó±Ýeåíö¦Þä6æqÞësÝ-â&ÞMã±äózð¾ì.ÜÎÞësÞìeàsÝíësã{åsÝeæ
îHð>ìíá~äåàlë¶ßìeàsá~ëså®àsÜÎÞMàÞó±ó{á¡ôVìíá~âõó{Ý5>ìíáäìíÝeõ6àlå¢Þä6æSësá~ó{Ýíå¦àlá[î]Ýîßã±ózà1çùë¶á~âÞMàsá~â[ã{ì
á~äÝefå 9 1ß1 < ÷¦Û/ÜÝjâ[Þã±ä>î,ÝíäÝ dà®çùë¶á~â àlÜÝeåsÝjúäá`ô¦ó{Ýíæï~ÝóÉÞä6ï~ßÎÞï~Ýeå1ã{åàsÜÎÞMà1åsá~ß6äæ@Þäæ
ìíáâ[õó{ÝeàsÝ¦Þó±ï~áësã{àsÜâåçùá~ëàlÜÝåsß6îåsßâõ6àsã±á~ä[Þäæ[ålÞMàsã±å dÎÞîã±ó{ã{àðõësáîó±Ýeâ[ågáç àsÝíäÝ 5<ã±åàJ÷
@Á?,CësÝJÞMåsá~äÝeë4åsá~ózñ~Ýeå àsÜÝõë¶á~îó±Ýeâ[åFáçhÝíÿßã{ñMÞó{ÝíäìeÝökålÞMàsã±å d³Þîã{ó±ã{àðÞMäæ¢åsßîå¶ßâõ6àlã{á~äB÷
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ûiÝeìJÞßå¶ÝÃ?I@,DCFEG3B>-C«ÜÞå%î,ÝíÝeäÈã±äKJßÝíäìeÝíæ¾îHð¿?,Cgö ãzàjÞõ6õ]ÝíÞësåäÎÞMàlß6ëlÞóàláSÞõõózð
?,C@àlÝíì.Ü6äã±ÿßÝeå1àláìeóÉÞå¶åsåsãzç ðá~ßë/å¶Ýíëñ<ã{ìíÝcæÝíå¶ìíë¶ã±õ6àsã±á~äåe÷
@®å%ô!Ý&ô¦ã{ó±ógåsÝeÝã±äÂàsÜÝ&çùá~ó{ó±á`ô¦ã±ä6ï-å¶Ýíìeàsã±á~äFö8äá~äÝ&áç/àlÜÒ
Ý ?,C_ñÞMësãÉÞMäàsåçùá~ëcô¦Üã±ì.Ü
àlÜ6ÝíësÝ1Ý 5<ã±åàlå/ÞMäã±âõó±Ýeâ[ÝeäàlÞMàlã{á~äáç Þ%ë¶ÝJÞå¶á~äÝeëõ]áåsåsÝeåså¶Ýíå¦Ýíäáßï~ÜÝ 5<õë¶Ýíå¶åsã{ñÝíäÝeåså¦àlá
æÝíÞóiô¦ã{àsÜÈàlÜÝ*ô¦Ü6á~ó±Ýå¶Ýeàáçìíá~ä6å¶àlë¶ßìeàsá~ësåÀàsÜÎÞMàÀçùá~ë¶â àsÜPÝ ?A@BDCFEÖ3B>-C«óÉÞä6ï~ßÎÞï~ÝM÷
>\ç8ô!ÝôiÞäHà®àsá*Þæáõ6à
Þ ?,CÈåsá~ó{ß6àlã{á~ä¨çùá~ë¦ã±âõó±Ýeâ[Ýeäàsã±äïÀàsÜÝâ[ÞMàsì.Üâ&ÞMúÝíëeö,ô!Ý%â%ßå¶à
ësÝeå¶àsësã±ì'à/àlÜÝ¢æÝeåsìeësã±õ<àlã±áäå/àláÞÀåsßîå¶Ýeà1áNç ?A@BDCFEÖ3B>-C÷
@à%àsÜÝ*âá~â[ÝeäHàJöàsÜÝ*âá~å¶àjÞæ6ñMÞäìeÝíæÞJñMÞã±ó±Þîó{Ýë¶ÝJÞå¶á~äÝeësåÀÞë¶Ý[çùá~ëcàlÜ3
Ý ^`_*ab
?,C÷`Û/Üã±Nå ?,C*åsßõ6õ]á~ëàlåâ[á~åàáMç6àlÜ6i
Ý ?I@,DCFEG3B>-C¨ó±Þäï~ßÞï~Ýökîß6àã{àsåâ[Þã{äæësÞJô¦îÎÞì.ú
ã±å8àsÜÎÞMàã{àgìíÞääáMàiæÝíÞóô¦ã{àsÜ[ã{äæãzñ<ã{æßÎÞó{å8á~ëgæÎÞMàlÞMàðhõ]Ýeå!ã{äÀàlÜÝæÝ däã{àsã±á~äáçFìíá~äìeÝíõ6àsåí÷
Îësá~â á~ßë/ó{ã±å¶àáçë¶Ýíÿßã{ësÝíâÝíäHàsåàsÜã±å/ã{åàláháë¶Ýíåàlësã{ìeàsã{ñ~ÝM÷
^`_dcbf?G]ã{åBâ[áësÝÝ 5<õë¶Ýíå¶åsã{ñÝàsÜÎÞUä ^e_*abÆÞå4ã{à ÞMææå4ã±ä6æã{ñhã±æ6ßÎÞó±åFÞäææÎÞkà.ÞMàðhõ,Ýíå
åsß6õõ]áë¶,à ¼ÝeñÝíäÈàlÜ6á~ßï~ÜÈãzàcæá<Ýeå%äáMàÀÞó{ó±á`ô çùá~ëcã±äHñÝíëså¶Ý*ësáó±-Ý fe@÷ gáàÜÎÞJñ<ã{äï#àsÜÝ&ã{ä<é
ñ~Ýeëså¶ÝÀësá~ó{Ýõë¶á~õ,Ýíë¶àð-æáhÝíå1äáàìíÞßåsÝ%ßåÞäHð>â&Þ ¶á~ë®ìeá~äìíÝeësäSô¦Üã{ó±Ýcã±äæ6ã{ñhã±æßÞó±åÞäæ
ìíáäìíë¶ÝeàlÝæÞMà.ÞMàðhõ,Ýíå/ÞMësÝÿßãzàlÝÝeåsåsÝeäHàlãÉÞMóFàláÀá~ß6ëÞõõ6ó±ã±ìíÞMàlã{á~äB÷ @Vìíáâ[õó{ÝeàsÝÞó±ïá~ësãzàlÜâ
çùá~ë8å¶á~ó{ñhã{äïàlÜÝ/å¶ßîå¶ßâ[õ<àlã±áä[ÞMäæålÞMàsã±å dÎÞîã±ó{ã{àð¢õë¶á~îó{Ýíâ çùáhë ^`_dcb ?GÝ 5<ã{å¶àl!å 9 1 2 < ö
îß6à/ô!Ýcæáäáàúäá`ô}áçÞäHðã±âõó±Ýeâ[ÝeäHà.ÞMàsã±á~ä&Þ`ñMÞã{óÉÞî6ó±Ý÷
äàsÜã±åjå¶Ýíì'àlã±áäôiÝ¨ÞMësÝ*æÝeåsìeësã±î6ã±äï#àsÜÝ&çùßä6ìeàlã{á~äÎÞó{ã{àsã±Ýíå¢áçÞ-â&ÞMàsì.Üâ[Þúã±äï-åsÝíëñhã±ìíÝ
Þäæ>Þ?,C¼îÞåsÝeæ#â[ÞMàlì.Üã{äïÞó{ï~á~ësãzàlÜâ äÝeÝíæÝeæ-àláõë¶á`ñ<ã{æÝàlÜÝeâ-÷
>

ßë/â[ÞMàlì.Üâ[Þúã±ä6ïÀåsÝíëñhã±ìíÝcõë¶á¡ñhã{æÝíå/àlÜ6ësÝíÝ¢îÎÞMåsã±ìçùßä6ìeàlã{á~äÎÞó{ã{àsã±ÝíåB9 1¦< 
ÑÃ®¼¯¢ ¤ ¡F¬ ã±å%àsÜÝ¨Þìeàjáç®õ6ßîó±ã{åsÜã{äï@ÞSå¶Ýíë¶ñhã{ìíÝ¨æÝíå¶ìíë¶ã±õ6àsã±á~äBöáëÀÞæ6ñÝíë¶àsã±å¶ÝíâÝíäHàJö
àsá ÞÈâ&ÞMàsì.Üâ[Þúã±äïÈå¶Ýíëñ<ã{ìíÝM÷ ûiÝ'çùá~ësÝ@ÞMä ÞMæ6ñ~Ýeë¶àlã{åsÝeâ[Ýeäà¨ã{å*ã±ä6ìíó±ß6æÝíæqã{äòàlÜÝ
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úäá`ô¦ó±Ýeæï~Ý#îÞåsÝ-áçàlÜ6Ý#â[ÞMàlì.Üâ[ÞúMÝíëíö!àlÜÝ-ålÞMàsã±å dÎÞîã±ó{ã{àðáç¢Þó{ó/ã{àlåìíáäìíÝeõ6àlå
âjßåà*ì.ÜÝeì.úÝeæ î,ÝíìíÞßåsÝSàsÜÝSë¶ÝJÞó{ïã QJÞkàlã±áä áMçcÞäá~äòåsÞMàlã{å d³ÞMîó±Ý-åsÝíëñhã±ìíÝ#ã±å&ä6áà
õ,á~åså¶ã±îó{Ý÷ 7«Ü6Ýíä*ÞMìíìíÝeõ6àlÝeæBö<Þä&ÞMæ6ñ~Ýeë¶àlã{åsÝeâ[Ýeäà!î,Ýíìíáâ[ÝeåiÞåsÝ'àiáMçFäÝ'ôqìíáäìíÝeõ6àlå
ô¦ã{àsÜã±ä¼àlÜÝ&åsßîå¶ßâõ6àlã{á~äÈàlë¶ÝíÝ`÷ 3ä6Ý*áç/àlÜ6ÝíåsÝìeá~äìeÝíõ6àsåíöàlÜÝ&á~äÝ*ßä6æÝíë%àsÜÝ
ûý û0ûý"ü-îëlÞMäì.ÜBöÎësÝeõësÝeåsÝeäàså1àsÜÝô¦Üá~ó±ÝcÞæ<ñ~Ýíëàlã{åsÝíâÝíäHàí÷
nR¸n ¡n¬ ã±ååsã±âã±ó±Þë%àsáÈÞæ6ñÝíëàlã±å¶ã±äïÂÝ 5<ìíÝeõ6ààlÜÞMà[àsÜÝ#æ6Ýíåsìeësã{õ6àlã{á~ä_å¶ßîâã{àsàsÝíæ àlá
àlÜ6Ý[â[ÞMàlì.Ü6â&ÞúMÝíë¢ã±å¢äáMàõ,Ýíë¶åsã{å¶àlÝeäHàJ÷*Û/ÜÝ[Þó{ï~á~ësãzàlÜâ ã±ä àlÜ6Ý[ä6Ý 5hà%å¶Ýíìeàsã±á~ä¼ó±Ý'à
ßå¦ìJÞMó±ìíß6óÉÞMàsÝ®àlÜÝ¢â[ÞMàlì.Ü6Ýíå¦ô¦ã{àlÜ>cÞ ?,CÂë¶ÝJÞå¶á~äÝeëí÷
á dÎäæÂá~ß6à%Þî]áß6àcõßîó{ã±åsÜ6ÝíæÈÞMæ6ñ~Ýeë¶àlã{åsÝeâ[Ýeäàsåí÷¨ûië¶á`ô¦åé
°~¤ ¡F¬ ÞMó±ó±á`ô¦åõÎÞMë¶àlã{Ýíå¢àlH
ã±ä6ï¼õÞë¶àsã±ÝíåìíÞäÆâ[ÞúMÝ>ß6åsÝ>áç®àsÜã±åã±ä<çùá~ësâ[ÞMàlã{á~äàsá¼àsßäÝàlÜÝ-Þæ6ñÝíëàlã±å¶ÝíâÝíäHà
á~ëcÿßÝíë¶ã±Ýíå¢àlÜÞMààsÜÝeð¼å¶ßîâã{àã±ä àlßë¶äBöå¶áSÞå¢àlá-â&Þ 5<ã{â[ã QíÝjàlÜ6Ý[ó{ã±úÝeó±ã{Üá<áhæ@áç
â[ÞMàlì.Üã{äï÷û!ësá`ô¦åsã{äïÀã±åîÞåsÝeæ>áääÎÞJñ<ã{ïHÞMàsã±äï%àsÜÝåsß6îåsßâõ6àsã±á~ä*àsësÝíÝàsÜësáßï~Ü
àlÜ6Ýcî6ëlÞäì.Ü6Ýíåõësá`ñhã±æÝeæ-îHð¨á~ß6ë/åsÝíëñhã±ìíÝcæÝeåsìíë¶ã±õ6àsã±á~ä¨á~äHàsá~ó±á~ïMð~÷
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Û/ÜÝjÞMó±ï~á~ë¶ã{àsÜâ ã{å®ÞÀàlësÞäå¶óÉÞMàsã±á~ä¨ã±ä àlÝeësâå¦áç8àlÜ6Ýã{æÝJÞåÝ <õ,á~åsÝeæSã±ä¨àlÜ6Ýõë¶Ý'é
ñhã±á~ß6å/åsÝíì'àlã{á~äB÷
Ûá#ßäæÝeëså¶àlÞäæÈàsÜÝ*Þó{ï~á~ë¶ã{àlÜ6â ã±äÂâ[áësÝæÝeàlÞã±óOöRô!Ý*Þë¶Ý*Þõ6õó{ðhã±ä6ï-ãzààsá-àlÜ6Ý&Ý5é
Þâõó±Ý®æÝíõã{ìeàsÝíæ>ã±äPã±ïßësÝÖ2<÷Û/Ü6ã±å*dÎï~ßë¶Ý¢åsÜá`ô¦å¦àlÜÝûý û0ûý"ü-îëlÞMäì.Ü#áç
àlÜ6Ýåsßîå¶ßâõ6àlã{á~äàlësÝeÝã±äàlÜ6Ýâ&ÞMàsì.Üâ[ÞúÝeë¦ÞMààlÜ6Ýcâá~âÝíäHà/áç àsÜÝ¢ÿhß6Ýíë¶ðe÷ g1ã±ä6Ý¢Þæ<é
ñ~Ýeë¶àsã±åsÝeâ[ÝeäHàlå/áç åsÞó±ÝÞMäæ*æÝeó±ã{ñÝíëð*áç ìeá~â[õ6ß6àlÝeëså/Þä6æ*àôiááç åsÞó±Ý1áçiê ?)ßäã{àsåÜÎÞJñ~Ý
î,ÝíÝíäõß6îó±ã{åsÜÝeæBL÷ 7ÂÝ¨ÞësÝìeá~äå¶ã±æÝeësã±ä6ï Þ õÞë¶àðã±äHàlÝeësÝíåàlÝeæÆã{éä dÎäæã{äï ÞSìíá~âõß6àsÝíë
ô¦Üã{ì.Ü¼ÜÞå¢Þ>iê ? ß6äã{àiê ?,íßX=ìßìHý<ãO÷ ëÝíëÿßÝeë¶ð@ã{åæÝíäáMàlÝíæÂÞåcý6è §&êGW*ã{äSàlÜÝ dÎïßësÝ
dó±ó±ÝeæäáhæÝ  ÷
7Ý%ÝeñMÞó±ßÞMàlÝåsÝíÿßÝeäHàlãÉÞMó±ó{ð>àlÜ6Ý%çùá~ßë1õësá~õ,á~å¶ã{àlã{á~äåáçgàlÜÝjÞó±ï~áësã{àsÜâ>!
÷ >ä@á~ß6ë®Ý 5é
Þâõó±ÝMö]àsÜÝíë¶Ýã{åäá¨ÝíÿßãzñÞMó±ÝíäHàìeá~äìeÝíõ6à¢àlá-ý6è §&êGWh÷ý6è §&ê ÞäæÂý6è §&ê ÞësÝÀå¶ßî<é
ìíáäìíÝeõ6àlåÀáç¦ý6è §ê,WSÞäæÞååsßì.Ü Þë¶Ý*â[ÞësúMÝíæ¾Þå%â&ÞMàsì.ÜÝíåe; ÷SÛ/ÜÝ*àsÜã±ë¶æÈ1 å¶àsÝíõ¾ã±åcàlá
ó±áhá~ú&çùáë1å¶ßõ]Ýeëé\ìíá~äìeÝíõ6àsåáçý6è §&êGW¨ßõ#àsá&àlÜ6+Ý ûý û0ûý"ü@ä6á<æÝMr÷ ëÝíäìeÝö
ý6è §&ê,í¨ã±åcâ&ÞMësúÝeæÞMå%Þ¨â&Þkàlì.ÜBÃ÷ ã±äÎÞó{ó{ðöFàlÜÝóÉÞMå¶àcå¶àsÝíõáMçiàlÜ6Ý&Þó{ï~á~ë¶ã{àlÜ6â ï~ãzñ~Ýíåcßå
àlÜ6Ýäá<æ6Ýíå1ý6è §&ê,XÞäæ-ý6è §&ê ¦ ÷ 7«Üã{ó±Ý®àsÜÝíå¶Ý¢äá<æ6ÝíåÞësÝä6Ýíã{àsÜÝíë/å¶ßõ,Ýíë¦á~ë/åsß6î-ìeá~ä<é
ìíÝeõ6àlåeöàlÜ6ÝeðÂÞësÝ[ìíá~âõÎÞMàsã±îó{Ýjàlá>àlÜÝ*ý6è §ê,W-ÿßÝíëAð köã±ä àlÜÎÞkà%àlÜ6Ý[ë¶Ýíå¶àsësã{ìeàlã{á~äåcá`ñ~Ýíë
àlÜ6Ýcõ6ësá~õ,Ýíëàlã±ÝeåàlÜÎÞkàÞõõ,ÝJÞë¦ã±äàsÜÝíâ¿ÞMäæSý<Vè §&ê,WÞë¶Ýäáàã±ä6ìíá~äå¶ã±åàlÝíäHàí÷
Û/ÜÝõë¶á~îó{Ýíâüáç õë¶Ýíå¶ÝíäHàlã{äïÀësÝeåsßózàlåiîÞì.úàsá%àlÜ6Ý®ßå¶Ýíëã{ä*ÞôiÞJð[àsÜÎÞMàâ[ÞúMÝ®åsÝeäåsÝ
àlá®ÜÝíIë ùãN÷ Ý÷ÞäHð%á~ë¶æÝíë¶ã±äïîÞåsÝeæÀá~äÀõësÝ'çùÝíë¶ÝíäìeÝíå 8ã{åî,Ýeð~áäæÀàlÜÝ/å¶ìíá~õ,Ýáç,á~ßëìíßë¶ësÝeäà
ô!á~ësú³÷
  Õ \%Ù¦Ô8ÚJIÙ \O#O@ÕÖ \%^Ù ]
>äàlÜã{å4åsÝeìeàlã{á~ä¢ôiÝgësÝeõ]áë¶à á~ä¢á~ßë 6Ý 56õ,Ýíë¶ã±ÝeäìíÝgá~ä¢Ý 5<ã{å¶àlã{äA
ï ?,C[ë¶ÝJÞå¶á~äÝíë¶åíöMã±äõÎÞëàlã{ìíßó±Þë
Þå¶åsÝíå¶åsã{äPï §A@êè § Þä6©æ "@êiÛ'÷ 7ÂÝÞó±å¶á*ó±ã{å¶àÞ&åsÝ'à¢áçësÝíÿßã{ësÝeâ[Ýeäàsåçùá~ë®çùß6àsßësÝ ?,C
ësÝíÞåsáäÝíë¦åsß6ã{à.ÞMîó±Ý®çùáëáßë¦Þõõó{ã±ìíÞMàlã{á~äB÷
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Û/ÜÝV³ÞHêiÛM9 1 O < å¶ðhå¶àsÝíâ}ã{å4ÞI?,C[ìíó±Þåså¶ãdÎÝeë4î]Ýeã±äï/æ6Ýeñ~Ýeó±á~õ,ÝíæcîHð,>YÞäÖë1áësësáhì.úå4çùësá~â àlÜÝ
?ÝíõÞë¶àsâ[Ýeäàáçiêiá~â[õ6ß6àlÝeë¢ý<ìíã{ÝíäìeÝÞMààlÜ6Ýc1äãzñ~Ýíë¶åsãzàðSáç^#Þä6ì.ÜÝíåàlÝíëe÷f>\à¢ã±äìeó±ßæ6Ýíå

o  ,$/(%qp ( Cn ¢¡ NA%qH£- -oE$ D Cn
/ %$IH=  6% $F.$# $#$( Cn ¨§`© % "v 0


¢¤x¥ r(#(ÖNI)* $##( ¥'¦ +$NN6$hp

àôiácësÝíÞåsáäÝíë¶åçùá~ëÛ¦û!á5<Ýeåíöhá~äÝ¦áç,àlÜÝeâ çùá~ë8àlÜ6Ý ^`_*ab ó±á~ïã±ì÷RÛ/ÜÝeësÝeçùáësÝöãzàgìJÞää6áà
æÝJÞMóô¦ã{àsÜ¼ã{äæãzñ<ã{æßÎÞó{å®á~ëìeá~äìeësÝeàsÝæÎÞMà.Þkàð<õ,Ýæá~â[Þã±ä6åíö4Þä6æÂÞ*æ6Ýíåsìeësã{õ6àlã{á~ä åsßì.ÜÞå
àlÜÝ¢á~ä6Ýcã{Pä ã±ï~ß6ësÝ 1 ìJÞMä-äáMà1î,Ýõë¶á<ìeÝíåså¶Ýíæ#ô¦ãzàlÜ¨ã{àí÷
Ûáìíá~õ,Ýgô¦ã{àlÜàsÜÝ!ó{ã±âã{àlÞMàlã{á~ä1áMç ^e_*abÀö¡ôiÝgàlë¶ã±Ýíæ¢àlá¦âá<æ6ÝíóHäá~âã±äÞó±åeö`æÎÞMà.Þkàð<õ,Ýíåeö
Þäæ[æÎÞMà.Þkàð<õ,Ý1ñMÞó{ßÝíå!Þå!ÞMàláâ[ã{ì/ìíá~äìeÝíõ6àsåîß6ààlÜ6ã±åìJÞä*ó{ÝJÞæàláã±äìeá~ësë¶Ýíì'àiã{ä6çùÝíë¶ÝíäìeÝíå
9 1 2 < ö6äáà¦àláâÝíäHàlã{á~äàlÜÝ¢äÝeÝíæ¨àláâ[áhæÝeóBá~äÝcÞMàsá~â[ã{ììíáäìíÝeõ6à1çùáë/ÝJÞì.Ü>ã±äHàlÝeï~Ýíëe÷
?A@BDCFEÖ3B>-Cßå¶ÝíåäÞâ[ÝeåsõÎÞMìíÝíå8Þäæjã{â[õ,á~ë¶à åà.ÞMàsÝíâÝíäHàlåRàlá1õësá`ñhã±æÝ!Ý 5hàlÝeäåsã{îã±ó{ã{àð
ÞäæÀàlá¢æÝíÞóô¦ã{àsÜÀàlÜÝ¦æã{å¶àlë¶ã±îß<àlÝíæÀäÞMàlßë¶Ý¦áç]àsÜ*Ý 7ÝeîB÷8Û/ÜÝ¦å¶ßõõ,á~ë¶àã±äjàsÜÝ¦ësÝíÞåsá~ä6Ýíë
çùá~ëâjßózàlã{õó±Ý!ã±äHàlÝeësìíáääÝíì'àlÝeæ&Û¦ûiá 5<Ýíågôiáßó±æåsá~ózñ~ÝàsÜã±ågõë¶á~îó±Ýeâ Þå8ô!Ý¦ôiá~ß6ó±æâ[áhæÝeó
ÝJÞì.cÜ ?I@,YCEG3B>-C¨á~äHàlá~ó{á~ïð¢ã±äjÞ®æã{þ]Ýíë¶ÝíäHàÛ¦ûiá 5]÷ûiÝeìJÞß6åsIÝ ³ÞHêiÛæáhÝíå8äáMà8åsß6õõ]áë¶à
âjßózàlã±õ6ó±Ý®Û¦û!á 5<Ýeåô!Ý%ÞMësÝ¢ßåsã{äïÀçùßó±ózð&ÿßÎÞMó±ã dÝíæ¨äÎÞâÝíå¦ã±ä¨Þåsã{äï~ó{ÝÛ¦ûiá 5]÷
-á~ësÝeá`ñ~Ýíëeö4àlÜÝÀúäá`ô¦ó±Ýeæï~ÝîÎÞå¶ÝÀáçgàlÜÝÀâ[ÞMàsì.Üâ&ÞMúÝíëô¦ã{ó±óRì.ÜÎÞäïÝÀá¡ñÝíëàlã{â[ÝîHð
Þææãzàlã{á~äáç¦ä6ÝeôÞæ6ñ~Ýeë¶àsã±åsÝeâ[ÝeäHàlåÞå%ô!Ýíó{ó/Þåjæ6Ýíó±Ý'àlã{á~äá~ë%â[áhæã dìJÞMàsã±á~ä¼áç¦Ý 5<ã{å¶àlã{äï
á~äÝeåíV÷ ³ÞHêiÛ«æÝJÞó{åiô¦ã{àsÜ*àlÜÝÞææãzàlã±áä*áç äÝ'ô)ìíó±Þåså¶Ýíå/á`ñ~Ýeëàlã{â[ÝMö<Ý'ñ~Ýíä-ÞMç àsÝíëìeóÉÞå¶åsã d<é
ìJÞMàsã±á~ä¨ÜÎÞMå1î,ÝíÝeä#æá~ä6Ýö³îß6à1æáhÝíås:ä ª à1õësá`ñhã±æ6ÝÞâÝíì.ÜÎÞä6ã±åsâ çùáëë¶Ýíâá`ñ<ã{äïìíó±Þåså¶Ýíå®ã{ä
àlÜÝ¢ìeóÉÞå¶åsã dìJÞMàsã±á~äB÷Û/Üã±å¦ã±å¦ÞÀë¶Ýíÿßã±ë¶ÝíâÝíäHà¦çùá~ë/á~ßë¦ÞMõõó±ã{ìJÞMàsã±á~äF÷
3ä6Ý@áç¢àlÜÝ@â[Þã±ä_î]ÝeäÝ dàsåáç¢àlÜã{å*å¶ðhåàlÝíâ ã{å*ã{àså¨*
ê 3,§1|û @ã±äHàlÝeë¶ç:ÞìeÓÝ 9O àlÜÞMà
â&ÞMúÝíåàsÜÝësÝJÞMåsá~äÝeëcÞ`ñMÞã{óÉÞî6ó±ÝÞåcÞ¨å¶Ýíëñ<ã{ìíÝÀçùá~ëáàsÜÝíë¢ÞMõõó±ã{ìJÞMàsã±á~ä6å®àlá¨ßå¶Ýf÷ >\< àÞó±å¶á
õësá`ñhã±æ6Ýírå Ú,DC åðhäàlÞ 5Sçùáë1àlÜ6ÝjæÝ däã{àsã±á~äSáMçgá~äHàlá~ó{á~ï~ã±Ýeåí÷1Ûá*ó{áHÞæ-á~ßëæÝeåsìeësã±õ<àlã±áäå
ã±ä&àsÜÝë¶ÝJÞå¶á~äÝíëeöôiÝÞësÝ®àsëlÞä6åsóÉÞkàlã±ä6ï ?I@,DCFEG3B>-C¼æÝeåsìeësã±õ<àlã±áäåiàlájàsÜ,Ý ³ÞHêiÛ ÚGYC
å¶ðhäHà.Þ 5]÷
n

 ÑÃÐ Î ~Ò¯¹¤ °¡n¯
Ò
§v9í 1 ì <
^d

§A@êè 6ö ã±å àlÜ6Ý ÎësåàësÝíÞåsáäÝíëçùáëÛ¦ûiá 5ÀÞä
æ @®ûiá 5%çùá~ë àlÜ6«Ý ^`_*abòó±á~ï~ã{ìn÷ >\à8ã{å
æÝeñÝíó{á~õ]Ýeæ#ÞkààsÜÝêiá~âõß6àlÝeëý<ìíã{ÝíäìeÝ:?ÝeõÎÞëàlâÝíäHà¦áçRàlÜÝÖ1ä6ã{ñ~Ýeëså¶ã{àðáç ë®Þâ%îßësï6÷
C ã{úL
Ý ³ÞHêiÛö¦ã{à>á~äózðqõësá`ñhã±æ6Ýíå#õÞë¶à>áçàlÜÝÂÝ 5<õësÝeåså¶ã{ñ~ÝeäÝíå¶åSàlÜÎÞkà-ô!ÝäÝeÝíæ çùá~ë
á~ßë>Þõõ6ó±ã±ìíÞMàlã{á~äBö÷ >\à-ã±å>Þîó{Ý àsáÆæ6ÝJÞóô¦ã{àsÜ â%ßó{àsã±õó{ÝSÛ¦ûiá 5<Ýíåíö¢îß<à-àsÜÝeð Þë¶ÝÂä6áà
ã±äHàlÝeësìeá~ääÝeìeàlÝeæB÷ >\àæáhÝíåRäáàó±ÝeàRßåæÝ däÝÞìíá~äìeÝíõ6àã±äÞ1Û¦ûiá 5ã±ä¢àlÝeësâåáMçìíáäìíÝeõ6àlå
á~ë/ësáó±Ýíåçùë¶á~â áàsÜÝíë/Û/î,á 5<Ýíåí÷
§A@ê
è §VæáhÝíåiäáà/õë¶á`ñ<ã{æÝå¶ßõõ,á~ë¶à/çùá~ëiÞjæ6ðhäÎÞâã±ì1úhä6á¡ô¦ó{ÝíæïÝîÎÞåsÝÞå/ã{àiã±åiä6áà
õ]áåsåsã{îó±ÝàsáÞææ>á~ë/ësÝeâ[á`ñ~Ý¢ìeá~äìíÝeõ6àlåá~äìeÝcàsÜÝ¢ìíó±Þåså¶ã dÎìíÞMàlã{á~äÜÎÞå¦î,ÝíÝíä>æá~ä6Ý÷
@®äáàsÜÝíëã±äHàsÝíësÝeå¶àsã±äïcçùÝJÞMàsßësÝáç §I@êè § ã{ågã{àlåÞî6ã±ó±ãzàð%àsá%ësÝíÞåsáä*Þî,á~ß6V
à @û!á 5<Ýeåí÷
7«ã{àsÜ#á~ßë1Þõõ6ësáHÞì.Ü-àlá*â[ÞMàlì.Ü6â&Þúã{äïàsÜã±åìJÞMõÎÞîã{ó±ã{àð*ã±åäáà1å¶àlë¶ã±ì'àló{ð¨ä6ÝíìíÝeåsåsÞë¶ðö Þå
ôiÝ¨á~ä6ó{ðÈä6ÝíÝíæàlá ë¶ÝJÞå¶á~ä Þî]áß6àìíá~ä6ìíÝíõ<àlåíöçùá~ëjô¦Üã{ì.ÜÆÛ¦ûiá 5<Ýíåõë¶á¡ñhã{æÝ*àlÜÝ¨äÝeìíÝeåé
ålÞëðÞîåàlësÞìeàsã±á~äB÷ ë1á`ôiÝ'ñ~Ýeëíö<àsÜÝÞîã{ó±ã{àðcàlá¢ë¶ÝJÞå¶á~ä&ÞMî]á~ß<|à @®ûiá 5<Ýíåâ&ÞJðÀõë¶á`ñ~ÝßåsÝ'çùßó
ô¦ÜÝíä-Ý 5hàlÝeäæã{äï&á~ß6ë¦çùësÞâÝeô!á~ësú&àsá[ìeá`ñ~Ýíë1õÜÎÞå¶Ýíå1áçèéêiáâ[âÝíë¶ìíÝàlësÞäåsÞìeàsã±á~ä>î]Ý é
ð~á~ä6æ â[ÞMàlì.Ü6â&Þúã{äï÷ Îá~ë&Ý 56Þâõó±ÝMöÞä Þï~ë¶ÝíÝeâ[Ýeäà¨åàlë¶ßì.úqî]Ý'àôiÝeÝíä àôiá õÎÞëàlã±Ýeå
çùá~ó±ó{á`ô¦ã±äï[â&ÞMàsì.Üâ[Þúã±äïÞMäæ Þß6àsá~â&ÞkàlÝíæ@ä6Ýíï~áàsãÉÞMàsã±á~Áä 9+2 < öBäÝeÝíæåçùßó{óã{äå¶àlÞäHàlãÉÞkàlã±áä
áçàsÜÝcõÎÞëlÞMâ[Ý'àlÝíë¶åàsÜÎÞMàá~ë¶ã±ï~ã{äÎÞó±ózð[Þõõ,ÝJÞë¶Ýíæ#ã{ä>àsÜÝcåsÝíëñhã±ìíÝæÝíå¶ìíë¶ã±õ6àsã±á~äåe÷¦ý<ßõ6õ]á~ëà
çùá~në @ûiá 5<Ýíåôiá~ß6ó±æ%ÝeäÎÞîó{Ýgìíá~âõó±ã±ÞäìeÝì.Ü6Ýíì.úcáçàlÜ6ÝiÞïësÝíÝeâ[ÝeäHàô¦ãzàlÜàsÜÝäÝíï~áMàlãÉÞkàlã±áä
õësáõ]á~åsÞó±å¦ÞMäæ>ô¦ãzàlÜàlÜ6Ýcáësã±ïã±äÎÞó,åsÝeë¶ñhã±ìeÝæ6Ýíåsìeësã{õ6àlã{á~äå/ã±äàsßësäB÷
í

êè§)õë¶á`ñ<ã{æÝíå1Þ+¬~ÞJñÞf@r¥>Þäæ>Þó±ó{á`ô¦å¦ÞìíìeÝíåså¦àláÀàsÜÝ¢ësÝJÞMåsá~äÝeë1ë¶ÝíâáàlÝeó{ð÷
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Îësá~â á~ß6ë&Ý5<õ,Ýíë¶ã±Ýíä6ìíÝöôiÝ@ÜÞ`ñÝ@ïHÞMàsÜÝíë¶ÝíæòàlÜ6Ý#çùá~ó±ó{á`ô¦ã±äïÂësÝíÿßã{ësÝeâ[Ýeäàså&çùá~ëÞ
ësÝíÞåsáäÝíë/àlÜÞMà/ôiáßó±æ>ålÞMàsã±åç ð*á~ßë¦äÝeÝíæå
ª ^e_dcb+¯ Â@° ã±åàsÜÝ¢â[ã{äã±â%ßâ 6Ý 5<õësÝeåsåsãzñ~ÝeäÝíå¶åësÝeÿhß6ã±ësÝeæ&è
ª ÂÒ¸n¡n¹é Ïp @®æ<ñ~Ýíëàlã{åsÝíâÝíäHàsåô¦ã{ó±óBî,ÝcÞææÝeæBöÎësÝeâ[á`ñ~ÝeæSÞä6æ-âá<æ6ã dÎÝeæ¨Þäæ¨àlÜÝ
ìeá~äìeÝíõ6àså1ô¦ã{àsÜã±ä*àsÜÝ¢úäá`ô¦ó±Ýíæ6ï~ÝîÞåsÝô¦ã±ó{óFäÝeÝíæ>àláî]Ý¢ë¶Ý'éìeóÉÞå¶åsÙã dÎÝíæB÷
ª ÑÒ¶ ·¢6¸ ¢°Õ®F¯¹·7~¢U©·¢»N·  ¡¢¯Ïß°£¡¡nRÏ=¢R® À¶°R´R¤= 7Ý-ôÞäHà
àsáÂß6åsÝ>æã{þ]Ýíë¶ÝíäHà&áäàsá~ó±áï~ã±ÝeåíöÞäæ æÝ däÝ-ìeá~äìeÝíõ6àså&îÎÞå¶ÝíæÆá~äÆáMàlÜÝeë6Ý 5hàlÝíë¶äÎÞó
ìeá~äìeÝíõ6àsåÞäæ¨ë¶á~ó±Ýeåí÷
ª ½ Ïß¹·¹p¶· ¢6¸ Û/ÜÝë¶ÝJÞå¶á~äÝíëiäÝíÝeæåàlájî,ÝÞMîó±Ýàlájìeá~õ]Ýô¦ã{àsÜ*óÉÞë¶ï~ÝÞMâ[á~ß6äàsåiáç
ã{ä6çùá~ë¶â&ÞMàsã±á~ä&ã±ä>Þä¨Ýeøìíã{ÝíäHà¦ôÞJð÷
ª± R¤ ¤ ¢R¡FÏ=¸ ýhàlá~ësÞï~Ýáç6àsÜÝÞMæ6ñ~Ýeë¶àlã{åsÝeâ[Ýeäàså8ã±å äÝeÝíæÝeæB÷Û/ÜÝ!ësÝJÞMåsá~äÝeëäÝeÝíæå
àsáî,Ýã±äHàlÝeï~ëlÞkàlÝíæô¦ã{àlÜ%åsá~âÝiçùá~ë¶âZáMç³õ]Ýeësåsã{å¶àsÝíäHàå¶àsá~ësÝiã±äjÞ®ôiÞJðàsÜÎÞMàâ&Þã{äHà.Þã{äå
æÞMà.Þìíá~ä6åsã±åàlÝeäìeð÷
ª ½ n»»°¢ ²#°¾Â8ÑÃ×uØ ²³*´.Ø ¤ ¸n¡£¢¹K´ ôiá~ß6ó±æ«ÞJñ~á~ã{æ«ßääÝeìíÝíå¶ålÞëð«àlëlÞMäåsó±Þké
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Abstract
Public Key Infrastructures are gaining importance in today's IT
environment for managing certificates and keys. It is recognized, that the
quality and trustworthiness of certificates depend to a large extend on the
practices and procedures a certification authority applies when issuing
certificates. These procedures are documented in certificate policies,
which are generally text-based documents and therefore cannot be
processed by machines. This paper describes a framework based on
description logics that addresses this situation. Subsumption will be used
to compare policies. Based on a case study of modeling real policies
some features of this framework will be described. Learnings and an
outlook of future work conclude this paper.

1 Introduction
Public Key Infrastructures (PKI) are emerging as an important cornerstone of today's
communications systems. They are envisioned to enable a wealth of services ranging
from electronic id cards, digital signature, authorization schemes, etc. and are already
increasingly used in web-applications, e-mail, e-payment.
Processes and protocols to manage and use private keys and certificates are well
understood and corresponding standards [1] are currently in the process of being
defined.
The basic concept of a PKI is that participants use key pairs consisting of a private
and a public key. The private key never leaves the trusted environment of the user
and might for example be used for signing a document, whereas the public key is
published for others to verify the signature created with the corresponding private
key. To associate a person with a public key a trusted third party issues certificates,
which express this association.
1

A trusted third party (also called certification authority CA) can issue certificates
according to different policies. Policies define practices followed by the CA in
authenticating the subject, the users obligations in protecting the private key, the
legal obligations of a CA, etc. Different policies represent different security levels.
For example, a policy might state that certificates are issued for public keys whose
corresponding private keys are generated and stored on a smart card and a certificate
requestor has to be authenticated in person using an id card, whereas a different
policy might state that the private key is stored on a PC and only the existence of the
e-mail address of the requestor has been verified. Obviously, information contained
in a certificate issued according to the first policy is much more reliable and the
certificate is therefore more secure than a certificate issued according to the latter
policy. Consequently, the trustworthiness of signatures depends on the security level
of the associated certificate and users verifying signatures have to make sure they are
aware of the associated policies.
However, these policies are currently represented in textual form and therefore
hardly ever inspected! This paper describes how description logics can be applied to
represent certificate policies in a structured manner and to make them comparable.

2 Requirements for the Representation of a Policy
To define requirements for a policy representation, cases for using these models will
be discussed first:
− Users should be enabled to retrieve specific parts of a certificate policy (e.g. they
want to check where the associated private key of a certificate is generated and
stored)
− Users might want to specify properties a certificate policy must match in order
to be accepted (e.g. they want to specify that only certificates are accepted, if
the associated private key is generated and stored on a smart-card).
− These comparisons might be based on equality comparisons but also other
comparison operators must be supported which might be applicable for the
quality of certificates (a policy might indicate that associated certificates are
more trustworthy than certificates issues according to another policy).
From these possible use cases a set of requirements can be derived:
− Current text-based policies describe complex objects and complex practices. A
formal model must support this complexity. The representation has to support
<attribute, value> pairs, which might be organized in a hierarchical structure,
and where value by itself might be a complex object.
− The representation must allow to define a metric and/or classification scheme to
support not just equality comparisons, but also additional relational operators.
2

− The representation must be declarative (opposed to a procedural representation)
in order to support operations on this representation.

3 Proposed Solution
A two-phased approach was chosen to address this problem. In the first phase a
possible semantic representation is investigated, and in the second phase the
syntactical representation of the defined semantics is defined.
Description logic was chosen for the semantic model because it provides an
expressive data model and the required operators [3].
Currently an investigation is ongoing to identify a suitable syntactic representation.
Likely candidates are the Resource Description Framework RDF [5] of the W3C or
DAML+OIL [9].
Certificate policies are modeled in process consisting of three-steps:
1. definition of the semantics of the taxonomy
2. definition of a reference ontology
3. definition of individual policies

3.1 Definition of the Semantics of the Taxonomy
The objective of using a classification based knowledge representation mechanism is
to automatically induce an order relationship in the concept space. For modeling
policies, the taxonomy is used to represent information related to security aspects:
if concept C1 subsumes concept C2 then C1 is less secure than C2 – i.e.
concepts higher up in the concept taxonomy will be considered less secure
than concepts further down in the hierarchy
This decision is basically an arbitrary, but a meaningful one. Concepts higher in the
taxonomy are less detailed specified as concepts further down. From a security point
of view concepts with a more detailed specification are preferred to concepts with a
less detailed specification. This is the case because the more information is given
about a concept the less ambiguity is possible.
Other definitions are possible as well; however it is not allowed to mix taxonomies,
which represent different semantics, within a specification of a single policy.

3.2 Definition of a Reference Ontology
The objective of defining a reference ontology is to
− define a common and re-usable terminology,
3

− create definitions that make individual policies comparable
− optionally define a primitive taxonomy explicitly
It defines concepts and individuals, which can be refined and combined by subsequent
policy descriptions using specialization and the definition of new concepts
respectively. These concepts and individuals define a core terminology, which ought
to be accepted as a common framework. It will be possible that several of such
reference frameworks will be developed and these frameworks can be combined.

3.3 Definition of an Individual Policy
Finally concepts will be defined to create certificate policies. These concepts use the
reference ontology and therefore are based on the order relationship created through
the definition of the taxonomy of the reference ontology.

4 Case Study
To verify the applicability of this approach a reference ontology using the framework
defined in RFC 2527 [2] and two actual policies have been modeled using the DLsystem NEOCLASSIC [4]. The chosen policies are
− Certificate Policies for the Government of Canada (GoC) Public Key
Infrastructure [6]
− Swedish SEIS Certificate Policy [7]
The GoC PKI Policies actually define policies representing different assurance levels:
rudimentary (1), basic (2), medium (3), high (4). In the following examples policies
for signature certificates will be identified with the prefixes GocSign[1234].
The reason for choosing these policies was, that all are based on the framework
suggested in RFC 2527 - and therefore provide a possibility to make them
comparable.
The following examples will show this approach more specifically.

4.1 Key Sizes
The first example is rather simple; it is using the predefined properties of the build-in
concept Integer.
The core terminology based on RFC 2527 requires describing the minimal length
of the used keys:
( createConcept Rfc2527AsymmetricKeySizes
( all keyLength Integer ) )

4

Concept Rfc2527AsymmetricKeySizes has one role named keyLength, which
is of type Integer (a built-in NEOCLASSIC concept).
The Government of Canada PKI policy defines the following restrictions on the
above concept:
( createConcept GocSign1AsymmetricKeySizes
( and Rfc2527AsymmetricKeySizes
( all keyLength ( minimum 512 ) ) ) )

Concept GocSign1AsymmetricKeySizes is a sub-class of Rfc2527AsymmetricKeySizes with the additional restrictions that all values of the attribute
keyLength must be greater-equal 512. Similar restrictions apply for the remaining
assurance levels:
( createConcept GocSign2AsymmetricKeySizes
( and Rfc2527AsymmetricKeySizes
( all keyLength ( minimum 1024 ) ) ) )
( createConcept GocSign3AsymmetricKeySizes
( and Rfc2527AsymmetricKeySizes
( all keyLength ( minimum 1024 ) ) ) )
( createConcept GocSign4AsymmetricKeySizes
( and Rfc2527AsymmetricKeySizes
( all keyLength ( minimum 2048 ) ) ) )

The SEIS policy is denoted as:
( createConcept SeisAsymmetricKeySizes
( and Rfc2527AsymmetricKeySizes
( all keyLength ( minimum 1024 ) ) ) )

Using the built-in properties of NEOCLASSIC's type Integer an ordering scheme is
predefined: Rfc2527AsymmetricKeySizes defines a class of instances with the
attribute
keyLength,
which
may
take
all
integers
as
value;
GocSign1AsymmetricKeySizes restricts the values to greater equal 512;
GocSign[23]AsymmetricKeySizes restricts the values to greater equal 1024;
GocSign4AsymmetricKeySizes restricts the values to greater equal 2048.
Because of the properties of Integer the application of the subsumption reasoning
service results in the following ordering:
− Rfc2527AsymmetricKeySizes subsumes
GocSign1AsymmetricKeySizes
− which in turn subsumes GocSign[23]AsymmetricKeySizes
− which in turn subsumes GocSign4AsymmetricKeySizes

Given the defined semantics of the taxonomy end users can conclude that certificates
issued under security policy GocSign4AsymmetricKeySizes can be relied on
most.
NEOCLASSIC also automatically determines that
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− GocSign[23]AsymmetricKeySizes is equivalent to SeisAsymmetricKeySizes

If the only requirement would be to compare numeric values the general subsumption
mechanism would not be necessary - PICS [8] does something similar. However, not
all properties described in a policy can be represented by numeric values, which can
be seen in the next examples.

4.2 Key Pair Generation
In order to support comparison operations it is necessary to define an order
relationship amongst newly defined concepts.
Example: a key pair generated in hardware might be more trustworthy than a key
pair generated in software.
( createConcept Rfc2527Sw
Rfc2527ModuleTypes )
( createConcept Rfc2527HwOrSw Rfc2527Sw )
( createConcept Rfc2527Hw
Rfc2527HwOrSw )

Above statements define that
− Rfc2527Hw, Rfc2527HwOrSw, Rfc2527Sw are sub-classes of
Rfc2527ModuleTypes
− Rfc2527Sw subsumes Rfc2527HwOrSw
− Rfc2527HwOrSw subsumes Rfc2527Hw.

This taxonomy is now associated with a security related semantic: module types
whose concept descriptions subsume others are less trustworthy than the module
types associated with the subsumed concepts.
Using this taxonomy Rfc2527KeyGeneration is defined with two attributes:
caKeyGen and eeKeyGen (generation of keys for CA operations and generation of
keys for end user operations respectively). Both of which require values that belong
to the concept Rfc2527ModuleTypes.
( createConcept Rfc2527KeyGeneration
( and ( all caKeyGen Rfc2527ModuleTypes )
( all eeKeyGen Rfc2527ModuleTypes ) ) )

The Government of Canada policy can be specified as:
( createConcept GocSign2KeyGeneration
( and Rfc2527KeyGeneration
( all caKeyGen Rfc2527HwOrSw )
( all eeKeyGen Rfc2527HwOrSw ) ) )
( createConcept GocSign3KeyGeneration
( and Rfc2527KeyGeneration
( all caKeyGen Rfc2527Hw
)
( all eeKeyGen Rfc2527HwOrSw ) ) )
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( createConcept GocSign4KeyGeneration
( and Rfc2527KeyGeneration
( all caKeyGen Rfc2527Hw
( all eeKeyGen Rfc2527Hw

NEOCLASSIC

)
) ) )

will

determine that GocSign2KeyGeneration subsumes
GocSign3KeyGeneration, which subsumes GocSign4KeyGeneration. This
can then in turn be interpreted in such a way that certificates associated with policy
GocSign4 are more secure than certificates associated with policy GocSign2.
The SEIS policy can be described as:
( createConcept SeisKeyGeneration
( and Rfc2527KeyGeneration
( all caKeyGen Rfc2527HwOrSw )
( all eeKeyGen Rfc2527HwOrSw ) ) )

NEOCLASSIC will recognize SeisKeyGeneration as being equivalent to
GocSign2KeyGeneration.

5 Summary
This paper shows how description logics can be used to represent certificate policy
information. It has been discussed how subsumption can be used in order to compare
the quality and trustworthiness of certificates.
Performing the case study of modeling different policy the following observations
have been made:
− The definition of a core terminology in form of an ontology is necessary.
RFC 2527 actually provides some kind of framework that can be followed to
specify such a reference terminology.
− It also became apparent that policies that follow RFC 2527 are difficult to
compare because this framework leaves too much room for interpretation and
expressing different aspects.
− This shows that users who want to compare the quality of certificates actually do
face a major problem, as existing policies are difficult to compare.
Planned future work comprises the investigation on the use of more expressive DLsystems and how a DL-based language can best be syntactically represented.
While performing this work it also became apparent that different domains are
using varying semantic data models to represent authorizations, capabilities, rights,
etc. These different representations in turn require domain-specific processing
algorithms. It seems promising to study how a DL-based system can be used as a
unifying scheme for a generic policy specification.
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Abstract
We propose a new hybrid approach which extends the expressive power
of DL languages by incorporating concrete domains. Without modifying
the DL inference algorithms, our approach uses the results of other nonDL inferential engines to reason about terminological knowledge.

Con-

straints involving concrete domains are reasoned and replaced with equivalent concept restrictions exclusively based on the expressive power of the
DL languages selected as the DL-based inferential engines. Meanwhile, We
outline a system architecture that can support such an approach, which
involves a homogeneous knowledge representation and hybrid reasoning.

1

Extending existing DL-based system

Description Logics (DLs) are a well-known family of knowledge representation
and reasoning formalisms [6]. They are featured by the ability of building up
complex knowledge from basic notion of concepts (unary predicates) and roles
(binary relations). Various DL-based systems are also available to provide inferences on such complex knowledge. Ever since they were introduced two decades
ago, DLs have always been characterised by a reasonable trade-o between expressive power and computational complexity. However, this trade-o has not
prevented the development of inferential engines based on expressive concept
languages, such as

SHIQ [10].

So far, the major eort in extending the expressive power of DL systems
has been put in the enhancement or optimisation of the inference algorithms.
Various extensions have been proposed or implemented in the last decade. For
instance, concrete domains have been introduced into DLs which are normally
1

used to capture abstract domains [2]. A very expressive language which provides
reasoning services on individuals and limited concrete knowledge (concrete data
types) has also been introduced [5]. Despite their diversity, virtually all of the
above approaches, which are based on the

ALC language [13], extend the original

ALC tableau inference algorithm in dierent ways [3].

Modifying the inference algorithm normally results in a well-performed new
system with new or improved underlying inference capabilities. However, such
approach is not very good at handling situations where knowledge engineers want
to use the existing DL systems without touching anything inside, enhancing
them with proper extensions in a task-specic way.

These situations provide

reasonable motivations for the introduction of our approach.
In this paper, we neither introduce a revised DL-based modelling language
nor a new inference algorithm, but a formal scheme which can be applied to
existing DL systems. In another word, we focus on a top-up system which can
be easily implemented and tailored to a particular application. Meanwhile, we
intend to use such a system as the workbench to explore the role of hybrid
approach in extending the expressive power of DLs.
Since we intend to keep our approach as portable and generic as possible, we
deliberately do not use certain features provided by some DL systems. For instance, the CLASSIC Terminological Knowledge Representation and Reasoning
System (TKRRS) [4] allows users to query the domain of a particular role while
other TKRRS, such as FaCT [9] do not implement such mechanisms. Therefore,
we have decided to avoid using them.

2

Representing concrete domains

The abstract characters of DLs make it dicult to naturally model the knowledge on concrete domains such as arithmetic ones while in certain applications,
modelling on the concrete characters such as age, size, weight, etc is necessary.
Including concrete domains into DLs is always a very interesting issue. Previous eorts such as

ALC (D) [2] and ALCRP (D) [8] allow concrete properties to

be referred through functional role chains. For instance, if we want to constrain
that the service time of an apprentice is no more than 5 years, we can dened apprentice as Apprentice

=: Human u 9employer u 5year(len-of-serv), where

len-of-sev is the functional role. The predicate 5year is dened using functions
written in the host programming languages. One way to implement it can be:

5year

(x) = x  5. The approach of ALC (D) provides DLs a perfect means to

describe the constraints on concrete domains, however, with high computational
complexity [11]. Such situation inspired us to contrive a systems with limited
increment on the complexity while obtain the similar expressive power, i.e. in
our case, the expressive power of the concrete properties.
2

In this paper, we focus on concrete domains which are formally dened as
followings:

A concrete domain
1.
2.
3.

D is a pair D =(D , D ), where

D is a set called domain,
D is a set of predicates;
Each predicate P 2 D is associated with an arity n and an n-ary predicate
D   .
P
D
n

For the sack of simplicity, we will restrict the predicates to those arithmetic
and comparison ones and the domain

D to a nite one.

Nevertheless, we are

quite aware that Boolean operators can be introduced easily to form more complex expressions (e.g. meta-constraints). Furthermore, other concrete domains
will be considered in successive research.
In this section, we will give the syntax and semantics of our conceptual
modelling language. Since we are not restricted to a particular DL, here and in
the following, we take

ALC for the demonstration purpose.

Nevertheless, such

approach can be applied to virtually any DL systems.

Constructor

Syntax

Top (Universe)
Bottom (Nothing)
Atomic Concept
Atomic Role
Conjunction
Disjunction
Negation
Universal quantication
Existential quantication

>
?

uD
tD
:C
8R C
9R C

C
C

.
.

c

d

c

d

c; d

c; d

d

d

ALC syntax and semantics

R be a role, H the constrained element, P the dened predicate name.

Let

addition to the syntax of
1.

;
 I
RI  I  I
CI \ DI
CI [ DI
I n DI
f 2 I j 8 2 I : h i 2 RI ! 2 CI g
f 2 I j 9 2 I : h i 2 RI ^ 2 CI g
AI

A
R

Table 1:

Semantics (Interpretation)
I

ALC [13] (Table 1),

In

8R:H in a concept, where H acts as the bridge between the abstract and the
concrete domains;

H

2. P( 1 , .. ,

H

n)

species the constraint on

H1, .. , H

n;

H

and CE( 1 , .. ,

is the constraint expression which collects all the constraints on

H

n

or a subset of them;
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H1 ,

H

n)

.. ,

H

i

n) which are referred to as Hybrid Concepts are dened by giving

(i

each of them a unique name and mapping it to a subset of

D .

In order to associate abstract and concrete domains, we introduce an as-

: I ! D , i.e. (HI )  D which maps every Hybrid
Concept to a subset of D . Thus, the semantics is given as
I
I
Let  be the interpretation function, () the assignment, and  a nonempty domain which is disjoint from D . In addition to the semantics of ALC

signment function



[13] (Table 1),
1.

(8R:H)I = fx 2 I j 8y:hx; yi 2 RI ! y 2 HI g;
H ::: , H

2. P( 1 ,

n)

is satised i

8s1 2 (H1I ); :::; 8s 2 (H I ):P (s1 ::: s );
n

H ::: , H

3. CE( 1 ,

n)

n

n

is satised i

8s1 2 (H1I ); :::; 8s 2 (H I ):
(8P 2 CE (H1; : : : ; H ):P (s1 ::: s )):
n

n

n

n

By introducing the assignment function between abstract and concrete domains, we are able to embed concrete knowledge into so-called  Hybrid Con-

cepts. Such embedding has non-trivial consequences, as referring to concrete
knowledge in concept denitions is no longer required. More specically, those
inference algorithms which are designed to tackle with concrete domains become
unnecessary, in that wrapper concepts (please refer to Section 3) which are the
incarnations of Hybrid Concepts in DLs are introduced as atomic concepts and
treated exactly the same way as normal concepts. In stead of reasoning with

Hybrid Concepts, system replaces each of them with the wrapper concept. Meanwhile, the responsibility of reasoning with the concrete knowledge represented
by Hybrid Concepts is delivered to the reasoning systems other than DL ones.
For instance, in the above example the apprentice's length-of-service can be
modelled as Hybrid Concepts represented using universal quantication in the
hybrid concept denitions.
Thus, we have apprentices dened as

Apprentice

=: Human u 9employer u 8len-of-serv:YearApp ;

where Year

App is Hybrid Concept. Moreover, we can specify slightly intricate
facts by putting constraints on Year
App . For instance, a specialist is dened as
specialist

=: Human u 9employer u 8len-of-serv:YearSpl:
4

Note that: at current stage, we do not restrict the Hybrid Concepts to be successors of functional roles (features), but we require that the role value restriction

8

9

( ) is used instead of the role existence restriction ( ).
motivated by pragmatic considerations.

Ignoring the latter is

To simulate partial constrained role

values, array-type variables may be required.

However, partial orders among

arrays are not straightforward.
The specications and restrictions on the Hybrid Concepts are given separately as the conjunction of non-DL expressions:

Year App

 5 ^ YearSpl  YearApp + 10:

In such an approach, more complex constraints than min and max can be specied. However, such constraints have to be global restrictions which hold universally. In another word, the constraints have to hold on a concept as a group
rather than considering each of its instance individually. For instance, as long as
one restricts the diameter of a certain type of cylinder, its cross-sectional area is
constrained. Also, if we restrict the age of pupils and the average age dierence
between them and their parents, we constrain the age of the latter to a certain
range. Of course, such dierence can exist in a much more complex way than
20 years older. Specifying the universal constraints separately, we are granted
the freedom to add, delete, change and satisfy them in a batch job.
Apparently, if we want to avoid the complex interaction between DL and nonDL expressions, no available DL system can properly handle such expressions.
However, we can hide the actual inferences on the concrete domains from DL
systems. More specically, we allow conceptual hierarchies to be simulated by
partial orders which are more general than subsumption relationships between
concepts. In our case, with the help of formal numeric systems, we can create
hierarchies of Hybrid Concepts (more detailed examples can be found in the
next section). As a result, DL system is informed of such hierarchies through
the subsumption relationship between the wrapper concepts. It then classies
the concepts (such as Apprentice , Specialist) which are built using the wrapper
concepts.
Here and in the following, we will use Constraint Programming Languages
(CPLs, also referred to as Constraint Solvers, CSs for short, in certain cases) for
illustration purposes. Nevertheless, we notice that the actual applications are
not restricted to such reasoning engines.

3

Tackling with the wrapper concepts

For the sake of simplicity and integrity, we use hybrid concept denitions to capture both abstract and concrete knowledge. However, as pointed in the previous
5

section, the latter has to be wrapped in order to be properly manipulated. Concepts which contains wrapped concrete knowledge are referred to as normalised
concepts. They are dened in a broader sense as followings:

A normalised heterogeneous concept denition (

normalised concept,

for short) is the result of a normalisation process that for every occurrence of Hybrid Concepts an atomic concept will be introduced
with which the former will be replaced.
referred to as 

wrapper concepts.

Such atomic concepts are

Hybrid concept denitions contained in a Hybrid Knowledge Base (HKB) are
rst analysed and processed by a parser which normalises the denitions and
generates three sets of statements. These three sets are dened as followings:



a set of DL-oriented statements which do not exceed the expressive power
of the external DL system (warnings will be generated otherwise),




a set of non-DL statements which express all the concrete knowledge,
a set of Hybrid Concepts which connect DL and non-DL statements.

The hybrid characteristic of our approach is evident in the polymorphism of

Hybrid Concepts. More specically, Hybrid Concepts are represented by wrapper
concepts in DL inferential engines while act as legal objects in non-DL reasoning
systems, (e.g. constrained variables in CPLs).
For instance, let us suppose that in certain state X married persons are
required to be 22-year-old or older. We dene concept Married as those legally
married people, Golden-Couples as people who have already celebrated their
golden (50th) anniversary, and Senior-Citizen as people who are 70 and older.
Together with other necessary concepts, we have

=: Human u (9has-spouse:Human) u (8age:AgeMar )
:
Golden-Couples =Human u (9has-spouse:Human) u (8married-year:Year50)
u (8age:AgeGol)
:
Senior-Citizen =Human u (8age:AgeSen )
Married

(1)

Meanwhile, the restrictions on all the Hybrid Concepts are given as

AgeMar

 22

= 50
AgeSen  70
Year50
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(2)

Because the actual constraint exists between two sets of values, rather than
write an inequality, we use the relation between sets instead:

AgeGol

Year50



AgeMar

(3)

Now, by normalising the knowledge base we split the above denitions and
restrictions into three parts.

First, we replace all the Hybrid Concepts with

wrapper concepts and adding new atomic concepts, Age
and Year50 into the DL part.

Mar , AgeGol , AgeSen ,

Second, all ages acting as constrained vari-

1

ables are stored in the non-DL part together with their default domain [0..100]

and the constraints dened in (2). Assuming that domain() is the assignment
function, we can specify for each Hybrid Concepts:

non-DL part:

(
) = [0::100]
(
) = [0::100]
domain(AgeSen ) = [0::100]
domain AgeMar
domain AgeGol

(4)

:::

Hybrid Concepts are also stored separately in the so-called Link Pool, (see
Figure 2 for the Link Pool).
The above statements are translated into the underlying modelling languages
of the external inferential engines.

Such translations are carried out so as to

keep our approach portable and implementation-independent.

Subsequently,

translated statements are loaded into external DL and CPL inferential engines.
According to the results provided by these dierent engines, a reasoning coordinator (see Figure 3) creates hierarchical structures of Hybrid Concepts, which
are then introduced into DL denitions through the wrapper concepts.
In our example, after loading the non-DL part (2)+(3)+(4) into an exter-

(

)=
create a new partial order among ages e.g. domain(Age
Gol )  domain(AgeSen ).
Therefore, the corresponding subsumption relationships can be specied between
wrapper concepts (e.g. Age
v AgeSen ). Sending such information back to
Gol
nal constraint solver, we obtain the reduced domains (e.g. domain Age

[72::100]).

Gol

Using the results from both DL and non-DL inferential engines, we

join the original DL denitions contained in the DL part in (1), we can con-

clude that, among other conclusions, in the state X, people who have already
celebrated their 50th anniversary are all senior citizens, i.e.

Golden-Couples

v

1 We assume that human can not live out 100.
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Senior-Citizen:

Thinking globally, such conclusion is evident in the sense that although people
get married and celebrate their Golden Anniversary (if there is one) in dierent
ages, the ages of golden couples will always fall into the given range.

domain(Age-Gol)
⊆ domain(Age-Sen)
...

Link-Pool

Human
DL

Senior Married
-Citizen

Age-Sen

non-DL

Age-Gol:[72..100]
Age-Sen:[70..100]
...

Age-Gol
Golden-Couples

Figure 1: Reasoning with of ages

An obvious result of the above reasoning process is that, by satisfying the
constraints, we explicitly express some knowledge which otherwise, remains implicit. In our case, by satisfying the constraints, our system can answer the query
that Is Golden-Couples a Senior-Citizen. Although the above ages example is
a relatively simple one, more complex hybrid knowledge can be represented and
processed using the same approach.

4

System Architecture

Since the heterogeneous knowledge used in our approach is evenly split into two
separate homogeneous components, we use a hybrid architecture to provide
the overall inference services.

In our system (see Figure 2), the external DL

inferential engine and the non-DL one (e.g. a constraint solver in our case) are
used in a peer to peer way, i.e. neither of them acts as a client or a server with
regard to the other one.
However, several points need to be remarked. First, to ensure the portability
of our system, we introduce a decoupling between the DL and non-DL representations on one side and the actual inferential engines on the other.

More

specically, the transformation process from a hybrid description to the one accepted by the selected DL or non-DL system is divided in two stages. During
a rst stage, the hybrid language is split into its two homogeneous DL and
non-DL components. During a second stage, the two resulting components is
actually expressed in an implementation-independent intermediate language.
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ext-CS
non-DL
part

Users
parser

link pool

Resoning
co-ordinator

Results

HKB
DL
part

ext-DL

Front-end

Figure 2: Hybrid architecture

Each of the two intermediate descriptions are subsequently transformed into
the ones accepted by the adopted inferential engines.

In this way, we decou-

ple our system from the reasoners, thus allowing their modular replacement if
necessary. Second, a link pool is created to store related data about each newly
created wrapper concept, such as name, position, and so on.

This informa-

tion can be used when wrapper concepts must be reclassied according to
the results provided by the external inferential engines. Third, various systems
can be used as external inferential engines. In this paper, we only analyse the
situation where CPLs are selected to reason with numeric restrictions (such as

AgeGol

Year50



AgeMar in our example) for the demonstration purposes.

non-DL
(CS)
part

translator1
+ dictionary

Reasoning
Co-ordinator

Link Pool

DL
part

translator2
+ dictionary

to ext-CS

Results

to ext-DL

Figure 3: Reasoning Co-ordinator
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5

Conclusions

We give an overview of a novel approach to extend the expressive power of
existing DLs. This approach is based on a hybrid reasoning process. Thus, we
also propose an architecture to support it.
The advantages of a hybrid system are system portability, extensibility, and
robustness. Although similar approaches have been already proposed in the past
(e.g. TexLog [1]), our approach benets from the heterogeneous characteristics
of Hybrid Concepts, which have a consistent semantics on both DL and non-DL
(e.g. CPLs) sides. Such a bridging facility also dierentiates our approach from
other apparently similar ones.
At current stage, we haven't examined the complexity issue thoroughly. Nevertheless, there is great potential to optimized our system by tailoring the DL
and CPLs inferential engines to particular applications. Such character is enhanced by selecting the external inferential engine with the right expressive
power.

In practice, the overall performance of our system can be considered

separately. On the one hand, since we do not introduce any new constructors
only new concepts, we expect that the complexity of the DL inference will be in
the same class as the original system. Moreover, we avoid the complex interaction between abstract and concrete domains by introducing the latter through
wrapper concepts. On the other hand, the Finite Constraint Satisfaction Problems (FCSPs) are NP-complete as a general class [12]. Pragmatic results shows
that the performance varies from system to system [7]. However, selecting the
suitable CPLs is not the concern of this paper.
Because of the adopted hybrid approach, the overall performance of our
system could be inuenced by the various translation and interfacing processes.
This might be particularly evident if several dierent protocols must be used to
link each of them to the other as well as to the controller. This drawback may
not be a serious problem in all those cases which are not time-critical and in
which reasoning with heterogeneous knowledge is necessary. However, further
analysis on this issue is necessary.
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Abstract
The goal of this paper is to stimulate a discussion between description
logic system developers and users of description logic systems with an
emphasis on applications in the eld of dialogue systems. It consists of two
parts: The rst part is a report on experiences in temporal representation
and calendrical reasoning with description logics from which we derive
requirements on decription logics as a useful modelling tool.
The second part which is more speculative in nature complements
these considerations with further modelling tasks and corresponding expressive means modelling languages should meet to deal with them in a
satisfactory way.

1 Experiences from using Description Logic for
Time Representation
1.1

Introduction

Our research group has been involved in the development of speech dialogue
systems for many years. These include EVAR [8], a system for train information, and EMBASSI1 an application for interacting with home entertainment
systems. A common feature of these and many other domains is that the exchange of temporal information is an essential part of the dialogue, be it the
departure time of a train or the start time of a TV programme. Therefore we
decided to investigate the syntax and semantics of German temporal expressions
independently of a speci c domain.
1 See

the contribution by B
ucher et al. in this volume
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Nearly all working speech dialogue systems, including the aforementioned
EVAR, model dialogues with some kind of nite state machine. An evaluation
of dialogues from the EVAR system showed, that such systems lack the exibility
to deal with \meta-dialogues", like corrections or changes in the dialogue goal.
As a consequence we decided that the understanding of utterances should rely
on well-de ned inference procedures to reason about the meaning of utterances
and the dynamic evolution of the dialogue structure. In order to obtain the
semantics of natural language utterances one should rely on a domain model,
de ning the actions and objects salient to the application. We decided to use
Description Logics (DL) for the construction of the domain model[18].
This leads to the need to represent the semantics of temporal expressions
in Description Logics. When we started this work in 1999 we investigated the
suitability of four DL-systems, namely CICLOP [17], CLASSIC [19], FaCT [13],
and RACE [10] for the representation of temporal information. At this time
only CLASSIC ful lled our requirements. In the following sections we describe
the representation of temporal information in our application and discuss what
requirements for DL systems arise from it. Implementors of DL-systems might
use them to consider what features their systems need to be useful for this
domain. Users wishing to employ DL-systems for tasks similar to ours, might
consider how far similar requirements apply to their own applications.

1.2 Representing Temporal Information
In this section we give a short description of our semantic model for temporal
expressions. The words in our lexicon correspond to concepts in the T-Box of
the DL system. When an utterance is parsed an individual is created in the
A-Box of the DL system for every word encountered in the expression. The
application of a grammar rule leads to either



the creation of a new individiual, representing the whole phrase, with the
individuals representing its parts used as role llers.



the selection of a speci c individual and its connection to the other individuals in the expression by roles.



or the mergence of the individuals representing the parts of the expression.

In many cases this triggers (forward-chaining) rules to move information or
perform calculations whose results are added to the appropriate individuals.
The top concepts of our concept hierarchy are TimePoint, TimeInterval,
Duration and TimeUnit. Most temporal expressions describe a point in time.
They are represented by merging individuals of Clocktime (de ning minute and
hour), PartOfDay, Date (de ning day, month and year) and ISO-Date (de ning
2

day of week and week). These concepts are therefore subsumed by TimePoint.
Duration represents the length of an interval and the distance between two time
points; intervals are represented by TimeInterval. The individuals representing
time units, such as minute, hour, day, are of concept TimeUnit. Details of the
representation can be found in [14].

1.3 Examples of Temporal Expressions
We now show in detail how the representation for a temporal expression is constructed. As example we take: am siebzehnten dritten zweitausend um dreiviertel
vier nachmittags (on the 17 March 2000 at quarter to four in the afternoon).
This expressions consists of three chunks, that could appear in any order. The
semantics of the chunks can also be constructed and merged in arbitrary order.
The construction of the semantic representation starts when the word siebzehnten is parsed. An individual of concept Date is constructed and the attribute
has-day is lled with 17. In the next steps the attributes has-month and
has-year are set to 3 and 2000. Now a test function (cf. [5]) checks that 17
March 2000 is indeed a valid date in the Gregorian Calendar. Additionally a
rule is triggered and calculates the day of week and the ISO week number. If
later a day of week would be added which is di erent from the calculated one,
the system would detect that the expression is inconsistent.
The individual now contains the following information:
(AND TimePoint (FILLS
(FILLS
(FILLS
(FILLS
(FILLS

has-year 2000)
has-month 3)
has-week 11)
has-dow 5)
has-day 17))

The representation of the clocktime phrase starts with the construction of the
individuals for dreiviertel and vier . Dreiviertel is represented as SpecialMinutesFrom
with has-timedistance 15 Minutes and has-direction -1. Vier is mapped
onto TraditionalClocktime with has-traditional-hour 4 and has-minute
0. A rule then derives that has-hour is (ONE-OF 4 16). To represent the
combination of dreiviertel and vier , the individual for the latter is lled in the
has-basetime-attribute of the former. This triggers more information processing rules. The resulting representation is:
(AND SpecialMinutesFrom (ALL has-hour (ONE-OF 3 15))
(FILLS has-traditional-hour 3)
(FILLS has-minute 45)
(FILLS has-timedistance 15)
(FILLS has-direction -1)
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(FILLS has-basetime OtherIndividual)
(SAME-AS (has-basevalue)
(has-basetime has-traditional-hour)))

With OtherIndividual:
(AND TwentyfourClocktime TraditionalClocktime (ALL has-hour (ONE-OF 4 16))
(FILLS has-traditional-hour 4)
(FILLS has-minute 0))

The adverb nachmittags (in the afternoon) leads to the creation of an individual of concept Afternoon. This places the constraint (ALL has-hour (MIN
12)(MAX 18)) on the has-hour-role.
When the individual chunks are processed the individuals representing them
are merged. The system can now infer that the hour is 15. The individual
representing the complete expression is (only an extract is displayed):
(AND SpecialMinutesFrom (FILLS
(FILLS
(FILLS
(FILLS
(FILLS
(FILLS
(FILLS
(FILLS
(FILLS

has-year 2000)
has-month 3)
has-week 11)
has-day 17)
has-dow 5)
has-hour 15)
has-minute 45)
has-traditional-hour 3)
has-basetime OtherIndividual))

This is still a fairly simple expression in terms of processing. Some very
complex expressions look rather peaceful on the surface, consider drei Tage vor
Christi Himmelfahrt (three days before Ascension Day). First we need to know
the date of Ascension Day in a given year, than we need an algorithm that
subtracts three days from it, taking care of month boundaries. To get the date
of the holiday we either have to access an external calendar or add 39 days to
the date of Easter. There are a number of algorithms to calculate the date of
Easter, but they are all mathematically complex. We solved the problem by
using an external library for calendrical calculations[7].

1.4 Requirements for a Description Logic for Time Representation
From our experience there are three main requirements for a DL-system to be
used for time representation. First it needs to be able to deal with numbers. All
information neccessary to represent time can be given using natural numbers.
4

For some expressions it would be useful to be able to use fractions (think of
quarter to for example). In CLASSIC it is possible, to integrate objects of the
host language, in this case LISP, in the Description Logic. Such host concepts
can for example be strings or numbers. We used a number of host concepts
based on LISP numbers.
Second we do not only want to represent natural numbers but also restrict
their range and use them in simple calculations. Individuals of the concept
hour, for instance, can be values between 0 and 24. It does not matter, from the
applicational point of view, if the range check is applied on roles or concepts.
An example for a simple calculation occurs, when we encounter dreiviertel vier .
Here we have to set the role has-hour to 3, decrementing 4 by 1.
Third we either need external function calls or we have to be able to do more
complex calculations within the DL-system. This starts with rather simple examples like testing if a date is valid and ends with very complex calculations for
example to nd the date of Easter in a given year. As mentioned above, test
concepts as they have been introduced in CLASSIC, provide an appropriate extensible interface for reasoning with individuals. Intensional reasoning however
requires an extension of subsumption for test concepts.
In order to perform reasoning with time intervals, there are two possibilities
in principle, for both of which we are not aware of an operational implementation: Temporal Description Logics like T L ALCF (cf. e.g. [3]) or a temporal
concrete domain based on Allen's interval algebra [2] as proposed e.g. by Kullmann [15].
A description logic allowing the use of concrete domains is ALC (D)[4]. A well
known problem of this logic is that it can become undecidable when transitive
roles and role hierarchies are allowed (cf. e.g. [12]). However none of these are
necessary in our application. According to [11] the RACER-system will soon
o er ALCQHIR+ (D) . A constraint of this logic is, that it does not allow to
use feature chains. We have not investigated yet if we can dispense with them
in all cases; probably not for simulating feature uni cation (sse below).
With respect to the use of concrete domains, an analogous situation exists
with spatial reasoning, for which there is also a need in a variety of applications.
Considerable research work has been done in this eld, cf. [9], to quote at least
one prominent example. We had the opportunity to try out an experimental
implementation done by the Hamburg group, based on CLASSIC. In a project
in the eld of historical cartography, modelling the Behaim Globe of 1492, we
implemented an extension to CLASSIC, based on test concepts, for topological
and directional reasoning [6]. However, a spatial reasoning service in a more
expressive DL system like RACE is an important desideratum.
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2 Modelling Tasks and Further Requirements
for Expressive Means of Modelling Languages
2.1 Access and Debugging
A Description Logic system that is used in real applications should also ful ll
two further requirements. First, the knowledge assembled in the A-Box of the
DL system should be easily accessible from the outside. We might, for example,
wish to use the temporal information we collected in the system in a database
query. For this we need to access the role- llers of the individual containing
the information. In CLASSIC this can be accomplished easily with the function
(cl-fillers @i{Individualname} 'Rolename).
Second, a system should contain functions that allow easy debugging of the
knowledge base. In a complex knowledge base it is not always easy to see where
errors in the inference process arise. It is therefore useful to have functions that
print traces of the inference process and to be able to access the full information collected for an A-Box individual at intermediate states of its assembly. In
CLASSIC this is facilated by the function (cl-ind-expr @i{Individualname}).

2.2 Simulating Feature Structure Uni cation
In parsing with uni cation grammars constraints are expressed as path equations. Instead of representing feature structures in a separate formalism, they
can as well be expressed in DL. As a small experiment using CLASSIC showed,
the uni cation of feature structures can then be achieved by means of the sameas construct. The experiment however was too small for a comparison of performance times.
In the context of a complex computational linguistics application2, of course
one might debate whether the use of a uniform representation formalism ranging
over several processing levels is preferable as opposed to level-speci c streamlined
representation formalisms. In the latter case, processing might be more eÆcient,
but at the cost of translating the resulting representations between levels. In
our particular case, on the semantic, application and discourse pragmatic levels,
DL is used anyway. So, it makes sense to consider whether the genuine feature
structure representation on the syntactic level could be replaced by a DL representation, in particular, because syntactic analysis and semantic construction
with linguistic chunks are closely interlocked in an incremental fashion.
2 cf.

our contribution on a dialogue system application in this volume
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2.3 A-Box Reasoning
Resolution of ambiguities, in particular on the semantic and pragmatic levels
as well as the completion of partial information { e.g. by means of clari cation
subdialogues { is a central task in dialogue systems. The linguistic analysis
module of the dialogue system constructs semantic representations in the form
of Discourse Representation structures (DRSs) which are then being re ned to
application speci c DRSs using a formal domain ontology. These instantiated
DRSs are the A-Box items on which various reasoning steps must be applied to
solve the mentioned resolution and completion tasks. This means that beyond
the standard DL reasoning services application domain speci c rules are to be
applied. Whereas some cases may be covered by forward-chaining rules as e.g.
provided by CLASSIC, the general case is to complete subgoals generated by
general dialogue goals. In other words, we need additional expressive means
for dialogue (step) planning. From an abstract point of view, a language like
Reiter's GOLOG language, which has been implemented on top of PROLOG,
would provide suÆcient means for this purpose. This in turn would lead to the
requirement of an A-Box reasoning facility on the basis of Horn rules (cf. CARIN
[16]).
As a framework for processing partial information, we found out that FIL [1]
meets all our requirements. We started with the implementation of a prover for
a Horn clause subset of FIL in Prolog technology, which has later been replaced
by a tableau-based reasoner, operating as a separate module. Whether such a
service can be integrated as a kind of augmented A-Box reasoner with a DL
system is an open question we pose to the DL community.
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Abstract

In this paper we describe a new method for learning terminological
knowledge from assertions in description logic based knowledge bases. We
present assertion mining as the search for generalised decision concepts
(GDC) which can be used to conceptually de ne classes of ABox individuals. We show that GDCs can be constructed from ABox interpolants
and present tableau based algorithms.

In the recent past learning and knowledge discovery using description logics
(DL) have attracted much research. Least common subsumer (lcs){learning has
been the most popular approach [3, 1]. lcs{learner construct minimal descriptions for the common properties of a set of positively classi ed objects in the
ABox which do not instantiate any negative example. Unfortunately it is not always possible to construct such a minimal description, it can easily be seen that
the most speci c concept does not exist in DLs with existential quanti cation
and many authors discuss approximations of the knowledge about individuals
in knowledge base of di erent expressivity [8].
In this paper we present assertion mining for ALC knowledge bases as an
alternative learning method which shifts the focus from learning of common
properties of a set of positive examples towards the construction of discerning
concepts which separate positive from negative examples.An advantage of such
an approach is that these discerning concepts exist for ALC even if the most
speci c concept does not. As in lcs{learning we consider a supervised learning
scenario: the ABox of a DL knowledge base contains a number of objects which
are classi ed into positive and negative examples. For each of these classes
(which we call decisions) we try to nd terminological de nitions which can be
used to classify new data using instance checking. A concept which preserves the
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classi cation properties of a decision will be called generalised decision concept
(GDC).
GDCs can be constructed from ABox interpolants for the positive and negative examples. An ABox interpolant is a concept which discerns two elements
a and b in a knowledge base , i.e. a concept for which a is an instance of, and
for the negation of which b is. We de ne tableau based algorithms to calculate
ABox interpolants for positive and negative examples. It can be shown that if
such concepts exist in ALC , they can e ectively be calculated even if the most
speci c concepts do not exist.
Consider the following scenario: A hybrid knowledge base Arr contains information about patients su ering from cardiac arrhythmia. A patient record might
include general assertions about gender, age or habits and family information,
e.g. pat1: Male u :Smoker u :Old u 9hasrelative.Arrhythmia, but also
technical details about ECG measures such as (pat1,pw):has pwave; pw::OK;
pat2 :8has pwave.OK, and additional knowledge describing the patients' conditions as diagnosed by some medical experts: pat1:Tachycardic; pat2:Healthy.
Assertion mining is the search for terminological axioms which formally de ne
a medical condition and possible diagnostic criteria for these conditions.
We assume familiarity with description logic representation and reasoning
and will only brie y introduce ALC . For concepts, which are interpreted as
subsets of a universe U , we will usually use the letters C and D, furthermore
R for roles, which are interpreted as binary relations over U . The constructors
conjunction C u D, disjunction C t D, negation :C and existential (9R:C ) and
universal (8R:C ) quanti cation have the usual set theoretic interpretation. An
ABox A is a nite collection of role ((a; b) : R) or concept (a : C ) assertions,
where a and b denote individual objects of U . A TBox T is a set of axioms
C =_ D or C v_ D. A knowledge base  is now de ned as the pair (T ; A). The
reasoning services which we use in this paper are subsumption  j= C v D
and instance checking a 2 C which semantically correspond to the subset
and element relation. In ALC , both subsumption and instance checking can
be reduced to ABox inconsistency  j= A = ?. Example 1 describes an ALC
knowledge base arr with some standard reasoning.

1 Assertion Mining
We will brie y de ne the main terminology for assertion mining, but refer to
a detailed discussion in [12]. We assume that the ABox of a knowledge base1
consists of a signi cant amount of possibly noisy information about individuals, a
description of the knowledge about the concrete elements in the world. Assertion
mining is the search for useful information in this data which is going to be
represented as terminological knowledge.
1 To simplify the presentation we assume from now on that T

2

is empty or unfoldable.

Example 1 A knowledge base arr for arrhythmia diseases

For the knowledge base arr = (Tarr Aarr ) there are some simple but non-trivial
examples of the reasoning processes:
;

Aarr

=

f

u:

u8

pat1 : Male
Smoker
hasrelative.Tachycardic,
(pat1 ,pat1 ):hasrelative, pat1 : has pwave.OK
(pat2 ,pw):has pwave, pw: OK, pat2 :Arrhythmia
Tachycardic
Arrhythmia
LowHeartRate,
Hypertrophic Arrhythmia
has pwave. OK

g
u:
=_
u9
: g
1. ABox consistency: arr j= A 6= ? but arr j= A[fpat1::Arrhythmiag=?.
2. Subs.: arr j= 8hasrelative.Tachycardicv 8hasrelative.LowHeartRate.
3. Instance checking: pat1 2arr Arrhythmia
Tarr

=

f

v_

:
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For this purpose we consider a supervised learning approach on data which
is classi ed into decision classes. Here classi cation corresponds to instance
checking with respect to a set D = fD1; : : : ; Dng of concepts (which we call
decisions). Each object o in an ABox A which is an instance of at least one (but
possibly more) decisions o 2 Di in A is called classi able. Let class(A) denote
the set of all classi able objects in A. In arr the ABox objects pat1 and pat2
are classi able w.r.t. Darr =fTachycardic, Hypertrophicg, pw is not.
ABox mining is now the search for a formal de nition for each of the decisions
in D which might eventually be added to the TBox after being evaluated and
assessed. In the process of the generalisation of a decision Di, we will call the
instances of Di in A the positive examples and all instances of the remaining
decisions negative examples.
Learning Criteria: Generalised Decision Concepts Whether a learned

concept LD can be used as a formal de nition of a decision D depends on the
knowledge which is represented in the ABox A, the TBox T and on some additional learning criteria. The primary criterion we identi ed in [12] is exclusiveness. A concept LD is exclusive w.r.t. a decision D if for all objects a in class(A):
a 62 D ) a 2 :LD . Exclusiveness implies \correctness" of classi cation w.r.t.
the original decision, i.e. 8a 2 LD ) a 2 D, a condition traditionally known
as covering. Furthermore, exclusiveness garanties coveredness even for the case
that more information about elements in the ABox become available. Given the
Open World Assumption which usually underlies description logic based knowledge representation, this seems to be a crucial requirement. Based on Rough Set
theory [10] we also show in [12] that exclusiveness provides a theoretical notion
of safe data which ensures good properties w.r.t. noisy data.
A learned concept LD should also be supported by the fact that there is
at least one example in the ABox, which is an instance of LD and we de ne a
witness for LD as an individual a 2 D in class(A) such that a 2 LD .
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De nition 1.1 A generalised decision concept (GDC) for a decision D with
respect to a knowledge base  = (T ; A) and a set of decisions D is a concept,
which is exclusive w.r.t. D and D and for which a witness exists in A.

Given the de nition of exclusiveness, the set of all GDCs for a decision Di is:
G(Di ) = fC 2 DL j 9o 2 A : o 2 C and
8a 2 A : a 62 Di ) 8k6=iDk 2 D (a 2 Dk ) a 2 :C ):
There are several GDCs for the decision Tachycardic w.r.t. arr among
them 8has pwave.OK and 8has pwave.OK t :Arrhythmia.
Since there is still a possibly in nite number of GDCs we need to identify
an inductive bias to be able to formally de ne the necessary restriction of the
hypothesis space.
Inductive Bias: Common Vocabulary and Polarity. There are di erent
aspects related to the choice of the inductive bias underlying our approach and
we will discuss them brie y.
Object abstraction. We use the fact that DLs have language features
(quanti cation) to reason about objects in an abstract way, generalising from
particular examples to more general facts (e.g. existence of a role successor).
Common language with Discerning polarity. We take the designer
of the knowledge base and the witnesses they provided seriously, and relate the
learned concepts to the vocabulary of each example. The GDCs should consist
of the vocabulary which is both used in the examples and the counterexamples
and which is used in the same way (i.e. with the same polarity) as it was in the
examples. Consider the GDCs for Tachycardic as given above. The second
one contains the negated atomic concept Arrhythmia. But there is no reason
to assume that people without arrhythmia are likely to have a Tachycardic
condition. Since we know on the other hand that all of pat1's p waves are o.k
as opposed to pat2's it seems to be a legitimate inductive leap to assume that
8has pwave.OK is a good GDC for the decision Tachycardic. This bias is
usually not discussed in the learning literature, because it automatically applies
to most learning methods or is enforced using algorithms for missing attribute
values.
Maximality. In addition to these syntactical restrictions we have to discuss the semantical choice of GDCs according to the subsumption ordering. In
assertion mining the search space for possible learned concepts is de ned by
comparison of examples with counterexamples which is then restricted through
the syntactical bias as described above. Since the learned concepts are de ned
explicitely as to exclude the counterexamples it seems appropriate to choose the
maximal such concepts. This is a more or less arbitrary choice2 which is related
2 The choice is arbitrary because you can either minimise the description of the positive or of

the negative examples. The rst choice corresponds to the least common subsumer approach,
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to ongoing research to deconstruct GDCs into sub-GDCs as an evaluation procedure. Such subconcepts of the GDCs will simplify the constructed GDCs and
can be used to ne-tune the required level of generalisation.
It has to be mentioned that the algorithms presented in this paper do not
calculate maximal GDCs w.r.t. the subsumption hierarchy. For technical reasons
related to the de nition of the common language of two examples we calculate
big but not maximal concepts. For a more detailed discussion we refer to [12].
In the remaining sections we will introduce interpolation for hybrid knowledge representation systems and show how to use algorithms for interpolation
to calculate such big GDCs with common vocabulary.

2 Interpolation Methods for Assertion Mining
Having de ned learning targets and an inductive bias to restrict the hypothesis
space it remains to provide e ective algorithms to nd some of these GDCs. We
sketch the mining process from input (a knowledge base and a set of decisions)
to the nal output of new terminological axioms in the following section. This
process is based on ABox interpolation. Vaguely speaking, interpolants are
intermediate formulas semantically linking two other formulas using common
vocabulary. We extend this notion to incorporate implicit knowledge about
objects and polarity. The idea for the de nition of the common language is
based on the traditional notion of Lyndon interpolation for rst order logic [9].
The language occ(C ) is a set of concept names occurring in C , labelled with
the quanti er depth. A concept name A has positive (negative) polarity if it is
embedded in an even (odd) number of negations. The quanti er depth describes
the sequence of roles the concept is quanti ed over. o~cc(C ) is a dual notion in
the sense that o~cc(C ) = occ(:C ). Formally:
occ(C )s = f(A; +)s g, occ
~ (C )s = f(A; )sg
occ(C )s = occ
~ (D)s, occ
~ (C )s = occ(D)s
s
s
occ(C ) = occ(C1 ) [ occ(C2 )s
occ
~ (C )s = occ
~ (C1)s [ occ
~ (C2)s
s
sR
occ(C ) = occ(D)
occ
~ (C )s = occ
~ (D)sR

if C = A and A is an atom.
if C = :D
if C = C1 u C2 or C = C1 t C2
if C = C1 u C2 or C = C1 t C2
if C = 9R:D or C = 8R:D
if C = 9R:D or C = 8R:D
Based on this language we de ne concept interpolation, the basis for ABox
interpolation. From now on we will use the letters I and L for (Lyndon) interpolants. Concept interpolation holds for two concepts C and D where C v D if
there is a concept I such that C v I and I v D and occ(I )  occ(C ) \ occ(D).
ABox interpolants connect the implicit positive knowledge about an objects a
with the negative information about an object b, thus highlighting the di erences
the second to assertion mining.
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between them. A concept I is an ABox interpolant for a and b i a 2 I and
b 2 :I and where occ(I )  occA (a) \ occ
~ A (b). The language for an instance a
is the smallest set occA(a) such that occ(C )  occA (a) for all conceptual axioms
(a : C ) 2 A, occA(b)R  occA(a) for all (a; b) : R 2 A and occ(C )  occA(a) if
(b; a) : R 2 A and b : 8R:C 2 A. o~ccA(a) is de ned similarily.
Partial ABox interpolation plays an intermediate role between concept and
ABox interpolation and relates knowledge about an object with a concept. A
concept L is a partial interpolant for an object o, an ABox A and a concept C
where o 2 C if and only if: C v L & o 2A :L and occ(L)  occ
~ A(o) \ occ(C ):
Partial interpolation for an ABox A can be reduced to concept interpolation
by construction of a preprocessing complete ABox A0 for A [6]. Furthermore
ABox interpolation can be reduced to partial interpolation by propagation of
some properties of objects into the ABox.

2.1 Assertion Mining and Interpolation
It is easy to see that the set of ABox interpolants for a classi ed object a 2 D
(the examples for D in A) with all other classi ed individuals b 62 D (the
counterexamples) coincides with the set of generalised decision concepts.
Theorem 2.1 If there are any classi ed individuals for a decision D and a
knowledge base , G(D) is the set of all ABox interpolants for the classi ed
objects a 2 D with respect to the set of all classi ed instances b 62 D.

Every generalised decision concept C for a decision D is an ABox interpolant
for an a 2 D and all b 62 D because there is a witness and because b 2 :C for
all b 62 D. But every ABox interpolant I for a and all b obviously instantiates
every b into :I and since a 2 I is a witness, I is a generalised decision concept.
This theorem is the theoretical foundation for Assertion Mining using interpolation methods. The idea to use interpolants for assertion mining is simple:
the input is an ABox A and a set of decisions D and an empty or unfoldable
TBox. Preprocessing of the ABox might consist of unfolding, restriction to fewer
elements, retrieval of the instances of each decision, etc. For each decision D in
D a generalised decision concept for each decision (if de ned) is calculated as
the disjunction over the GDCs for each possible witness. The GDCs for each
witness are just the conjunctions over the ABox interpolants of the witness with
all the negative examples. The evaluation of the GDCs could comprise statistical
analysis, decomposition into minimal subconcepts or involve human expertise.
Algorithm 2.1 summarizes the assertion mining procedure in pseudo code
where ABox LI(A; a; b) is a method to calculate an ABox interpolant for two
elements a and b with respect to an ABox A. Such a procedure for ALC will be
presented in the following section based on tableau calculi.
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Algorithm 2.1 disc aboxmine(A; D) Discernibility based Assertion Mining
Input:
Output:

An ABox A and
S a set of decisions D.
A TBox T = D2D f =_ D g, where all D are \almost" maximal GDCs.
D

G

G

A := preprocess(A);
T := ?;
for all
2D
for all
2
(A )
if
2
for all
2
(A )
if not
2

if ABox LI(A
) is de ned
a := a u ABox LI(A
);
:=
t a;
D

a

a

class

D

b

class

b

D

; a; b

LI

GDC

GDC

evaluate(GDC);

T := T [ f =_
T;
D

LI

; a; b

LI

GDC

g;

return

2.2 Tableau Methods for Interpolation.
The algorithms to calculate interpolants using logical tableaux presented here
follow the lines of [7]. Interpolants for ALC concept subsumption can be constructed from a fully expanded closed tableau collecting contradicting literals
on each branch using construction rules corresponding to traditional tableaux.
For ABox interpolants the more complex interaction between role and concept
assertions has to be taken into account. The solution is to preprocess the ABox
(according to [6]) and propagate the result of all possible inference steps into a
concept. This concept can then be used in an intermediate interpolation step
to represent the complete knowledge about one of the objects. Application of
the same preprocessing steps then allow a further reduction of the interpolation
problem to concept interpolation.
The algorithms described in this paper are based on tableau proof calculi. A
tableau is a set of branches, where each branch is a set of formulas. A formula is a
term of the form (a : C ) or (a; b) : R where a and b are individual variables, C an
ALC concept and R a role name. A branch is closed if it contains two formulas
a : C and a : :C . The notions of open branch and closed and open tableau are
de ned as usual. We will identify a branch B with the set of formulas  on the
branch and write  2 B . To simplify the presentation of our rules, we assume
that all formulas are in negation normal form, i.e. negation is always pushed
down to the atomic level [13]. The algorithms to calculate ABox interpolant
are based on concept interpolation. Since concept interpolation is similar to
interpolation in modal logic K and because of the close connection between
ALC and K [11] we omit further details and assume that there is a procedure
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concept LI(C1 ; C2 ) which calculates a concept interpolant for C1 and C2 .

consult [12, 7] for further details.
(u):
(t):
(8):

if

( : 1 u 2 ) 2 , but not both ( : 1 ) 2 and ( : 2 ) 2
0 :=
[ f( : 1 ) ( : 2)g.
( : 1 t 2 ) 2 , but neither ( : 1 ) 2 nor ( : 2 ) 2 .
0 :=
[ f : 1g and 00 := [ f : 2 g.
( : 8 ) 2 and (( ) : ) 2 but not ( : ) 2 .
0 :=
[f : g
a

then
if

if

B

a

then

C

B

a

then

Please

B

C

B

C

B

a

C

C

B

;

a

a

a

C

B

B

b

C

C

B

a

C

B

C

B

R:C
B

a

C

B

a; b

R

a

B

a

C

B

C

B

b

C

B

:

Figure 1: Preprocessing Rules
Algorithms for ABox interpolation. To calculate ABox interpolants we
adapt the reduction introduced by Hollunder in [6]. In order to reduce ABox
interpolation to concept interpolation and partial ABox interpolation, we have
to preprocess the ABox using the rules in Fig. 1 until no more rule can be
applied. In this case the ABox is called preprocessing complete (ppc). Each
application of a rule triggers a construction rule for ABox Interpolants de ned
in Algorithm 2.2, where the concepts Ba and Bc de ned in De nition 2.2 and
inconsistent(C ) is the standard procedure for concept consistency.
Algorithm 2.2 ABox LI(B; a; b): ABox Lyndon Interpolation
Input:

A branch and two individuals and .
ABox Lyndon interpolant for and .
B

Output:

a

a

b

apply(rule,B );
if rule = (u); (8)
fB 0g := get new branches;
0
return ABox LI(B ; a; b);
if rule = (t)
individual := get individual;
fB 0; B 00g := get new branches;
0
if individual = b return ABox LI(B ; a; b)
0
else
return ABox LI(B ; a; b)
if rule = unde ned;
if
inconsistent(Bb) return >;
if

b

u ABox LI(
t ABox LI(

00

B ; a; b

00

B ; a; b

);
);

there is an individual name 6= such that inconsistent( c) return ?;
propagate (
);

else return

c

b

B

LI B; a; b

Hollunder shows that for any consistent ABox A there is a consistent ppc
ABox A0 derivable from A. We identify A0 with the set of all branches B build
from A. An ABox A is consistent if there is an open branch B in the ppc ABox
A0. For each of these open branches we now construct interpolants as de ned in
Algorithm 2.3. For this purpose we explicitely collect the information about an
object a on a branch B into a concept Ba as de ned below.
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De nition 2.2 The set CaB of concepts related to an individual a
branch B is de ned as follows: C 2 CaB i

2

B in a

 a : C 2 B , where C is a literal, i.e. a concept name or its negation,
 C = 9R:D and a : 9R:D 2 B if there is no R successor of a in B or
 C = 8R:D and a : 8R:D 2 B .
d
For an individual a 2 B and a branch B we de ne a concept Ba = C 2CaB C .

The concept Ba now contains all the conceptual information about an object
a in B and an interpolant for two objects a and b on a branch B is simply the concept interpolant for Ba and :Bb . But there might still be interpolants relating
a role assertion (a; c) : R 2 B with a universal quanti ed statement b : 8R:C .3
But this interpolant is just the R{quanti ed negated partial interpolant for C
and c and to construct \almost" maximal interpolants, all possible partial interpolants of this kind are added disjunctively. To make sure that all interactions
between role successors are detected, we have to propagate simultaniously.
Algorithm 2.3 propagate LI(B; a; b): Propagation for ppc ABoxes
Input:

A ppc consistent branch and two individuals and .
ABox Lyndon Interpolant for and with respect to .
B

Output:

a

a

b

b

B

assertions (( 1 ) : ) 2 to (( n ) : ) 2
the set of all formulas f : 8 1
: 8 mg 
which are universally quantifying over role for
if partial LI(
1u u m f 1
n g) exists
:= t 8 partial LI( 1 u u m f 1
n g);
for all assertions ((
1 ) : ) 2 to (( n ) : 2
for the set of all formulas f : 8
: 8 mg 
1
which are universally quantifying over role for
if partial LI(
1u u m f
n g) exists
:= t 9 :partial LI( 1 u u m f 1
n g);
if concept LI( a : b ) exists
:= t concept LI( a : b );
return
;
for all

b; d

R

for

B

a

B; C

LI

LI

:::

R

B; C

LI

B ;

;

R

B

B

R:C

a; c

:::

R

R:

C

;

R

a

C

;

R

b

d ;::: ;d

B

R:C ; : : : ; b

:::

B

d ;::: ;d

B; C

b

LI

C

R:

a; c

LI

b; d

R:C ; : : : ; a

R:C

B

c; : : : ; c

B; C

:::

C

;

c ;::: ;c

B

B ;

LI

B

LI

For partial interpolation for a set A of object a1 to an and a concept C
we again have to preprocess the branch and to expand the concept C until all
possible interactions are made explicit. Algorithm 2.4 describe the preprocessing
steps, Algorithm 2.5 the expansion of the concept into sets of concepts.
Note that the expansion of the concepts C 2 S can recursively trigger partial
interpolation. If all rules are exhaustively applied the partial interpolant is
3 If e.g.

c

::

C

2 B , 9R::C

is an ABox interpolant for and w.r.t. .
a

9

b

B

Algorithm 2.4 partial LI(B; C; A): Disjunctive Partial Interpolation
Input:
Output:

A consistent Branch , a concept and individuals = f 1
ng
Disjunctive Partial LI : v and there is an i 2B : for 1  
and ( )  ~ B ( i ) \ ( )
B

C

L

C

A

L

a

occ L

occ

a

a ;::: ;a

L

i

n

occ C

apply(rule,B );
if rule = (t)
fB 0; B 00g := get new branches;
0
00
return partial LI(B ; C; fa1 ; : : : ; an g) u partial LI(B ; C; fa1 ; : : :
if rule = (u); (8)
fB 0g := get new branches;
0
return partial LI(B ; C; fa1 ; : : : ; an g);
if rule = unde ned;
return exp concepts(B; fC g; fa1 ; : : : ; an g);

n g);

;a

just the concept interpolant for the conjunction over the concepts in S and the
disjunction of the negations of the Ba as de ned in De nition 2.2 for all a 2 A.
Algorithm 2.5 exp concepts(B; S; A): Partial Interpolation
Input:
Output:

A ppc branch , a set of concepts and individuals = f 1
Disjunctive partial LI: uC 2S v and there is an i 2B : ,
( )  ~ B ( i ) \ ( ).
B

S

C

occ L

L

a

occ

a

a ;::: ;a

n g.

L

occ C

such that = 0 [ f 1 u 2 g
0[f g[f g
return exp concepts(
);
1
2
0[f
else if there is a concept
t
such
that
=
1
2
1 t 2g
0
return exp concepts(
[ f 1 g ) t exp concepts( 0 [ f 2 g );
else if for all assertions ( i i ) :
2 where i 2
for all universally quanti ed concepts 8
8 n 2 over S
1
return exp concepts(
) t8 partial LI( 1 u u n i f i g)
else return concept LI(uC 2S
: a1 u u : an );
if

there is a concept

1 u C2

A

C

S

B; S
C

C

S

C

C

S

B; S

a ;b

C

C

R

C

;A

S

C

;A

B; S

B

a

C;

B

R:

:::

C

;A

A

R:C ; : : : ;

B; S; A

C

R:C

B; C

S

R

:::

C ;

b

B

In [12] soundness and completeness of the algorithms is shown in the sense
that whenever there is one, ABox LI(A; a; b) returns with an ABox interpolant
for a and b w.r.t A.
Let us consider the simple ABox A = f(a; a) : R; a : C; b : 8R:8R::C g which
is preprocessing complete. To calculate an ABox interpolant for a and b we call
propagate LI(A; a; b) which returns 9R::partial LI(A; 8R::C; fag). A is still
ppc and exp concepts(A; f8R::C g; fag) returns 8R:partial LI(A; :C; fag),
which is simply 8R:concept LI(:C; :C ). But this is 8R::C and the ABox
interpolant for a and b is therefore just 9R::8R::C , which is 9R:9R:C .
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2.3 Assertion Mining and Most Speci c Concepts
Our algorithms avoid the construction of a representation for the ABox objects
and therefore of the most speci c concepts4 . This is possible due to exclusiveness, because all counterexamples are required to be instances of the negation of
all GDCs. This condition is much stronger than the one used for lcs{learning,
where counterexamples are only required not to be instances of the learned concepts. ABox interpolation captures this notion of instance checking because it
corresponds to a search for possible contradictions between properties of positive and negative examples.5 But in ALC the set of possible contradictions in
an ABox is nite even if ABox cycles exist. Note however, that the algorithms
described above do not terminate for description logics with number restrictions
or features because this would allow for dual contradicting in nite chains. In
this case non-maximal approximations of GDCs have to be constructed and the
method will not be complete.

2.4 Practical Experience
implements interpolation based assertion mining as an extension of the hybrid knowledge representation system Wellington, which was
developped at King's College London [4]. First tests have been performed on
a knowledge base arr for cardiac arrhythmia [5], which contains various information including ECG data (based on 279 attribute values) about 452 patients,
which are classi ed into 16 classes of cardiac arrhythmias. arr has been created by translation from a database available at [2] and has maximal relational
depth of three. First results indicate that assertion mining without evaluation
procedures over-generalises, i.e. too many previously unknown examples are instances of too many GDCs. Another crucial problem is related to eÆciency and
complexity. Although the learning procedure itself is reasonably fast, the GDCs
which are constructed are too complex for eÆcient subsequent instance checking
of new objects. Both these issues are related and we are currently implementing
evaluation procedures to simplify GDCs which include symbolic (e.g. logical
decomposition) as well as statistical methods.
Wellington' Kat

3 Conclusion
We have presented algorithms for assertion mining based on interpolation which
calculate generalised decision concepts even if the most speci c concept for some
objects in the ABox do not exist. They allow for the construction of new termi4 The most speci c concept

( ) for an ABox instance is a minimal concept in the set
of concepts which instantiate , i.e. 2 implies  j= ( ) v for all 2ALC .
5 In an ALC ABox A, an ABox individual is an instance of a concept if and only if
A [ f : : g is inconsistent.
msc a

a

a

a

C

msc a

a

a

C

11

C

C

C

nological knowledge from classi ed ABox instances. We are currently extending
the DL based Wellington representation and reasoning system with a Kat,
a knowledge acquisition tool based on the presented methods.
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Abstract
The problem of integrating different ontology languages has become of special interest recently, especially in the context of semantic web applications. In
the paper, we present an approach that is based on the configuration of a joint
language all other languages can be translated into. We use description logics as
a basis for constructing this common language taking advantage of the modular
character and the availability of profound theoretical results in this area. We
give the central definitions and exemplify the approach using example ontologies available on the Web.

1

Motivation

It has been widely recognized that information systems benefit from the use of
formal ontologies. These ontologies are used to conceptualize and structure information as well as to provide intelligent search facilities and integration methods for
remote information. While ontologies per se already support conceptualization and
structuring, applications like intelligent search and information integration make it
possible to reason about the knowledge specified in the ontologies. This requirement,
in turn requires the ontology to be implemented in a machine processable language.
Thus, the question of using ontologies in information systems is also a question of
the language used to encode the ontologies.

1

The World Wide Web is the largest information system ever. Its size and
heterogeneity makes ontology based search and integration even more important than in other information systems. In this context the “semantic web”
[Berners-Lee et al., 2001] is mentioned. It is supported by the annotation of web
pages, containing informal knowledge as we know it now, with formal knowledge.
These documents can reference each other and depend on background knowledge.
Taking advantage of the semantic web requires to be able to gather, compare, transform and compose the annotations. For several reasons (legacy knowledge, ease of
use, heterogeneity of devices and adaptability, timelessness), it is not likely that this
formal knowledge will be encoded in the very same language. The interoperability of
formal knowledge languages must then be studied in order to interpret the knowledge
acquired through the semantic web.

2 Language Construction
In the words of Tim Berners-Lee, the semantic web requires a set of languages of increasing expressiveness and anyone can pick up the right language for each particular
semantic web application. This is what has been developed by the description logic
community over the years. Our approach focuses on ontology languages that rely on
these logics. The rationale for this choice is the following:
• The expressiveness and complexity of these languages has
been studied thoroughly and well-founded results are available
[Donini et al., 1991],[Donini et al., 1994]
• It has been shown that description logics provide a unifying framework for
many class-based representation formalisms [Calvanese et al., 1999].
• Description logic-based languages have become of interest in connection with
the semantic web. the languages OIL [Fensel et al., 2000] and the DAML language [McGuinness et al., 2001] are good examples.
A modular family of languages is a set of languages made from a set of operations (constituting an algebraic base) that can be combined. Since the languages
have a similar kind of semantic characterization, it is easier to transform a representation from one language to another and one can take advantage of efficient provers
or expressive languages.
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2.1 Customized Languages
Relying on description logics we already get a notion of a special language from
the combination of operators. Theoretical results from the field of description logics
provide us with the knowledge about decidable combinations of modeling primitives
and their complexity with respect to subsumption reasoning. Consequently, every
decidable combination of operators is a potential pattern that can be used to build the
ontology for a certain application. In the course of the engineering process we have
to handle different language patterns:
Reasoner Languages the languages that available reasoners are able to handle.
Legacy Languages the language a useful, already existing ontology is encoded in.
Acquisition Languages are languages needed to encode acquired knowledge.
The Goal Language describes a language that can act as an interlingua for the ontologies to be integrated. It represents a trade-offs between expressivity constraints of the legacy and acquisition languages and the complexity constraints
of the reasoner languages.
In order to find the goal language, we have to find an optimal trade-off between
the other languages involved. For this purpose we invent the notion of coverage for
languages. A language L0 is said to cover a language L, if there is a transformation
from L to L0 that preserves consequence. In particular, this is the case if all modeling
primitives from L are also contained in L0 or can be simulated by a combination of
modeling primitives from L0 . We denote the fact that L0 covers L as L ≺ L0 . Using
the notion of coverage we can now define the customization task.
Definition: Customization Task. A customization task is defined by a triple
hR, U, Ai where R is a set of reasoner languages, U a set of legacy languages and
A a set of acquisition languages. The language G is a solution of the customization
task if it is a language that is covered by a reasoner language and covers all reuse and
acquisition languages, or formally:

(1)

∃R ∈ R(G ≺ R) ∧ ∀P ∈ U ∪ A(P ≺ G)

This definition provides us with an idea of the result of the customization process.
However there are still many technical and methodological problems. We have to
investigate the nature of the covering predicate and develop an algorithm for deciding
whether one pattern covers the other. We introduce different notions of coverage of
increasing strength that is based on transformations in the next section.
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2.2 A Transformation-Based Approach
The notion of transformability is a central one in our approach because it allows to
define the coverage relation. The simplest transformation is the transformation from
a logic to another which adds new constructors. The transformation is then trivial,
but yet useful, because the initial representation is valid in the new language.
In the following we use L and L0 to refer to languages. Languages are sets of
expressions δ. Representations r are sets of expressions which are normally subsets
of a language. rL ⊆ L. Transformations are mappings τ : L → L0 from expressions
in one language to expressions in a different language.
Definition: Syntactic Coverage This trivial form of transformation provides us
with a first notion of coverage that reflects the situation, where a language is the
subset of the other:
(2)

LL0 ⇔def (L ⊆ L0 )

For this case, one can define a special case of the coverage relation as LL0
which means that one language is completely included in the other in a lexical sense.
If L6 L0 , the transformation is more difficult. The initial representation r can be
restricted to what is (syntactically) expressible in L0 . However, this operation (which
is correct) is incomplete because it can happen that a consequence of a representation
expressible in L0 is not a consequence of the expression of that representation in
L0 . The preceding proposal is restricted in the sense that it only allows in the target
language, expressions expressible in the source language, while there are equivalent
non-syntactically comparable languages. This is the case of the description logic
languages ALC and ALUE which are known to be equivalent while being defined by
different operators. For that purpose, one can define LL0 if and only if the models
are preserved.
Definition: Semantic Coverage Transformations that simulate some operators of
the transformed language using combinations of operators of the goal language imply
a notion of coverage that is based on the semantics of languages. Let I be the a
Tarskian style interpretation defining the model-theoretic semantics of expressions,
then we get
(3)

LL0 ⇔def ∀I : I |=L δ ⇒ I |=L0 τ (δ)
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Another possibility is to define f
 as the existence of an homomorphism between
the models of the original and the translated language. This property guarantees that
inconsistency of an expression in the target language implies inconsistency of the
expression in the source language.
Definition: Model-Theoretic Coverage Transformations that preserves inconsistency which is an important property with respect to automated reasoning by guaranteeing that for every model in L there also is a model in L’ define a special case of
semantic coverage we refer to as model-theoretic coverage:
(4)

Lf
L0 ⇔def ∀I∃I 0 : I |=L δ ⇒ I 0 |=L0 τ (δ)

Summarizing, the syntactic and semantic structure of a language family provides
us with different criteria for coverage all based on the notion of transformability.
These notions of coverage do not only give us the possibility to identify and prove
coverage, it also specifies a mechanisms for transforming the covered into the covering language. Therefore we not only show that a suitable language can be generated,
but also how the generation is being performed. In the next section we present an
implementation of this approach.

3 Transformation-based Ontology Integration
The notion of semantic interoperability is a very broad one since it covers almost
all application of the semantic web. Therefore we can only give evidence for the
usefulness of the ’family of languages’ approach by example.

3.1 An Example Problem
We chose a scenario where two existing ontologies should be integrated to establish a
semantic model of an application domain. The library of the DAML (DARPA Agent
Markup Language) contains an ontology describing a technical support application
(http://www.daml.org/ontologies/69). It is encoded in the DAML-ONT language.

<Class ID="ProductInfo">
<subClassOf
resource="#IncommingTechSupIncident"/>
<comment>
Technical Product Information
</comment>
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</Class>
<Property ID="operatingSystem">
<domain resource="#ProductInfo"/>
<comment>Product’s Operating System</comment>
<default resource="MSWindows98"/>
</Property>
<Class ID="OperatingSystem">
<oneOf parseType="daml:collection">
<OperatingSystem ID="MSWindows2000"/>
<OperatingSystem ID="MSWindowsNT"/>
<OperatingSystem ID="MSWindows98"/>
<OperatingSystem ID="MSWindows95"/>
</oneOf>
<comment>
Available Operating Systems
</comment>
</Class>
<Property ID="productVersion">
<domain resource="#ProductInfo"/>
<comment>Product’s Version</comment>
<default resource="#PersonalEdition"/>
</Property>
<Class ID="ProductVersion">
<oneOf parseType="daml:collection">
<ProductVersion ID="EnterpiseEdition"/>
<ProductVersion ID="DeveloperEdition"/>
<ProductVersion ID="ProfessionalEdition"/>
<ProductVersion ID="SmallBusinessEdition"/>
<ProductVersion ID="PersonalEdition"/>
</oneOf>
<comment>Available Product Versions</comment>
</Class>

Since the DAML language borrows from description logics
[McGuinness et al., 2001, Horrocks, 2000] these constructs can easily be mapped on
operators available in the description logic markup language DLML. Operators used in
this specific ontology are: atomic names, primitive classes, primitive roles, domain
restrictions for assigning properties to classes and the one-of operator for defining
classes by enumeration.
We assume that the technical support should be extended to include hardware as
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well. For this purpose definitions of existing hardware products have to be integrated
into the ontology. As an example product we use the printer ontology that can be
found at http://www.ontoknowledge.org/oil/case-studies/. This ontology in turn is
encoded in the OIL language.

<oil:DefinedClass rdf:ID="HPLaserJet1100Series">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<oil:And>
<oil:hasOperand>
<rdfs:Class
rdf:about="#HPLaserJetPrinter"/>
</oil:hasOperand>
<oil:hasOperand>
<rdfs:Class
rdf:about="#PrinterForPersonalUse"/>
</oil:hasOperand>
</oil:And>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<oil:hasPropertyRestriction>
<oil:HasValue>
<oil:onProperty
rdf:resource="#PrintingSpeed"/>
<oil:toClass>
<rdfs:Class
rdf:about="#&quot;8 ppm&quot;"/>
</oil:toClass>
</oil:HasValue>
</oil:hasPropertyRestriction>
<oil:hasPropertyRestriction>
<oil:HasValue>
<oil:onProperty
rdf:resource="#PrintingResolution"/>
<oil:toClass>
<rdfs:Class
rdf:about="#&quot;600 dpi&quot;"/>
</oil:toClass>
</oil:HasValue>
</oil:hasPropertyRestriction>
</oil:DefinedClass>

The semantics of the OIL language is completely specified in terms of description
logics. Consequently, we can directly map OIL constructs. Operators used in the
model are the following: atomic names primitive concepts, primitive roles, existential
7

restrictions on slot values as well as conjunction for multiple inheritance and multiple
slot constraints.

3.2 Integrating the Specifications
Using the family of languages approach, we can integrate the two specifications in a
three step process. First, we have to analyze the language patterns (i.e. combinations
of operators) at hand then we customize a joint language. Finally, we define and implement transformations between the language patterns and the customized language.
Step 1: Identify Language Patterns The languages used in the specifications
from our example, i.e. DAML and OIL are legacy language in the sense of the
language customization task. As these languages are very expressive, however for
our purpose we only have to care about the part of the languages that are really used
in the specifications (see last section).
The second kind of language patterns involved are defined by the aim of
providing reasoning support for the integrated specifications. A potential reasoner
is the FaCT system that supports two different languages, SHF and SHIQ
[Horrocks et al., 1999]. Figure 1 illustrates the expressiveness of these languages.

Figure 1: Expressiveness of languages supported by the FaCT reasoner

Step 2: Customize Integration Language The patterns identified in step 1 act as
an input for the language customization step. We denote the language pattern used
for the technical support ontology as LDAM L , the one used for the printer ontology
as LOIL . In the example case, we can simply merge the two language patterns
into a language that consists of all operators found in both models. The resulting
integration language denoted as LG = LDAM L ∨LOIL simply consists of the union of
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the operators present in the two ontologies described above.
We now have to test the suitability of the pattern. For the suitability we have
to check, whether the language covers the legacy languages, i.e. whether LG ≺
LDAM L ∧ LG ≺ LOIL holds. In this case this is obvious, because LG extends both
languages (LOIL LG and LDAM L LG ). Additionally we have to make sure that
LG is covered by at least one reasoner language (denoted as LSHF and LSHIQ ). We
can show that LSHIQ covers LG : Concept and role definitions as well as conjunction and existential restriction are already directly contained in ALC while we have
to model one-of and domain using other operators of the languages supported.
This can be done in the very same way as it is done from OIL to the FaCT reasoner
[Horrocks, 2000]:
one-of can be simulated using or, not and cdef, because the transformation from
(one − of C1 C2 ) to (or C1 C2 ) ∧ (cdef C1 (not C2 ))) preserves inconsistency checking by guaranteeing that for every model for the original expression
there is a model in the transformed one. We obtain consequence preservation
for this transformation.
domain can be simulated using all and inv, because
R ≤ (domain C) ⇒ > ≤ (all (inv R) C)
Another way is to use general concept implications or the form:
(some R >) ≤ C
We omit the proofs due to the limited space.
Performing the first transformation we have to use the SHIQ reasoner, because
inverse roles are needed to simulate domain constraints. If we do the second
transformation, we can even rely on the SHF reasoner which supports a smaller
language and therefore is able to provide faster reasoning service.
To summarize, we can use the language LG created by the transformations as a
language for the integrated model, because there is a reasoner language (i.e. LSHIQ )
that syntactically covers LG .
Step 3: Implement Languages and Transformations
sub-steps:

This can be refined in three

1. Translating from DAML and OIL to LDAM L and LOIL ;
2. Providing the transformation from LDAM L and LOIL to LG ;
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3. Translating from LSHIQ which syntactically covers LG to SHIQ.
The implementation has been carried out by transforming representations within
the DLML (Description Logic Markup Language [Euzenat, 2001]) framework. It
encodes many description logics in XML in a coherent way (same operators have
the same name) but does not offer CGI. Transformations are written in the XSLT
language for transforming XML documents.
The second one is more related to description logics. It first involves merging
both ontologies. This is easily achieved with a straightforward transformation, thanks
to the unified vocabulary provided by DLML [Euzenat, 2001](i.e. whatever the logic,
the syntax is the same). The resulting logic (LDAM L ∨LOIL ) being syntactically
stronger than LDAM L and LOIL preserves the content of the ontologies as well as the
consequence relation.
Then, the resulting merged ontology, which cannot be directly translated into
SHIQ is converted by applying successive transformations (again written in XSLT).
The first one eliminates the domain constructor and the second one eliminates
the one-of constructor in exactly the way put forth above. Because the first
transformation preserves the models and the second one preserves unsatisfiability,
then, the whole chain of transformation preserve consequence.

4

Discussion

We introduced an approach for ontology language integration that is based on the
construction of a joint language and the use of semantics-preserving transformations.
We outlined the idea of the approach and gave evidence for its suitability using a
real-life example.
The approach presented still has several shortcomings implying needs for further
research. First of all the nature of different kinds of transformation needs further
investigation. We envision a formal framework for proving special properties of
transformation in order to guarantee formal properties of the constructed language.
When thinking of a web of trust, it is also beneficial to annotation complete proofs to
transformed language as a guarantee that no information has been lost.
Another very important related problem which is completely out of the scope
of this paper is the problem of translating not only between different representation
languages, but also between different terminologies. An approach able to perform
translations between different ontologies on the language and the terminology level
would be a big step forward.
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